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Executive Summary
The modern society depends on electricity and, as a result, any changes in electricity related technologies
are likely to cause certain societal changes. In the traditional energy systems, consumers are mainly passive
electricity consumers. Under the Smart Grid paradigm, the consumers can play a more active role in the new
energy system as prosumers. For the Smart Grids to be deployed successfully, consumers will need to be
much more engaged and better informed in to achieve high levels of energy awareness. At the same time,
while the protection of the environment ranges high on the priority list of the consumers, most people do
not associate electricity usage with its environmental and climate change impact. The awareness about this
impact and about the possible ways to actively mitigate it, including energy and conservation and their active
role under the Smart Grid paradigm, could be am important societal driver for change.
In the present document we investigate Smart Grid as a tool of compliance to the European Union's (EU)
ambitious objectives for 2020, that is, 20% of renewable energy sources (RES) penetration, 20% of CO2
emissions reduction and 20% increase in energy efficiency. Besides the energy targets for 2020 adopted by
the European Council in 2007, the present document pays special attention to the Energy Roadmap 2050 1
and accepts decarbonisation as a goal to achieve by 2050. Our qualitative research examined the views of all
members of the Smart Grid value chain in relation to the electric power system's efficiency, reliability, quality
and safety. Our investigation followed the Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET Plan)2 pointing out that the
lower capacity of distributed generation in certain areas of south-eastern Europe (SEE) could be improved
with the implementation of Smart Grid's technological advances. We adopted an explanatory paradigm
research in this literary analysis with no hypotheses formed. In other words, we search for constructs and
connections (inductive) which are often related to qualitative research. The social, cultural, and ethical
constraints of Smart Grid were the focus of our investigation due to the fact that these are carefully regarded
by electric power system planners and operators.
Prior literature on Smart Grid augmentation has placed great importance on strengthening and
communicating cyber-security solutions to all members of the value chain. Different examples of countries
in central, north-western and south-western EU with already adopted consumer-centred planning
approaches highlight the need for citizen centred Smart Grid technological development. Our review of more
recent theoretical and empirical research on the future electric power systems in South-eastern Europe (SEE)
shows that there has been nearly zero evidence on how local stakeholders' view of Smart Grid development
and how the accompanying social, cultural and ethical constraints could be tackled effectively. Our databased investigation focuses on this particular field of research and examines the responses of participants
from SEE, namely Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, FYR Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania,
Serbia, Slovenia. In SEE, there is a tremendous variation in Smart Grid readiness. There has been a special
focus on privacy, security, equity, and energy poverty issues that are highly associated with the development
of national and transnational electric power systems.
Based on the above, we have conceived a questionnaire that was distributed by CROSSBOW's partners to all
members of the Smart Grid value chain in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, FYR Macedonia,
Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia. Its questions tapped on fundamental social, cultural and ethical
factors that determine Smart Grid growth. A total of 78 participants answered a series of 53 questions
addressing privacy, security, equity and energy poverty issues. The obtained responses indicate that there
are country-specific social, cultural and ethical concerns in planning and executing both small and large-scale
electric power systems. It is worth noting that the CROSSBOW partners with already developed RES operating
units seemed to be at ease with the prospects of Smart Grid deployment and its two-way communication
requirements. Our analysis indicates that stakeholder empowerment remains a critical factor for
understanding Smart Grid technologies and reducing investment uncertainty for utilities, Transmission

1
2

COM (2011) 885 final (15.12.2011), 'Energy Roadmap 2050'
COM (2009) 519 final (07.10.2009), 'Investing in the Development of Low Carbon Technologies (SETPlan)'
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System Operators (TSO), Distribution System Operator (DSO), regulators, and other key decision-makers in
the study area. In other words, CROSSBOW's partners in SEE have to improve local stakeholders'
understanding of Smart Grid technologies and required Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
tools and procedures.
The studied insights and lessons learnt from prior Smart Grid development efforts in EU as well as
CROSSBOW's questionnaire responses point out the need for organised capacity building interventions
across all levels of the Smart Grid value chain. the deployment of renewable electricity generation, storage,
transmission and market exploitation requires long term of long-term local stakeholder preparation. The
results of our analyses underline the importance of utilising different preparatory actions in sustainable
Smart Grid development in SEE. More importantly, it was made clear that the issues of privacy, security,
equity and energy poverty have to be explored with the participation of all members of the value chain, prior
to introducing Smart Grid technologies in SEE's electric power market as it has been observed in many other
EU countries. Local stakeholders for Smart Grid development in SEE need to understand the importance of
the data exchange process and the development of situational awareness for wide-area monitoring.
At the same time, more, our survey suggests that Smart Grid planners in SEE have to engage local
stakeholders in improving state estimator models for a better structuring of real-time grid conditions, to
advance dynamic planning models for a greater understanding of how power systems will deal with grid
disturbances, and to advance the models for managing plausible future disturbances and outages. There is
highly technical and technological information that has to be understood by all members of the Smart Grid
value chain. Therefore, capacity building in the context of the social, cultural and ethical constraints of Smart
Grid constitutes a fundamental precondition for its sustainable development.
Our data suggest that TSOs and DSOs need to adopt a strategy for accelerating Smart Grid progress toward
a more secure grid not only for participants but also for the entire electric power industry. It has to be
communicated that smart digital devices will have to rely on new IP-based access points to the grid, hence
making customer privacy and cyber-security paramount to Smart Grid success in SEE. In the future, all
members of the Smart Grid value chain will have to consider the implementation comprehensive cybersecurity plans that will be entrenched in their policies, technologies, and business practices in order to be en
par with the European Union's agenda 2020, 2030, and 2050. Finally, the responses of CROSSBOW's
questionnaire indicate privacy, security, equity, and energy poverty issues will have to be addressed by all
members of the value chain in order to minimise sustainability risks and to ensure the participation of
investors in building a new Smart Grid system in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, FYR
Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia in SEE.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of the document

The main goal of this document is to examine the social, cultural, and ethical aspects of Smart Grid3 and to
address end-consumer/prosumer security, data privacy, equity, and energy poverty. The current trends and
challenges of this particular field of interdisciplinary research and development are evaluated with the aim
to create a democratic and user-centred European electricity system that will support people's involvement
and empowerment across all stages of Smart Grid growth. Different points of view were considered with the
end-consumer/prosumer receiving the most attention. Our propositions and suggestions on the social,
cultural, and ethical parameters affecting Smart Grid growth are based on questionnaire data obtained from
CROSSBOW's partner regions in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, FYR Macedonia,
Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia in SEE.

1.2

Scope of the document

The document tackles privacy, security, equity and energy poverty matters in SEE's Smart Grid development.
It explores the roles of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [1], end-consumer/ prosumer security,
variable pricing, energy poverty as well as risks the risks and barriers of cooperation among electric power
generation, storage, and transmission companies in Smart Grid design and deployment in SEE. It examines
the existing variability in regulatory constraints and incentive mechanisms as well as local stakeholders'
responsibilities (i.e. generators, suppliers, transmission system operators, distribution system operators,
consumers, operators of smart grid functions, public authorities, taxpayers, etc) in Smart Grid design and
implementation in the designated South-eastern Europe (SEE) region. The above conjectures and discussions
guided the partners in their decision to distribute a questionnaire to relevant actors in the participating SEE
countries, that is, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, FYR Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania,
Serbia, Slovenia in SEE, in order to shed light in this geographical area of CROSSBOW.

3

Smart Grids are defined as electricity networks that can efficiently integrate the behaviour and actions of all users
connected to it - generators, consumers and those that do both - in order to ensure an economically efficient,
sustainable power system with low losses and high quality and security of supply and safety.
(http://ec.europa.eu/energy/gas_electricity/smartgrids/doc/expert_group1.pdf)
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Figure 1: Countries participating in the CROSSBOW's small-scale questionnaire survey

Each of the above countries participated in CROSSBOW's small-scale questionnaire survey and distributed
approximately 10 questionnaires to relevant members of the Smart Grid value chain. Descriptive and
qualitative analyses of the 78 respondents are provided further below. Hence, the main part of this document
entails the presentation of the CROSSBOW questionnaire responses obtained from relevant actors in each
participating country. The aim of the document is to provide all members of the Smart Grid value chain,
especially decision makers, policy developers, and investors in south-eastern Europe, with data driven
conclusions and recommendations relevant to privacy, security, equity and energy poverty matters.

1.3

Structure of the document

The contents of the present document are divided into five sections.
▪

The first section entails a critical review of theoretical and empirical work of the social, cultural and
ethical constraints of Smart Grid development in general and SEE countries in particular.

▪

The second section of this document is dedicated to the rationale, the structure and the content of
the questionnaire used in this study.

▪

The third section is dedicated to the analysis of questionnaire responses and the lessons learnt.

▪

The fourth section of the document is dedicated to the discussion of results.

▪

The last section of the document is dedicated for conclusions and recommendations.

The document has an extensive number of appendices, which are mostly dedicated to descriptive and
comparative analyses of the CROSSBOW questionnaire responses.
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2

Literature review, experience and best practices

Overview
Society heavily depends on electricity and, as a result, any changes in electricity related technologies are
likely to initiate a chain of societal reactions and interests. In the traditional energy systems, consumers are
mainly passive electricity consumers. More recent reports suggest that Smart Grid consumers can play a
more active role in the new energy system as prosumers. For the Smart Grids to be deployed successfully,
consumer engagement will have to improve drastically [2], [3]. In such case, it is desired that the consumers
will be more informed in order to achieve high levels of energy awareness. Despite the fact that the
protection of the environment constitutes a strong concern, most people do not associate electricity usage
with its environmental impact [3].
In the past, society thought about electricity as a commodity that could always be available and that power
grids can only run from generation, to transport, and distribution in order to reach the consumer. In the 21st
century, society views electricity generation and use as a sustainable, reliable, clean, and affordable
commodity accessible to all [1], [4]. Electricity, as a clean, energy efficient, and secure commodity with unique
characteristics of instant generation and consumption through electric circuits, has created many new
technological, social, economic, legal and ethical concerns that have to be addressed in the modern Smart
Grids era [5]. At the EU level, the discussions about Smart Grid started in 2005 when the European
Commission Directorate General for Research created the European Technology Platform for the Electricity
Networks of the Future, also called European Technology Platform Smart Grids (www.smartgrids.eu), with
more than 100 stakeholders and the support of Framework Programs 5 and 6. The Platform consists of the
relevant industry and academia. A close look on this particular website shows that the majority of the
participants represent the industry, that is demand, metering and retail, the European Commission and
academia.
It has been noted that EU's strategy for Smart Grid places increased its interest in local stakeholders’
involvement in the Energy Union and Smart Grid growth challenges. This outlook has stimulated further
interdisciplinary research in the sustainable electricity field [6]. Power networks have moved from the
demand-following principle to a potential supply-driven one [7]. New bi-directional power networks in EU
are handling challenging constraints, such as, the dispatch and predictability of power production. At the
same time, consumers have taken a more active role in the management of consumption and, in some cases,
in electricity production, giving rise to the concept of “prosumers” (producers-consumers) [2]. In addition,
the experiences and attitudes of the industry, the research community, European, national and regional
governments, non-governmental organisations, as well as citizens’ groups, consumers/prosumers
associations, and opinion-leaders have been steered toward more cost efficient energy generation and new
business development approaches [8]. There is a shift from a focus on clients or consumers of social policies
as users and choosers, to a more active engagement of citizens as agents in the making and shaping of the
social policies that affect their lives. On the basis of the above conjectures, we concluded that the actions
and activities of citizen involvement in general, and consumers/prosumers in particular, have become very
valuable in sustainable Smart Grid planning. There is a clear need for knowing more about handling
interdisciplinary social issues that touch upon Smart Grid related safety, security, equity, and energy poverty
behaviour, as well as the social constrains of energy technology systems [9]. This important social aspect that
surrounds electric power systems is neglected in the literature, despite the fact that there is a mutual
influence and dependence among Smart Grid members of the value chain community [10].
Bottom-up social-cultural approaches
Contrary to the concept of technological determinism, social-cultural approaches consider technological
development as socially dependent [10]. Accordingly, technologies should be the outcomes of discussions
and negotiations among relevant stakeholders, such as, scientists and technologists, economists,
sociologists, consumer psychologists, policy makers, entrepreneurs, non-governmental organisations and the
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media. Each stakeholder can have different interpretations, create diverse expectations, and express groupspecific interests in technology [11]. This study explores the social, cultural, and ethical aspects of Smart Grid
with its supporting technologies that determine what is possible for the future and how expectations are
structured, how they appear, disappear or resist and influence the interests and needs of the members of
the Smart Grid value chain [11], [12]. Everyone would agree with the premise that social expectations
determine the development of new policies, which in turn prompt the members of the value chain to decide
how meaningful these are to them in terms of profit, comfort, safety and security [13]. It is understood that
Smart Grid could benefit greatly from the co-operation of science and technology in order to resolve the
broader socio-cultural and ethical ambivalences, controversies and heterogeneous visions among actors may
reinforce the development of new technologies and strengthen its sustainability [10].
Most of the research carried on Smart Grid refers on how relevant knowledge is negotiated among all
relevant parties and how governments could intervene. There are many references to government
interventions primarily by introducing policies that can facilitate structural changes, and support information,
coordination, and externalities control issues, as well as initiate regulatory guidelines and procedures aiming
to protect certain firms and industries [14]. Consequently, governments, the business community, citizens
and consumers/prosumers can cooperate for the introduction of new technologies for Smart Grid
deployment, policy formulation, and regulation of the electricity market during the early stages of the
transition to Smart Grid [10].
With respect to the European Union, new business models, actors, and two-way utility–consumers/
prosumers acknowledge the citizen perspectives and initiatives in Smart Grid. However, little is known about
the ways of changing and shaping the participation of the members of the value chain in Smart Grid
deployment, particularly those that can help citizens as well as consumers/prosumers, in adopting the coplayers role. Some researchers report that there are various actions that may increase the acceptance of
Smart Grid and will ease and simplify the use of relevant energy and ICT technologies in SEE. These include
greater visibility of information about the benefits of new ICT technology utilisation, enhanced familiarity
with smart electricity power systems through pilot projects, and empowerment of citizens, and
prosumers/consumers [15].
Some studies have tried to measure behavioural change as well as energy consumption patterns in citizens,
and end-consumers/prosumers [16]–[18]. This line of research emphasises the importance of contextual
clarity and coherence in sharing information with citizens, and end-consumers/prosumers about energy
generation, storage, transition and consumption as well as the characteristics of demand patterns and
associated devices observed at home. Interestingly enough, the role, opinions, attitudes, drivers and barriers
of citizens as consumers/prosumers in a new energy system have not been studied extensively. It is unknown
whether the transition towards new models of electric power systems will turn passive consumers into
engaged citizens with an extended consumer's/prosumer's role. Smart Grid requires active citizens in energy
consumption and prosumption that could probably be supported through participatory exercises in small
scale electric power systems.
Some relevant research questions
Smart Grids have become a common concept despite the fact that we are still defining what smart really
means. ‘Smartness’ is obviously closely related to ICT developments, like the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial
Intelligence (AI), etc [19]. These areas of knowledge have been the driving force behind smart technologies
and have become the key to further developments in the energy sector. The drive towards a Smart Grid
began with the growth of small and distributed energy generation combined with an interest in achieving
high levels of either self-consumption, or local consumption of that energy [20]. This achievement prompted
the movement of the grid away from its previous hierarchical structure. Currently, Smart Grids rely on
innovative technologies, such as intelligent and autonomous controllers, advanced software for data
management, and two-way communications between power utilities and consumers/prosumers in order to
create automated and distributed energy delivery networks [21]. The new power systems will have these
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intelligent technologies incorporated across the entire system, from power generation, storage, transmission
and distribution, to electricity consumption at the customers'/prosumer's premises, with the aim of
improving the efficiency, reliability, and safety of the system [22].
Smart Grids have had an increasing potential to solve several problems, such as achieving climatic goals by a
more cost-efficient way of using electricity networks. More importantly, Smart Grids are considered to be
higher electricity consumption reinforcers for all members of the value chain, while energy solutions can
potentially be solved faster [23]. Improving energy consumption by consuming when low-carbon energy is
plentiful and/or exploiting the flexibility of some consumption in order to provide services to the grid as a
whole has strengthened Smart Grid development. In other words, Smart Grids development has gradually
led to finding new means for identifying and utilising new innovations in generation, consumption, storage
or network assets for managing the electricity grid [22]. In addition, Smart Grid development embraces the
move towards smart metering and the reduction of unnecessary AC/DC conversions in generation and
consumption through DC distribution networks [21]. There is an increasing trend towards a network of
different networks and even different energy types (electrical, heat) that need to be interconnected and need
to communicate with each other to deliver an optimised solution and to ensure resilience. These are
important solutions that need to be addressed by all members of the energy value chain.
In this part of our literature review, we explore the level of Smart Grid techno-scientific knowledge,
motivations and epistemic reasoning that the different stakeholders of the value chain have to have in order
to participate actively in the process. In order to do so, we paused answered the following two questions:
1. What is the most effective approach for involving different members of the value chain in Smart Grid
growth?
Germany and France have a different outlook on power generation. Germany, after the Fukushima disaster,
announced its move towards a low-carbon economy by closing all of its seven nuclear power plants by
December 2022, while France, continues to generate most of its electricity from nuclear power plants [2],
[8], [24]. In both examples, government policies on national electric power networks is harnessing Smart Grid
growth with different narratives dealing with knowledge transfer to different members of the value chain on
how national electric power systems will operate. From these two examples it becomes apparent that Smart
Grid development needs the support of the state but relies on new interdisciplinary approaches for managing
holistically relevant energy technologies, systems, economies and markets, new regulatory frameworks,
citizen, consumer/prosumer behaviour insights, as well as other socio-cultural behaviours and ethical
concerns.
Over the recent years, the sustainable Smart Grid development has been empowering citizens as well as
consumers/prosumers, while reinforcing the cooperation among members of the value chain Numerous
researchers and policy makers have underlined the importance of adopting a cross-interdisciplinary approach
in reinforcing the adoption and development of new solutions for more safe and secure electric power
systems [10], [15]–[18]. The energy literature also highlights the need for employers and employees capacity
building with skills in utilising state-of-the-art digital and communication technologies, sharing of resources
and expertise, and developing new interdisciplinary cooperation, as underlined in the Strategic Energy
Technology Plan (SET-Plan) and the Energy Union strategy [8], [24]. In other words, a holistic energy system
approach is being promoted for overcoming existing boundaries. With this conjecture in mind, we examine
further below theoretical and empirical approaches relevant to Smart Grid growth, while focusing on the
social, cultural, and ethical issues entrenched in Smart Grid implementation [25].
2. How could all members of the value chain be involved in Smart Grid growth?
The future of electricity Smart Grids is expected to be a radical technological, environmental, and economic
upgrade of the old system. It has argued that Smart Grid developments will have to be supported by either
technology-based approaches, which focus on the use of technology in enhancing the intelligence of the grid
through communication and electronic equipment installations on network user premises, or by output-
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based approaches, which deal with technological problem solving [10], [15]–[18], [26]. Moreover, critics have
argued that Smart Grid will change the interactions among members of the value chain. For example, in most
member states task of the DSO is to distribute the electricity to the consumer, but will this still be the main
task of the DSO when the conventional grid will be transformed into a Smart Grid? In addition, sustainability
requires more socially intrusive technologies that will be influencing the daily life of citizens,
consumers/prosumers and will be resulting in an uneasy relationship.
So far, it has become rather clear that end-users need to be prepared for gradually accepting these changes
in their homes and daily routines, and, hence, to meet the requirements for participation in Smart Grids [27].
The readiness of all members of the Smart Grid value chain for a new electric power system with discrete
roles for its members requires concrete opportunities for capacity building based on needs and roles. Societal
needs fulfilment and stakeholder roles satisfaction implies adjustments in technological and technical
capabilities. This more recent approach on societal needs satisfaction and social acceptability of the Smart
Grid has reinforced its sustainability prospects, while leaving behind prior considerations presenting Smart
Grid as a solely technological implementation.
In recent years, the term "Smart Grids" has been treated as synonymous to the low carbon electricity
challenge by most members of the relevant value chain and has been related to important social, cultural,
and ethical considerations [28]. Technological innovations can support the proper functioning of Smart Grids;
however, their technological maturity is linked to the social, cultural, and ethical factors influencing its wider
acceptance from potential users [27], [28]. Smart Grids can play a pivotal role in meeting EU's energy
efficiency goals in reinforcing the transformation of our entire energy system from how energy is produced,
distributed, and consumed to how different members of the value chain respond to inevitable social, cultural,
ethical constraints [29].
CROSSBOW's questionnaire has helped us understand how to improve Smart Grid sustainability by taking
into consideration the identity and role of the players and how they are connected in the larger value chain.
It was assumed that innovation can create technological niches for Smart Grids, and these can penetrate the
larger socio-technological state in order to transform the electricity system. The partners of CROSSBOW
agreed that any electricity transformation will need to include mechanisms and strategies on behavioural
analysis and incentive structures for improving the consumer's/prosumers' quality of life and for making the
most of a utility. These are definitely important parameters in Smart Grid structure and function that have
not been addressed properly in many articles and reports in the social sciences literature of Smart Grids.
These parameters relate to the social, cultural, and ethical constraints of Smart Grid communication and
exchange of information among the different members of the value chain [10], [15]–[18], [26]–[29].
As indicated above, Smart Grid research and implementation has focused mainly on finding solutions for
technical problems and improving available technologies. For Smart Grids to be successful, a holistic analysis
of uncertainties and externalities needs to be carried during the early stages of their deployment with social,
cultural, and ethical factors taken into consideration. Public acceptance for Smart Grids could be improved
by addressing social, cultural, and ethical energy problems as well as identifying new challenges and solutions
towards a more sustainable Smart Grid system [27]–[29]. It has been also proposed that for public acceptance
purposes, Smart Grid project applications have to put a stronger interest in security and privacy issues, as in
the case of smart metering [20].
In closing, the social, cultural, and ethical issues of Smart Grid are associated with privacy requirements that
are highlighted in the new European GDPR [1]. It must be noted that the privacy is also important for the
eventual acceptance of Smart Grids by the public. We will examine the potential privacy and security
weaknesses of Smart Grids in Chapter 4 of this report. The parameter of privacy has received special attention
in this document, given recent reports on how easily large networks can be targeted by various cyber and
other threats, as indicated in GDPR [1]. It is well known that the size of the data collected from future Smart
Grid elements are expected to be of bigger magnitude than the ones being collected up until now. The
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potential privacy consequences are presented in the Engaging the consumer/prosumer section of this study
[2].
We will examine the potential privacy and security weaknesses of Smart Grids in Chapter 4 of this report. The
parameter of privacy has received special attention in this document, given recent reports on how easily
large networks can be targeted by various cyber and other threats, as indicated in GDPR [1]. It is well known
that the size of the data collected from future Smart Grid elements are expected to be of bigger magnitude
than the ones being collected up until now. The potential privacy consequences are presented in the
Research on individual behaviour reveals a great variety of relevant activities and factors that influence
consumer engagement in Smart Grid growth [31]. With respect to modelling the behaviour of
consumers/prosumers a number of independent variables influence the level of commitment of individuals
(i.e. to own and operate a Distributed Energy Resource), the levels of DER penetration among the population
in a particular geographical area (as a percentage), the implementation area's socio-cultural demographics,
consumer/prosumer socio-economic background, income, status within urban or rural residential
environments, ownership of vehicles and devices, country available infrastructures, policy and regulation
contexts, market prices for power commodities and services, the weather conditions other external factors
[38].
It has been argued that electricity consumers do not have the same motives, perceptions, or technological
understanding as electricity producers. Interestingly enough, transforming consumer behaviour into a
prosumer one, can be influenced by policy and regulation, information, incentives, institutional support. In
addition, financial incentives are effective means for preparing various end users in adopting effective Smart
Grid innovations [38], [39]. Different pilot projects that use new Smart Grid related technologies and
applications play an important role in showing to the consumers the effectiveness and efficiency of
successfully utilised new technologies used [38]. Some researchers argue that certain information about
energy consumption and energy efficiency can be adequate. All activities targeting a better Smart Grid
understanding of the consumers/prosumers requires an interaction with them [38]. Building trust is
important for a successful long-term relationship. Consumers need to understand the problem and the
provision of relevant information about energy consumption is an example of such engagement [2].
In recent years there has been an increase of consumer engagement in a number of private projects entailing
citizen participation [10], [15]–[18], [26]. Consumer behaviour changes are hard to predict, and private
investors are reluctant to invest in such projects. Under these circumstances public funding has become
vitally important [2]. Most consumer engagement projects focus on the residential sector. This preference
originates from energy providers targeting the households. There is some potential in energy efficiency of
residential consumers in dispersed locations. The leading organizations in such projects are mostly DSOs and
other energy companies [40].
Traditionally, relationship between consumers and utilities has been one-sided. Most of the utilities
resources have been allocated to energy generation and distribution. Nowadays, utilities are being
transformed from energy suppliers to energy management advisors. [24]
Privacy concerns and new privacy regulations section of this study [2].

2.1

Social aspects

2.1.1 Smart Grid acceptance
EU's strategy for a clean, secure, and efficient energy system has to be supported by Smart Grids that match
generation with consumption, especially because of the characteristics of renewable generation and storage
[30]. This requires a better understanding of the social aspects of the demand for services and its implications
for energy use. It also implies that innovative services that allow consumers to benefit from consuming
flexibly will be needed alongside new regulatory or market structures to facilitate them [29]. Hence, there is
a need for many more active participants in the energy system and a wider range of control services, requiring
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coordinated local, regional and national objectives for matching demand with supply and security of supply,
including the control of distributed (local and more central) energy storage facilities. The move towards
carbon-neutral energy generation that matches demand implies that systems can no longer operate in
isolation but have to be combined into a system-of-systems, that preferably function without the need for a
human operator [20].
Furthermore, public acceptance of Smart Grid development entails social aspects that play a fundamental
role in shaping directions and decisions [8]. In addition, a long-term EU strategy targeting technological
integration coupled with societal needs, new population growth demographics, transport needs, community
infrastructure and services will ensure the successful development of robust network modelling tools and
innovative engineering applications [5]. In other words, Smart Grids implementation will succeed when
technology meets the needs of consumers/prosumers as well as when there is information sharing and
engagement with the community [24]. This implies that innovative engineering developments for Smart Grid
of the future have to be shared with end users through community consultations, consumer/prosumer driven
ICT products and services [24]. Many energy experts suggest that the social aspects of energy Smart Grids
are often overlooked with most attention being given to technical issues. It has been argued that that
uncertainties and externalities originating from Smart Grids could be easily resolved with the involvement of
all members of the value chain (regulators, financial institutions, consumers/ prosumers, utilities and new
players) during the planning stages of deployment as well as during implementation [8]. Hence, public
acceptance of Smart Grid applications can be attained through the involvement of local stakeholders in
addressing energy problems and examining the drivers of a sustainable Smart Grid energy system. [2], [4]–
[8]
A more efficient Smart Grid system has to rely on a more active role of consumers/prosumers. The demandresponse concept entails changes in electricity consumption by the end-users in response to supply
conditions [30]. To achieve this, the consumer will have to be engaged and provided with information,
additional services, and incentives in order to benefit from potential selective reductions in load. These
reductions will come mainly from commercial and industrial users but also from households, coordinated
and combined by aggregators and other energy services companies (ESCOs). Smart Grids are a tool to enable
consumers/prosumers to better manage their energy consumption for their own benefit and for that of the
whole electricity system. Implementation will need to build on trust, as consumers tend to resist to new
technical, regulatory, and market solutions [31].
Along these lines of research, smart meters have been developed and deployed in several EU countries based
on current EU legislation calls for the roll out of smart meters to at least 80% of consumers until 2020 in all
member-states, except where a comprehensive cost benefit analysis yields a negative outcome [32]. Smart
meters alone do not provide for user interaction and, hence, have little effect on user behaviour [30].
Moreover, the ability to collect and treat data should enable home automation solutions that focus on load
management and overall energy efficiency as well as convenience and security [33]. With household energy
consumption related to a combination of technology and end-user behaviour, there is concern over the lack
of product and service design to support consumers in their new roles [30]. Smart Grids and meters could
facilitate tariff innovation to improve end-use efficiency that results in direct savings to
customers/prosumers. In addition, tariff solutions can also be designed for specific concerns, such as
reliability and affordability. For the wider system, the ability to reflect system conditions through price signals
may lead to greater awareness and behavioural adjustments, resulting in reductions of peak demand and
therefore deferred grid investments [33]. The underlying assumption is that consumer/prosumer decisions
are affected by the economics of consumption and, though inelastic in terms of total demand, the consumer
is at least flexible enough to shift the hours of consumption [30].
However, the hardware is only a platform from which to build an informed consumer-driven response and
ensure demand driven changes in the use of energy. An automated system to trigger the time for electrical
appliance use would still require user intervention for adjustments that better suit consumer needs [30], as
well as the shift of choice toward 'smarter' appliances [23], making engagement crucial. The type of service
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contract expected by the consumer/prosumers vary as a function of different end user incentives and
solutions requested to adopt Demand Response schemes [34]. In order to maximize potential adoption, the
roll out procedures need to be accompanied by policy interventions that induce technology change in a
purposeful direction [35]. Certainly, success also requires market design and regulations that promote
dynamic-pricing tariffs as well as information campaigns to increase consumer awareness.
It has been argued in the literature that Smart Grids will be widely accepted when technological
developments are accompanied by consumer/prosumer behaviour modification. For such changes to occur,
a steady cooperation needs to be established with end-users. There are three different possibilities for
influencing consumer acceptance, including:
-

Easier and simpler installation and usage of the technology combined with broader understanding of
the public about the novelties they introduce;

-

Clear information regarding short-term and long-term benefits of Smart Grids;

-

Pilot projects to provide knowledge and raise awareness for the use of new technologies and reduce
consumer concerns.

For Smart Grids to be deployed successfully, public acceptance is vital. Smart Grids should be accepted on all
layers which can be divided into: socio-political, community and market. For faster Smart Grid adoption,
governmental social and political frameworks need to be coherent with community concerns and market
drivers. Regulators and policymakers are required to propose policies that facilitate the community and
market acceptance. Socio-political acceptance is the first of the three layers and refers to policies that will
require the exchange of different types and levels of knowledge among different members of the value chain.
Community acceptance is the second layer which can be achieved by articulating the opinions, concerns, and
proposals of local stakeholders and local authorities. The third layer is market acceptance, where producers,
distributors, suppliers, citizens, and consumers/ prosumers invest in and use Smart Grid related technologies
[24].

2.1.2 Externalities in Smart Grids
A recent report that analysed the database of Smart Grid R&D, counted 950 projects with investments
totalling 5 billion euros [36]. In addition to all 28 EU Member States’ projects, non-EU countries appear only
when they are a partner in one of the states’ projects. It is noted that domains with the highest investment
are smart network management, demand side management as well as integration of distributed generation
and storage. These domains add up to around 80 % of the total investment. Because of the high investment
field, several social implications should be considered when analysing positive externalities in Smart Grids.
To name just a few [37]:
-

Jobs: New investments in Smart Grids have direct impact on job creation in applicable sectors. With
increased deployment of new Smart Grids, development of Smart Grid related technologies such as
electric vehicles, smart homes, smart appliances and RES require more highly skilled workforce [3], [20].

-

Ageing work force and new skill requirements: In the next couple of years many utilities will lose their
current employees because of retirement. Smart Grids are a relatively new concept and as such requires
new job profiles. High levels of adaptability are desired. It is also important to have proper training for
the workforce currently not up to date with recent improvements [3], [20].

2.1.3 Engaging the consumer/prosumer
Research on individual behaviour reveals a great variety of relevant activities and factors that influence
consumer engagement in Smart Grid growth [31]. With respect to modelling the behaviour of
consumers/prosumers a number of independent variables influence the level of commitment of individuals
(i.e. to own and operate a Distributed Energy Resource), the levels of DER penetration among the population
in a particular geographical area (as a percentage), the implementation area's socio-cultural demographics,
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consumer/prosumer socio-economic background, income, status within urban or rural residential
environments, ownership of vehicles and devices, country available infrastructures, policy and regulation
contexts, market prices for power commodities and services, the weather conditions other external factors
[38].
It has been argued that electricity consumers do not have the same motives, perceptions, or technological
understanding as electricity producers. Interestingly enough, transforming consumer behaviour into a
prosumer one, can be influenced by policy and regulation, information, incentives, institutional support. In
addition, financial incentives are effective means for preparing various end users in adopting effective Smart
Grid innovations [38], [39]. Different pilot projects that use new Smart Grid related technologies and
applications play an important role in showing to the consumers the effectiveness and efficiency of
successfully utilised new technologies used [38]. Some researchers argue that certain information about
energy consumption and energy efficiency can be adequate. All activities targeting a better Smart Grid
understanding of the consumers/prosumers requires an interaction with them [38]. Building trust is
important for a successful long-term relationship. Consumers need to understand the problem and the
provision of relevant information about energy consumption is an example of such engagement [2].
In recent years there has been an increase of consumer engagement in a number of private projects entailing
citizen participation [10], [15]–[18], [26]. Consumer behaviour changes are hard to predict, and private
investors are reluctant to invest in such projects. Under these circumstances public funding has become
vitally important [2]. Most consumer engagement projects focus on the residential sector. This preference
originates from energy providers targeting the households. There is some potential in energy efficiency of
residential consumers in dispersed locations. The leading organizations in such projects are mostly DSOs and
other energy companies [40].
Traditionally, relationship between consumers and utilities has been one-sided. Most of the utilities
resources have been allocated to energy generation and distribution. Nowadays, utilities are being
transformed from energy suppliers to energy management advisors. [24]

2.2

Privacy concerns and new privacy regulation

2.2.1 General Data Protection Regulation
Unlike traditional power systems, the members of the Smart Grid value chain can be better informed by twoway communication systems. In some EU countries, the entire Smart Grid already operates as an active
electricity market with customers shifting loads as well as generating and storing electricity by considering
near real-time prices and other economic incentives. Through bidirectional electricity flows, prosumers sell
excess stored energy back to the grid when prices are high. Moreover, most Smart Grid stakeholders
(generators, suppliers, transmission system operators, distribution system operators, consumers, operators
of smart grid functions, public authorities, taxpayers, etc) are dependent on a continuous data exchange and
storage of related behavioural patterns, habits and customs about energy uses [41]. This form of free access
to data has yielded interesting patterns on consumers/prosumers interests and market and/or government
benefits.
It is known that the Smart Grid functioning presupposes the establishment of laws and regulations for privacy
and security for the protection of personal information and the prevention of privacy violation from
breaching local data and remote copies [8], [41]. The new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of
European Commission introduced in May 24th, 2018 [42] has replaced the previous data protection directive
from 1995. The aim of the legislation is to protect EU citizens from different types of data breaches. Among
other changes, the most notable ones are the requirements of removing any personal data from databases
with strict rules for data protection officers and penalties for companies that fail to satisfy the conditions.
Organizations in breach can receive penalties starting from €20 Million [42], [43].
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2.2.2 Data privacy
A study on data sharing between companies in Europe identified different types of data sharing [44]:
- Data monetisation: Companies gain revenue from data sharing with companies.
- Data marketplaces: Businesses that gain revenue from bringing data suppliers and data users together.
- Industrial data platforms: Closed environments made for easier development of new
products/services. Data sharing of this type may be free.
- Technical enablers: Businesses offering technical solutions that enable data sharing.
- Open data policy: Some companies share data free of charge to enable better development of new
products/services.

2.2.3 Potential privacy consequences of the Smart Grid
With the deployment of Smart Grids and smart meters it will be possible to collect, retain, share, and reuse
the consumer data. Consumption data for all consumers can be saved [43]. New services will enable the
communication with devices in both directions. The data sharing with energy management companies and
service providers should be performed cautiously. Data sharing with organizations from different countries
will need to be studied in detail as it could include sensitive information. [3]

2.3

End-consumer/prosumer security

Social factors impact the performance of Smart Grid systems, even though Smart Grid technology has been
adequately accepted. The performance of Smart Grid systems will reach its peak when the end-consumers
fully accept it [23]. For a successful Smart Grid deployment, we need to overcome technological challenges
and to accommodate changes in the way consumers/prosumers value the technology for electricity
generation, transmission, storage and distribution [30]. It must be noted that there are still end users who
take electricity for granted, a social and cultural outlook that has to change. [45]

2.4

Cultural and ethical aspects

2.4.1 Energy poverty
Energy poverty is a state where households are unable to maintain adequate living comfort levels, due to
unaffordable costs of energy [46], [47]. The adequate living levels can refer to the possibility to obtain World
Health Organization’s (WHO) optimal 21°C for living rooms and 18°C for other rooms [46], [47]. However,
adequate comfort levels can also be determined in a different way and can differ among other cultures and
are related to the insulation and the ability to use certain energy services like heating, cooling, hot water,
cooking, lighting, washing. [46], [47]
As mentioned in [34], a report on energy poverty in SEE, that included FYR Macedonia, Montenegro,
Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, Kosovo*4, FYR of Macedonia and Albania, suggested that energy use per capita is
lower in Kosovo*5, FYR of Macedonia and Albania than of European Union (EU) countries, even though the
inefficiency of household insulation, appliances and heating systems would require it to be higher compared
to that of EU, to reach similar comfort levels [46], [47]. Interestingly enough, electricity consumption in SEE
is up to twice as high as in EU, causing higher burden on SEE households with high electricity costs. [34]

4

(*United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo pursuant to the United Nations Security Council Resolution
1244)

5

(*United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo pursuant to the United Nations Security Council Resolution
1244)
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There are many countries in the Balkans that struggle with the regular payment of utility bills. More than 30
% of the total population in Greece, Serbia and Bulgaria struggle with such payments. [47]

2.4.2 Variable electricity pricing
Currently, most countries use a flat tariff system. With recent changes to the industry, higher costs and bigger
investments will be needed to satisfy energy efficiency goals and curb greenhouse gas emissions.
Furthermore, if technologies and policies were to achieve their potential to completely revolutionize the
electric power grid, legitimate challenges of equity should be addressed. These challenges should be tackled
beforehand in order not to pause Smart Grid progress [33], [46], [47]
Dynamic pricing is a concept, where prices peak during high consumption and grid congestion periods and
fall otherwise [33], [48]. It is a version of time-of-use (TOU). There are many different ways to introduce
dynamic pricing (critical-peak pricing, where prices are higher than they were before dynamic pricing in hours
with high consumption and lower than before when the consumption is lower; another method is real-time
pricing, where prices change every hour and reflect the situation on the market). Many studies exist on the
topic of benefits of dynamic pricing (including demand reduction, cost reduction and economic efficiency
gain) while some other studies oppose it (burden on energy poor households because of additional costs).
But the unfairness argument of the dynamic pricing for energy poor households should not be valid, due to
their low consumption and fewer electric appliances and therefore lower electricity prices. [43]
If Smart Grid projects focused solely on technical and economical aspect, without taking into account cultural
and ethical considerations the costs might be higher than those planned at first. [3]

2.4.3 Risks and barriers
The idea of the Smart Grid is to use ICT to gather and act on behavioural information from both consumers
and suppliers in an automated fashion in order to improve the efficiency, reliability, economics, and
sustainability of the production and distribution of electricity. However, along with higher energy
consumption, greater connectivity also entices a far greater number of security risks. Despite the Smart Grid
concept already demonstrating its benefits in cases of using microgrids to maintain power in certain areas
during blackouts (i.e. hurricane Sandy in the USA, 2012), there are still growing concerns that this could be
exploited by cybercriminals or terrorists. Interregional energy cooperation can play a vital role in ensuring
sustainable energy security for neighbouring regions or states. Interregional power trading networks can help
meet energy demand while maximizing scarce natural resources. By using the different peak times of
neighbouring countries, regional power trade can reduce the need to build new power generation plants in
each country. Regional and interregional could promote effective energy cooperation among SEE countries.
However, energy infrastructure such as transmission facilities and soft infrastructure such as regulatory
frameworks and trade facilitation mechanisms for Smart Grids are often absent in pre-accession countries in
SEE. Definitely the lack of shared energy policies and electric power infrastructure for cross-border Smart
Grid electric networks hinders regional and cross-border cooperation as well as diversification of energy
sources, making them vulnerable to oil price volatility. On the basis of the above, some of the risks and
barriers for Smart Grid sustainable development could be supported by RES policy homogeneity and local
stakeholder empowerment

2.5

Other socio-cultural aspects

Cultural aspects can assist the participants of the Smart Grid value chain to understand the risks and benefits
of participation in a Smart Grid and to enhance the acceptance of Smart Grid operation by the public at large.
As a part of the engagement process, the consumers/prosumers have to acquire a strong environmental
awareness with projects that promote RES. The members of a Smart Grid value chain can also improve their
knowledge and understanding of the short-term and long-term benefits of Smart Grids and to engage
consumers/prosumers in the process [37].
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Through various projects in EU and around the world67, it has become clear that understanding the social
aspects of Smart Grid development can help the members of the value chain in deciding which technologies
will be considered for the development of the future grid. There is a necessarily for delivering to all members
of the value chain a long-term strategy aimed at integrating technology with community needs. Smart Grids
could support community population growth, transportation needs, community infrastructure and services
with cutting edge robust network modelling tools and innovative engineering.
Moreover, it is important to support the different Smart Grid actors in taking smart decisions when
technology meets the needs of consumers, the second when there is sharing of information and
understanding, and an engagement with the community. By incorporating innovative engineering with
community consultation, consumer driven IT products and social media, we can create a vehicle for
consumers to be active participants in the technological development of the smart energy grids of the future.

2.5.1 Raising awareness
European projects use many channels to interact with the consumers and to engage them. Reports are made
public and there are many press releases as well as media events that cover such projects. Each EU project
has its own website with most of the information available on it. One of the best methods to reach
consumers/prosumers is through the social media and information material that may accompany electricity
bills. Although raising consumer awareness and involvement is a slow process, consumers/prosumers need
to understand that interactive demand management is the best way to increase grid efficiency and use
energy more efficiently [4], [21], [44]. In order to do so, a clear dissemination and communication strategy is
needed that will take into consideration the social, cultural, and ethical constraints of Smart Grid growth in
SEE.
If we were to successfully implement Smart Grids from both technological and social acceptance point of
view, it is essential to combine expertise in developing energy grids, modelling networks, connecting
distributed generation, and integrating electric vehicles with a community engagement strategy. The more
the members of the value chain understand the Smart grid issues, the greater is the opportunity to drive the
energy industry and the market to provide products and services that will support smart decisions.

6
7

https://www.smartgrid.gov/files/The_Smart_Grid_Annotated_Bibliography_Essential_Resources_fo_200909.pdf
https://shapeenergy.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/SHAPE-ENERGY-Annotated-Bibliography_ ENERGY-SYSTEMOPTIMISATION-AND-SMART-TECHNOLOGIES.pdf
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3

CROSSBOW questionnaire on the social, cultural and ethics aspects of Smart
Grids

Chapter 3 presents and briefly describes the methodology adopted for developing and distributing
CROSSBOW's questionnaire which addresses the social, cultural and ethics aspects of Smart Grid. It was
designed in a way that would enable participants from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece,
FYR Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia in SEE to answer all the questions quickly, by
providing the preferred response. Some questions required detailed answers that had to be typed or handwritten.
The questionnaire was sent to all partners of the project in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece,
FYR Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia in SEE via an e-mail in Google Form with concrete
instructions for participation and data delivery to The University of Ljubljana. Each partner in the 9 SEE
countries mentioned earlier was requested to find approximately 10 volunteer members of the Smart Grid
value chain in order to fill out the questionnaire.
The questionnaire was divided in five different sections. A quick overview was provided for each one of them.
Subsequent descriptive analyses were carried for each section category at country level. Firstly, we calculated
the average responses for specific questions. Then, the goal of the analysis was to provide in order to present
to future readers of this study the obtained differences between countries as well as the deviations from the
average response. In addition to the country level analysis, analysis on a utility level was also made.
There were three types of questions used in the questionnaire:
- YES/NO questions, otherwise known as polar questions, where respondents had to choose between
answers “yes” and “no”.
- Rating scale questions are designed to capture the respondent’s opinion on the statement. The
answers can range from “strongly disagree” or “least important” or “0” to “strongly agree” or “most
important” or “5”, respectively.
- Open ended questions, where it is desired that respondents write what they want when answering
the question.
The questionnaire targeted Smart Grid relevant members of the value chain. The presented categorization
serves as a guideline for a better comparison between utilities and countries. The participants were divided
into the following categories of value chain agents:
-

TSOs

-

DSOs

-

Relevant regulatory agencies (Energy agency, Communications agency, Public information watchdog or
Consumer Association)

-

Suppliers

-

Aggregator

-

Demand response actors (industry)

-

RES generators

-

Technology providers (VPP software, SCADA, …)

-

Storage providers

The questionnaire was divided in five different sections (“End-consumer security from your personal point of
view”, “Data privacy”, “Pricing, equity and ethical concerns”, “Lack of trust and economic barriers” and
“Other socio-cultural aspects).
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3.1

Social aspects

The social aspects of Smart Grids were divided into two subchapters, that is, security, in the sense of endconsumer security; and privacy, in the sense of data privacy of user data ranging from privacy of personal
data to consumption patterns.

3.1.1 Security
In this section, the focus is on potential security vulnerabilities of Smart Grids. With the usage of new
technologies, new challenges as cyber-attacks on the equipment, failure of ICT equipment should be
considered. CROSSBOW’s questionnaire investigated the different points of view of different stakeholders.
The questions asked the participants opinion about security concerns including cyber-attacks, failure of ICT
networks, security of big databases and power disruptions as a consequence of loss of infrastructure due to
security issues. The first part focuses on the participant's point of view about security aspects need to be
addressed beforehand. The respondents had to rate security vulnerabilities of Smart Grids from 'least to most
important'. One example is listed below, the remaining are entailed in the questionnaire cited in Appendix 1
(subsection 8.1).
Table 1: Example question: Security

Example Power disruption that can cause loss of infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.1.2 Privacy
The second part of the social aspects focuses on data privacy. The questionnaire focuses on the endconsumer considerations regarding identification of theft and profiling patterns. The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) was mentioned. The enforcement date of the GDPR was 25th of May 2018. The
respondents were asked if they are aware of the new legislation and how will it affect their business.
We prepared the questions regarding the data privacy. One example question is listed below, others are in
the questionnaire in Appendix 1 (subsection 8.1).
Table 2: Example question: Privacy

Example Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations regarding identity theft considerations
when using smart meters?

3.2

Cultural and ethics aspects

The third part of the questionnaire relates to the ethical aspect and is entitled “Pricing, equity and ethical
concerns”. It is also partially connected to the forth part entitled “Lack of trust and economic barriers”. We
asked the respondents regarding the data sharing with organizations from other countries in the region and
their assessment of the general public’s interest in RES integration. The subject of energy poverty was also
addressed.

3.2.1 Ethical concerns
The respondents had to answer questions where they could choose answers in-between the range of strongly
disagree and strongly agree. The last two answers required detailed answers. One example question is listed
below, others are in the questionnaire in Appendix 1 (subsection 8.1).
Table 3: Example question: Ethical concerns

Example Is the general public interested in the Renewable energy sources (RES) integration?
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3.2.2 Pricing and equity consequences of Smart Grids
Pricing and equity consequences part of the questionnaire was designed for respondents to rate potential
consequences from lowest to highest. One example question is listed below, others are presented in the
questionnaire in Appendix 1 (subsection 8.1).
Table 4: Example question: Pricing and equity consequences

Example Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.3

Other socio-cultural aspects

In this section we asked the respondents whether end-consumers take electricity for granted, whether they
think that electric vehicles will replace internal combustion engines and whether information regarding new
technologies is easy to find and understandable or not.
At the end, we asked them about environmental awareness and privacy awareness and what is their
company doing to raise it. One example question is listed below, others are in the questionnaire in Appendix
1 (subsection 8.1).
The following statements needed to be answered with strongly disagree to strongly agree:
Table 5: Example question: Other socio-cultural aspects

Example Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will raise awareness and lead to better
understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration?

3.3.1 Lack of trust
The questions referring to lack of trust mostly address risks when participating in the multinational market
and when participating with organizations from other countries. Questionnaire respondents needed to
evaluate the risks/statements. One example question is listed below, others are in the questionnaire in
Appendix 1 (subsection 8.1).
Table 6: Example question: Lack of trust

Example How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES policy changes that would affect your company?

3.3.2 Raising awareness
In this topic, we asked the respondents about awareness and promotion of RES in their company as well as
whether sufficient information is available on the topic. We also asked about the use of social media to
address the public. Respondents had to rate the statements from strongly disagree to strongly agree. One
example question is listed below, others are in the questionnaire in Appendix 1 (subsection 8.1).
Table 7: Example question: Raising awareness

Example Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will raise awareness and lead to better
understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration?
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4

Analysis of CROSSBOW questionnaire responses

The questionnaire for measuring the social, cultural, and ethical aspects of Smart Grid was sent to all partners
on 14th of May 2018. Partners were asked to redistribute it to approximately 10 organizations requesting
answers from a high number of participants. Within an eight-week period we received a number of answered
questionnaires from 10 countries. Romania (13), Greece (12), FYR of Macedonia (11), Bulgaria (10) are the
countries which submitted the highest number of responses. Most of the respondents represented Suppliers,
DSOs, TSOs.
The analyses of the received questionnaires were conducted in two subsequent steps. The first one was
dedicated to comparison of responses at country level with response averages. The second one provided
comparison of questionnaire responses at utility level with response averages.
The average response was calculated in the following way:
-

YES/NO questions - The average response calculation was straightforward, we compared the number of
answers of one type with the total number of answers. The calculated number was between 0 and 1. If
all answers were “no”, the calculated average response number was 0. If all answers were “yes”, the
calculated value was 1.

-

Rating scale questions: all questions had answers scaling from 1-5, where “1” represented full
disagreement while “5” represented full agreement with the statements. The average value for answer
was calculated as mean value of these 1-5 answers.

-

Open ended questions: the average answer could not be calculated because answers differ between
respondents. These answers are compared, and a common thread is established.

4.1

Overview

The University of Ljubljana (UL) received a total of 78 completed questionnaires completed by members of
the value chain in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, FYR Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania,
Serbia, Slovenia in SEE Figure 2 represents the contribution percentages from each partner country.

6% 1%
6%

Romania

17%

Greece
Macedonia

8%
Bulgaria

15%

8%

Slovenia
Serbia

12%

Bosnia and Herzegovina

14%
13%

Croatia
Montenegro

Figure 2: Respondent's country of origin

As it is evident from Figure 3 below, the highest percentage of participants who responded to the questionnaire were the following:
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Suppliers (21 %), followed by DSOs (17 %) and TSOs (13 %). We also received responses from National Regulatory Authorities (9 %), Technology providers, RES generators, Research Associations and other energy related actors.
Supplier

3%
3%
4%

DSO

21%

TSO
National Regulatory Authority

4%

Technology provider (VPP
software, SCADA)
RES generator

6%
17%
6%

Research Association
Storage provider
Market Operator

6%

Consumer Association

9%

13%

Aggregator

Figure 3: Utilities that the respondents are representing

4.1.1 Security
Overall, questionnaire respondents chose mostly answers under the assumption that the potential security
vulnerabilities of Smart Grids are important and should be taken into consideration. This is also visible from
the average responses depicted in Figure 4. The statements were about potential failures of ICT networks
and equipment, security of big databases and cyber-attacks on smart meters.
In the following section, the respondents had to rate a series of statements.
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Average response
Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.81

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.79

Security of big databases and computers analysing
the accessed consumer’s data

4.04

Intrusion of surveillance technologies

3.51

Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.72
1

2

3

4

5

Figure 4: Average responses for Security

From the obtained statements and average responses on the Figure 4, it is evident that most respondents
found the statements important, especially those addressing the security of big databases and computers
analysing accessed consumer data. As indicated in the above statements, intrusion of surveillance
technologies and cyber-attacks on smart meters were evaluated as the least important. Power disruption,
failure of ICT systems and cyber-attacks were considered as approximately equally important.

4.1.2 Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part were
YES/NO questions and the second part were scale rating questions. We used types of questions that helped
us with the clarity of the analysis and better representation of the answers. There were also two questions
that required descriptive answers.
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Average response
Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.68

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.56

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.63

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.53

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.58

0

0.5

1

Figure 5: Average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

As it can be observed in the Figure 5. The question that received the most affirmative answers was the one
addressing data misinterpretation due to communication errors. The respondents also expressed relatively
high considerations in relation to profiling. Respondents mostly agreed with the above questions, thus, it can
be concluded that most respondents recognize these challenges. As we predicted beforehand, the strongest
considerations given by participants concern profiling and communication errors.
The average responses for the scale rating questions are displayed in Figure 6.
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Average response
Identity theft

3.73

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.71

Determination of specific appliances used

3.14

Performing real-time surveillance by third parties

3.76

Revealing activities through residual data

3.41

Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.76

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate data
(communication errors, measurement errors, …)

3.64
1

2

3

4

5

Figure 6: Average responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Most respondents agreed with the provided statements. The highest concern was expressed by the
participants on third party surveillance and on targeted home invasions based on consumptions patterns.

4.1.3 Ethical concerns
Average response

The general public is interested in the Renewable
energy sources (RES) integration.

3.66

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit from
the ability to better control the cross-border
balancing energy at interconnection points?

3.64

Does your company have any considerations/legal
restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region?

3.41
1

2

3

4

5

Figure 7: Average responses for Ethical concerns

The average respondent slightly agreed with the statements in Figure 7. The participants recognized the
public as interested in the RES integration and that consumers will benefit from the better control of crossborder balancing energy.

4.1.4 Pricing and equity consequences of Smart Grids
Respondents had to scale rate the following statements regarding the potential pricing and equity
consequences of Smart Grids from 1 (least important) to 5 (most important).
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Average response
Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat pump,
battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities, whose
actions could be led by market prices

3.99

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

3.36

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in energy
consumption habits

3.52

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.51
1

2

3

4

5

Figure 8: Average responses for Pricing and equity consequences

The average response to the statements in Figure 8 showed a slight agreement with the statements. The first
statement on controlling of Demans Response (DR) units was rated as most important.

4.1.5 Lack of trust
The respondents had to indicate whether they agreed or disagreed with the statements in Figure 9.
Average response
How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.38

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.5

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.47

Do you think the state of economics (capital) and
subsides is adequate?

2.88

What is the overall confidence in electricity markets,
in your opinion?

3.36

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts might
play a part in cooperation between the countries in
the region?

3.03
1

2

3

4

5

Figure 9: Average responses for Lack of trust

The lowest average response was given to the statement about the state of economics and subsidies. The
state of economics and subsidies was deemed not to be adequate by respondents. The average response
was a slight disagreement with the statement.
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Risks of non-payment of services, non-fulfilment of services and risks of RES policy changes that could affect
respondents’ company were considered. The respondents believed that these risks might play a role in the
future.
Historical conflicts are not expected to play a part in cooperation, as this question received neutral responses.
Overall, the respondents have some confidence in electricity markets in the region.

4.1.6 Raising awareness
Respondents had to scale rate the following statements/questions from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree).
Average response
Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding…

4.23

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.41

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.75

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.6

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have bright
future and will replace internal combustion engines?

4.01

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.23

Do you think that the awareness about importance
of self-sufficiency in energy supply is increasing?

3.45

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve with
broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91

Do you think people will find the higher prices from
the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation…

3.29

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.

3.16

It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.17
1

2

3

4

5

Figure 10: Average responses for Raising awareness

Most statements received at least a slight agreement with the statements/questions in Figure 10. A strong
agreement was received on the statements about involvement in projects like CROSSBOW that can raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and RES integration. Most of the respondents
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strongly agreed with the statement of interregional cooperation is desirable in the energy market from their
company’s point of view.
Most agreed with the statements that projects like CROSSBOW can change the public view of the Smart Grids
and that the importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is increasing.
The question regarding the higher prices from the new architecture were not considered acceptable. It was
the only question that received below neutral (score 3) average response in this section.
Respondents slightly agreed that Smart Grid technologies are easy to install and use and that it is easy to
understand short-term and long-term benefits of Smart Grids. The public acceptance and the perception on
related topics should be higher. Some work is needed on raising awareness.

4.2

Analysis on a country basis

4.2.1 Bosnia and Herzegovina
A detailed analysis for Bosnia and Herzegovina can be observed in
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Appendix 2: Bosnia and Herzegovina – analysis on a country basis. A shorter overview of the conducted
analyses is presented in this subsection.
Six completed questionnaires were received from stakeholders in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Figure 11 presents
the distribution of participants (respondents).
3

2
2
1
1

1

1

Aggregator

DSO

NRA

1

0
Supplier

TSO

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Figure 11: Number of responses from Bosnia and Herzegovina categorized by utilities

As it can be seen in Figure 11, the questionnaire respondents represented various relevant actors, that
include Suppliers, TSOs, DSOs, NRAs and Aggregators.
Security
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response
3.75

Security

3.41
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 12: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Security

On average, Bosnian and Herzegovinian actors displayed a stronger disagreement when compared to average
respondents. Relevant actors found the statements to be less important. The average respondent agreed
with the statement that cyber-attacks on smart meters pose a threat to personal security, but actors from
Bosnia and Herzegovina slightly disagreed with it.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part consisted
of YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open-ended
questions.
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Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response
0.57

Privacy - YES/NO

0.67
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 13: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

The answers of Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents differed from those of the average respondent. The
biggest discrepancy was that Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents mostly did not have any considerations
about real-time surveillance of their consumption and the determination of the specific appliances used.
Otherwise, Bosnian and Herzegovinian actors mostly agreed with the average response.
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response
3.57

Privacy - scale rate

3.23
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 14: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Regarding privacy scale rate questions, Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents mostly agreed with the
average respondent, with the exception of real time surveillance performance by third parties.
The most important statement was about identity theft and targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: The levels of responses were mixed. Most companies have had no considerations when sharing the
measurement data, but some noted that they are only prepared to share the system consumption data.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: This question also received mixed responses. Some companies were aware of GDPR but noted that
it will not affect their business, while others were not aware of it.

Ethical concerns
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Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response
3.57

Ethical concerns

3.61
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 15: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Ethical concerns

The general public in Bosnia and Herzegovina is interested in RES integration more than the average
respondent. It seems that companies do not have strict legal restrictions, or considerations, about data
sharing with organizations from other countries.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: Most responses included consumer education on the importance of energy efficiency, while others
would do nothing due to the nature of their work.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Most companies have no considerations regarding the data sharing with organizations from other
countries.
Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response
3.59

Pricing and equity consequences

3.54
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Figure 16: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents agreed with the possibility that Smart Grids could help reduce
energy poverty more that the average respondent. Regarding impact of variable pricing and energy
consumption habits, respondents’ opinion is that it is less important in comparison with average respondent
answers.

Lack of trust
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Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response
3.26

Lack of trust

3.24
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Figure 17: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Lack of trust

In this section, the respondents had to rate the above-mentioned risks/statements from the lowest to the
highest risk. The risk of RES policy changes and non-payment of services were comparable with the average
questionnaire response. Contrary to the average response, the risk of non-fulfilment of services was believed
to be of highest risk. The state of economics and subsidies in the countries in the region is seen as below
adequate from the Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents compared to the average response. Bosnian and
Herzegovinian respondents also predicted that certain historical conflicts might play a part in cooperation
between the countries in the region, where the average response was mostly neutral.
Raising awareness
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response
3.54

Raising awareness
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Figure 18: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Raising awareness

Most Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents strongly believe that people will not find the higher prices from
the new energy architecture acceptable. Interregional cooperation is seen as a very desirable from the Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents’ point of view.

4.2.2 Bulgaria
A more detailed analysis for Bulgaria can be found in Appendix 3: Bulgaria – analysis on a country basis. A
concise analysis will be presented here.
Total number of responses from Bulgaria is 10.
3
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Figure 19: Number of responses from Bulgaria categorized by utilities
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Figure 19 shows that the questionnaire respondents are quite diverse and covered wide range of utilities (8
different utilities including DSOs, TSO, consumer associations, DR actor etc.)
Security
Average response

Bulgarian average response
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Figure 20: Average Bulgarian response for Security

Figure 20 shows that the Bulgarian participants were en par with the average response. Average respondent
agreed with the statement that cyber-attacks on smart meters pose a threat to personal security, so did
Bulgarians. Intrusion of surveillance technologies got above the average score. Security of big databases was
found as the most important security aspect of Smart Grids. Surprisingly or not, the lowest rated security
issue was power disruption causing loss of infrastructure and endangering public safety.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part consisted
of YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
Average response

Bulgarian average response
0.57

Privacy - YES/NO

0.72
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 21: Average Bulgarian response for Privacy – YES/NO questions

Figure 21 indicates that the Bulgarian participants gave answers that were mostly YES and above average.
The lowest rated statement here referred to real-time consumption monitoring and use of specific appliance
which got slightly below the average score. The two most agreed upon statements by Bulgarian respondents
were considerations regarding profiling/behaviour patterns (all ten answers were YES) and cyber-attacks on
smart meters as threat to personal security (average for Bulgaria of 0.9). Hence, Bulgarian respondents in
this area were in line with the average response.
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Figure 22: Average Bulgarian response for Privacy – scale rate questions

Similarly with the preceding responses, Figure 22 shows that the Bulgarian respondents seem to mostly
agreed with the assumptions and gave scores that are quite higher than the average respondent's. The
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Bulgarian participants found all of the raised privacy issues very important with the average Bulgarian
response being higher than the average in all statements.
The least important statement according to Bulgarian utilities was the determination of the specific
appliances being used.
There were two more open-ended questions in this section where participants were asked to provide their
concrete opinion concerning sharing data measurements relevant to their consumption and awareness of
the new GDPR. The review of these open-ended question can be found in Appendix 3: Bulgaria – analysis on
a country basis.
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Figure 23: Average Bulgarian response for Ethical concerns

As indicated in Figure 22, the general public in Bulgaria is not particularly interested in further RES integration
and the BG average score is quite lower than the overall average score on this topic. The companies in
Bulgaria seem to have certain legal restrictions or considerations regarding data sharing with relevant
organizations from other countries.
Another two open-ended questions in this section required the concrete opinion about a company’s
engagement with the community and consumer empowerment. Specific considerations about data sharing
with organizations from the region were also requested. The review of these open-ended questions can be
found in Appendix 3: Bulgaria – analysis on a country basis.
Pricing and equity consequences
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Figure 24: Average Bulgarian response for Pricing and equity concerns

The average response obtained in Bulgaria from controlling DR units was found to be equally important for
the average respondent. Bulgarian utilities disagreed more with the average respondent under the
assumption that Smart Grid may help reduce energy poverty. Apparently, Bulgarian respondents do not think
that variable electricity pricing would have significant impact on energy consumption habits.
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Lack of trust
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Figure 25: Average Bulgarian response for Lack of trust

Figure 25 suggests that the Bulgarian participants indicate that the risk of RES policy changes and nonpayment of services are higher than the overall average level with the previous statement being slightly
higher. When it comes to the state of economics and the level of capital, the Bulgarian respondents are a bit
more sceptical than the average responder with a score of 2.5 which is below the average. A natural distrust
in the electricity market is reflected by the lowest rated response (2.30) in this category which is way beneath
the average result.
Raising awareness
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Figure 26: Average Bulgarian response for Raising awareness

Figure 26 shows that the average Bulgarian response in this section is en par with the overall average.
Interregional cooperation was rated the highest among Bulgarian participants. The Bulgarian representatives
showed very convincingly that they do not support the statement that the general public will find higher
prices from energy architecture acceptable (lowest score from the entire questionnaire).

4.2.3 Croatia
A detailed analysis on the responses of Croatia can be observed in Appendix 4: Croatia – analysis on a country
basis. A shorter analysis is presented in this subsection. We received the responses of five Croatian
participants.
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Figure 27: Number of responses from Croatia categorized by utilities

As it can be seen in Figure 27 above, Croatia has collected responses from all relevant parties regarding power
system operation. In that manner, responses from Croatian DSO, TSO, Market Operator and NRA have been
collected, as well from one of the suppliers.
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Security
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Figure 28: Average Croatian responses for Security

Inspection of Figure 28 above indicates that Croatian respondents are finding security questions to be more
important than the average. Being more specific, all security questions received pretty high ratings. The
biggest issue for the respondents is security of big databases and computers analysing consumer data,
followed by cyber-attacks on smart meters and failure of ICT networks.
Privacy
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Figure 29: Average Croatian responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 29 above presents the analyses of YES/NO questions regarding privacy. It can be stated that the
Croatian representatives have somehow a similar opinion as the average respondent and agreed with half of
the questions. The biggest difference can be observed in the real-time surveillance of end-consumer’s
consumption and the determination of specific appliances used that are not considered a problem. All other
questions have been answered similarly with the average respondent.
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Figure 30: Average Croatian responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 30 above presents an analysis of scale rate questions. The Croatian respondents differed in their
answers to questions when compared with the average respondent's answers. In general though, the
Croatian participants considered privacy consequences as a little bit more important than the average
respondent. In other words, the respondents found privacy consequences of decisions and actions based on
inaccurate data as well as identity theft to be less important, while they considered all other privacy
consequences as more important, especially the ones about profiling, determination of personal behaviour
patterns and performing real-time surveillance by third parties.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
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Answers: Considerations are mainly related to the data sharing regulation and security issues that could lead
to position disclosing.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: All of the participants are aware of GDPR and almost all have already implemented it. Others are
in the process of implementing.
Ethical concerns
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Figure 31: Average Croatian responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 31 above presents the participants' ethical concerns. It can be stated that the average Croatian
respondent agrees more with the question statements than the average respondent and with pretty high
rating score. This is especially true for the general public's interest in RES integration and considerations/legal
restrictions regarding data sharing.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answer 1: Some of the participants referred to the annual report requested by law, while mentioned the
preparation of a cost benefit analysis.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answer 2: Data sharing is regulated by the law or by signing NDAs with respective organizations.
Pricing and equity consequences
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Figure 32: Average Croatian responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 32 above presents impact of Smart Grids on pricing and equity consequences. It can be observed that
the average Croatian respondent thinks this will have a slightly higher impact when compared to the average
respondent. The biggest difference is seen on variable electricity prices which are putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in energy consumption habits.
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Lack of trust
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Figure 33: Average Croatian responses for Lack of trust

Figure 33 above shows that the Croatian average response on lack of trust questions is rated slightly higher
than average participant’ response. The biggest difference is seen in rating the risk effects on respondent’s
company possibly due to RES policy changes, where Croatian participants provided responses that were
higher than the average respondent's.
Raising awareness
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Figure 34: Average Croatian responses for Raising awareness

Figure 34 above suggests that the rating scores of Croatians on the average rate awareness questions were
higher than the ones obtained from the average respondent. The lower rating scores were related to the
question about understanding of short-term and long-term Smart Grid benefits as well as the question about
transportation energy resources. The Croatians responded with a high value scores on their involvement in
projects like CROSSBOW, interregional cooperation in the energy market, EVs and Demand response units.

4.2.4 Greece
A detailed analysis for Greece can be observed in Appendix 5: Greece – analysis on a country basis. A shorter
analysis will follow here.
We received twelve responses from Greek respondents.
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Figure 35: Number of responses from Greece categorized by utilities
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As it can be observed in Figure 35 above, the questionnaire respondents represented various relevant actors,
including Suppliers, RES Generators and Technology providers with the most represented participants in
questionnaire responses being Communications Agencies, DSOs, Research Associations, TSOs and Vertically
Integrated Utility.
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Figure 36: Average Greek responses for Security

Figure 36 presents a comparison of Greek average responses with the total average responses from all
participants in this section. It is shown that the Greek respondents found the security statements to be almost
equally important as the average respondent.
The Greek respondents seem to be more cautious than the average respondent up to the level of risk losing
infrastructure and putting public safety in danger.
On average, Greek respondents rated most statements on the security of Smart Grids from medium to high
importance.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-related questions and consisted of two parts. The first part entailed
YES/NO questions, while the second part encompassed scale rating questions. In addition, there were two
open-ended questions.
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Figure 37: Average Greek responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 37 presents Greek participants' responses that were mainly above the average rating score.
Threats of real-time consumption surveillance, behaviour patterns as well as monitoring and controlling
plugged in devices are the issues that Greeks gave the highest scores.
The average Greek response for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to provide statement ratings ranging from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Figure 38: Average Greek responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 38 above presents Greek rating scores that seem to follow the average pattern. The only slight
deviation is related to the threat of determining the use of specific appliances where it is shown that Greek
respondents do not care so much about revealing the appliances they use.
In this section there were also two open-ended questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answer 1: It seems that the Greek participants in CROSSBOW's questionnaire are somehow divided in
relation to consumption data sharing. There is considerable variation in the obtained answers concerning
malicious third-party usage.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answer 2: Most respondents were aware of the GDPR and had already adjusted their business functioning
accordingly.
Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
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Figure 39: Average Greek responses for Ethical concerns

In Figure 39, it is revealed that Greek respondents perform similarly to the average respondent, providing
quite moderate answers in the questions related to ethical concerns.
In this section there were also two open questions, where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answer 1: The respondents mentioned social activities, leaflets, campaigns, technological solutions and
participation in R&D projects.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
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Answer 2: Many respondents were unaware of any restrictions. Those who were somehow aware put the
emphasis on EU and local/national data sharing regulations.
Answers: Many respondents were unaware of any restrictions. Those who were somehow aware put the
emphasis on EU and local data sharing regulations.
Pricing and equity consequences
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Figure 40: Average Greek responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 40 presents the Greek participants' scores that are slightly higher than the average scores concerning
pricing and equity. The highest value is given to the potential change in energy consumption habits.
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Figure 41: Average Greek responses for Lack of trust

Figure 41 presents the responses of the Greek participants who had to rank a series of risk-related statements
from the lowest to the highest rating levels. The overall the Greek responses are in line with the average
ones. It is revealed that only the risk of non-payment of services is valued higher from Greeks participants
when compared to the average response scores.
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Figure 42: Average Greek responses for Raising awareness

Figure 42 above suggests that the average responses of the Greek participants were quite in line with the
average respondent. The Greeks strongly agreed with most of the statements concerning raising awareness.
The future of EVs seems to be rather promising in their view. In addition, the Greek respondents seem to
greatly believe in Demand Response as well as multiregional cooperation in the energy market. In contrast,
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installation of Smart Grid technology seems to be rather complex, while the short and long-term benefits
related to Smart Grids are still a bit unclear.

4.2.5 FYR of Macedonia
A detailed analysis was provided for Macedonia can be observed in Appendix 6: FYR Macedonia – analysis on
a country basis. A shorter analysis will follow here.
We received eleven responses from Macedonian respondents. Figure 43 indicated that two TSOs filled out
CROSSBOW's questionnaire. It has to be clarified that FYR Macedonia does not have two TSOs, but rather the
participants correspond to the two different departments that participated in the survey.
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Figure 43: Number of responses from Macedonia categorized by utilities

As it can be observed in Figure 43 above, the questionnaire respondents represented various relevant actors,
ranging from Supplier, TSO, DSO, NRA, the RES generator and the Research Association.
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Figure 44: Average Macedonian response for Security

Figure 44 suggests that the Macedonian respondents disagreed slightly with the average respondent. The
Macedonian participants in the questionnaire found the statements to be of lesser importance to them. The
Macedonian participants agreed with the statements of the average respondent on smart meter cybersecurity posing a threat to personal security.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions and consisted of two parts. The first part encompassed
YES/NO questions, while the second part included scale rating questions. There were also two open-ended
questions.
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Figure 45: Average Macedonian responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

The biggest difference between the Macedonian participants' responses and average response is shown in
the responses to the 1st question on identity theft when using smart meters. Most Macedonian respondents
answered that they or their end-consumers have no considerations about identity theft.
On average, most Macedonian participants had some considerations with regard to capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical vehicles.
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Figure 46: Average Macedonian responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Similarly with the previous sections, the Macedonian participants rating scores for the statements that were
slightly below the calculated average.
In this section there were also two open-ended questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answer 1: Few Macedonian respondents had considerations regarding the data sharing of consumption
related measurement data. One noted that this kind of information could be used maliciously (i.e. finding
out if consumers are at home or not).
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answer 2: Most Macedonian respondents were aware of the GDPR and had already adjusted their business
activities accordingly (customer approval for monitoring data, different tasks to be compliant with the
GDPR…).
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Ethical concerns
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Figure 47: Average Macedonian responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 47 above indicates that the general public in Macedonia is indeed interested in RES integration. The
companies do not have too many legal restrictions or considerations regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries.
In this section there were also two open-ended questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answer 1: The Macedonian respondents suggested campaigns, public discussions. Liberalization of electricity
market influence the community activities.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answer 2: The existing requirements are determined by-law.
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Figure 48: Average Macedonian responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 47 suggests that the Macedonians participants provided score that were in line with the average
response. The respondents least agreed with the statement that pricing and equity concerns will have impact
on limitations of consumers autonomy.
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Figure 49: Average Macedonian responses for Lack of trust
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The Macedonian participants answers indicate that there is low/moderate level of risk with RES policy
changes. Also, the risk of historical conflicts plausibly influencing the cooperation among countries in their
geographical area is not very high.
Raising awareness
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Figure 50: Average Macedonian responses for Raising awareness

Figure 50 above indicates that most Macedonian respondents strongly agreed with their involvement in
projects like CROSSBOW that can raise awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and
increased RES integration.
The Macedonian participants in the questionnaire agreed with the statement that projects like CROSSBOW
can change public view of Smart Grids and that Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use, and its
benefits are obvious.

4.2.6 Montenegro
A detailed analysis of Montenegro's submitted scores is presented in Appendix 7: Montenegro – analysis on
a country basis. A shorter version of the obtained responses is shown here below.
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Figure 51: Number of responses from Montenegro categorized by utilities

Figure 51 above depicts the responses of different Montenegrin actors of the Smart Grid value chain. Five
different groups of Smart Grid chain members responded to the questions. These belong to the following
categories of respondents: Supplier, TSO, NRA, Market Operator and Ministry of Economy of Montenegro.
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Figure 52: Average Montenegrin response for Security

Figure 52 above presents the different types of Montenegrin respondents agreed with the statements in the
questionnaire and their answers had a similar value with the overall average response values. The sole
response difference was observed in the statement addressing the failure of ICT networks and equipment
which exceeds the obtained average (response value 4.20 vs average value 3.78). Montenegrins statement
regarding the security of big databases was considered to be less important (response value 3.60 vs average
value 4.01) than the rest of the average respondent
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Figure 53: Average Montenegrin response for Privacy YES/NO questions

Figure 53 above suggests that Montenegrin participants mostly disagreed with questions which elicited
'mostly agree' average responses from participants. Montenegrins had no concerns in relation to the
capabilities of monitoring of plugged-in electric devices (score 0) and almost no concern about
profiling/behaviour patterns.
They mostly disagreed with the question on whether they find cyber-attacks a threat to personal security
and whether they feel threatened by real-time surveillance.
Every category of respondents, including their end-consumers (score 1) expressed some concern with regard
to data misinterpretation due to communication/measurement errors.
In this section, there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Almost every Montenegrin respondent had no concern with regard to the data sharing of
consumption related measurements. One participant noted that it is obligatory to share measurement data.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: None of the Montenegrin respondents was aware of the new GDPR.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Figure 54: Average Montenegrin response for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 54 above shows the Montenegrin responses that were mostly below average respondent scores. The
participants' responses were mostly neutral, with some categories of participants slightly agreeing with the
statements. The biggest difference between the Montenegrin participants and the average total score was
observed with the statement on identity theft that targeted home invasions based on consumption patterns.
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Figure 55: Average Montenegrin response for Ethical concerns

Figure 55 above indicates that the Montenegrin respondents disagreed with the statements that the general
public is interested in RES integration and that their company has few considerations with data sharing
among members of the value chain in the region. There was a strong agreement with the respondent average
performance, with consumers foreseeing benefits from the ability to have better control over cross-border
balancing of electricity indicated in a below average score value of 3.00.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: A respondent noted that they strategic document write-up could promote the active role of
citizens, while the rest of the consumers showing no support for engaging the consumers in the process.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: All respondents noted that their company has no such considerations.
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Figure 56: Average Montenegrin response for Pricing and equity consequences
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Figure 56 above indicates that the Montenegrin representatives in the survey mostly agreed with the given
statements with their answers being close to the obtained average responses. The biggest difference was
elicited on the statement about the potential consequence of the actions of controlling the DR units led by
market prices. Montenegrins did not find the statement important, while the average respondent did.
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Figure 57: Average Montenegrin response for Lack of trust

Figure 57 shows the Montenegrin participants mostly agreed with the statements presented and their
answers are similar to the average response. From their responses we can conclude that the risk of nonpayment of services is pretty high and it received the highest score (response value 4.00 vs average value
3.46). The respondents strongly rejected any thought about certain historical conflicts as playing a part in
cross-border. Other answers to answers were in line with the average ones.
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Figure 58: Average Montenegrin response for Raising awareness

Figure 58 suggested that Montenegrin participants in the survey agreed with the provided statements and
gave answers which were similar to the average response. Almost all of them agreed that involvement in
projects like CROSSBOW can raise awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and
increased RES integration. They also agreed with the importance of interregional cooperation in the energy
market which is desirable from Montenegro’s point of view. Montenegrin participants strongly believe that
EVs have a bright future and will eventually replace internal combustion engines and that transportation can
run 100 % on renewable energy.
Montenegrin respondents indicated that citizens will not find higher prices for the new architecture
acceptable and that it is not easy for the ordinary citizen to understand short-term and long-term benefits of
Smart Grids.

4.2.7 Romania
The detailed analysis for Romania is presented under Appendix 8: Romania – analysis on a country basis. The
short analysis is presented below in line with questionnaire findings. A total of 13 responses were received
from Romanian respondents.
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Figure 59: Number of responses from Romania categorized by utilities

Figure 59 above indicates that the Romanian questionnaire respondents represented various different actors
from the energy value chain, that is, many DSOs, TSO, NRA, Manufacturer, RES generator, Research, Supplier
and Technology provider. The respondents completed the whole questionnaire.
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Figure 60: Average Romanian responses for Security

Figure 60 presents the responses of the Romanian participants in the survey which showed more concern
than the average respondent with Security. The average respondent agreed with the statement that cyberattacks on smart meters pose a threat to personal security with Romanians strongly agreeing with this
statement.
Intrusions of surveillance technologies, security of big databases and computers analysing on the accessed
consumer’s data as well as failure of ICT networks and equipment, received an above average score from
Romania participants.
Power disruption that can cause loss of infrastructure and endanger public safety was found to be the most
important Smart Grid security aspect by the Romanians.
The first conclusion is that there is really a fear related to security due to smart grid concept (ITC in extent).
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts: The first part entailed
YES/NO questions, while the second part included scale rating questions. There were also two open
questions.
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Figure 61: Average Romanian responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 61 one above indicates that the Romanian participants surpassed the average respondent in almost
all statements. There was an exception in the case of 'capabilities to monitor and control the usage of
plugged-in electrical devices', where the reported score was below average. The highest concern of
Romanians was expressed in the statement about identity theft when using smart meters. In addition, the
Romanian participants as important risks plausible data misinterpretations due to
communication/measurement errors and also due to profiling/behaviour patterns.
The Romanian respondents submitted answers that were all above obtained average responses. The lowest
rated statement was that regarding the capabilities to monitor and control the usage of plugged-in electrical
devices while the statement regarding identity theft when using smart meters received the highest rating.
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Figure 62: Average Romanian responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 62 follows the same pattern with the previous section, indicating that the Romanian participants
provided scores that exceeded those of the average respondent. In addition, the Romanian participants
argued in the survey that home invasions based on consumption patterns will play an important factor in the
public acceptance. Identity theft were also believed to be important. The less important statement (but still
close to average), was the one on personal behaviour patterns (profiling).
In this section there were also two open questions that required the respondents’ answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Most Romanian participants replied that they do not have any considerations regarding data
sharing on measurement data.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: All Romanian respondents reported that they were aware of the new General Data Protection
Regulation. From a total of 13 respondents, 11 of them will take/have already taken measures to comply
with the new Regulation, while 2 of the respondents claimed that the Regulation will not affect their business.
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Figure 63: Average Romanian responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 63 shows that the Romanian respondents scored above average in all statements. In accordance with
the reported feedback, the Romanian participants in the survey showed a strong interest in RES integration
and thought that end consumers will strongly benefit from the ability to better control cross-border balancing
of energy at interconnection points. Companies in Romania seem to have certain legal restrictions or
considerations with regard to data sharing with organizations from other countries. In this section there were
also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: The respondents in Romania mentioned consultation and public workshops, media
communication, PR actions, informing actions. One respondent mentioned the promotion of the micro-grid
concept.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Seven Romanian respondents said that they do not have any considerations/legal restrictions while
the rest of them said they have considerations, like first level European Model Clauses (EUMC).
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Figure 64: Average Romanian responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 64 suggests that the Romanian participants found the statement about controlling DR units as more
important when compared to the average respondent. The Romanian respondents agreed with the
statement that Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty more than the average respondent. Overall,
the Romanians maintained that Smart Grids could reduce energy poverty. In addition, the Romanians
participants realise that such 'cost reductions' would come with the price of reconsidering consumption
habits and also the control of some home appliances.
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Figure 65: Average Romanian responses for Lack of trust

Figure 65 depicts that the Romanian participants maintained that the risk of RES policy changes (even
subsidies had a lowering trend) are high and that non-payment of services and non-fulfilment of services are
high.
The respondents’ overall confidence in the Romanian electricity markets is, with response values on the
statement concerning state of economics (capital) and the adequacy of subsidies the average score was
below average.
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Figure 66: Average Romanian responses for Raising awareness

Figure 66 shows that the average Romanian response value is close to the overall average. Most Romanian
respondents strongly agree with the statements that involvement in projects like CROSSBOW raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration. Interregional
cooperation is very desirable from a Romanian respondents’ point of view. The Romanian participants
suggested that projects like CROSSBOW can change the public view on Smart Grids. Even with a low
penetration of electrical vehicles, Romanians are confident that EVs have a bright future and will replace
internal combustion engines.

4.2.8 Serbia
A detailed analysis for Serbia can be found in Appendix 9: Serbia – analysis on a country basis. A shorter
analysis will follow here.
We received six responses from Serbian respondents. Figure 67 depicts utilities from Serbian respondents.
Supplier, DSO, TSO were among utilities that participated the most, but we also received responses from
Storage provider, Aggregator and Research Association.
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Figure 68: Average Serbian responses for Security

Figure 68 shows that the Serbian participants provided slightly higher responses than the average
respondent. The Serbian respondents considered power disruption and failure of ICT networks and
equipment as less important, whereas security of big databases and intrusion of surveillance technologies
were characterised as more important when compared to the average respondent scores.
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to personal security were considered as the most significant
security aspect of Smart Grids.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
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Figure 69: Average Serbian responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 69 above indicates that the Serbian participants provided a similar answer to the one obtained from
average respondent. The highest score differences were obtained in the capabilities to monitor and control
the usage of plugged-in electric devices and real-time surveillance of consumption and determination of the
specific appliances used. Interestingly enough, the Serbian participants did not consider these factors as a
major threat. In addition, they agreed less with considerations concerned with identity theft when using
smart meters and profiling as compared to the average respondent. At last, they considered cyber-attacks
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on smart meters and data misinterpretation due to communication/ measurement errors as threats giving
higher scores on these statements than the average respondent.
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Figure 70: Average Serbian responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 70 above indicates that the findings resemble the outcomes reported in the previous section, the
Serbian respondents scale rated privacy questions as less important than the average respondent. The
Serbian participants consider identity theft as the most important privacy concern of Smart Grids. In addition,
they considered profiling, real-time surveillance by third parties and decisions and actions based on
inaccurate data as being highly important. On the contrary, the Serbian respondents did not consider as
significant privacy concerns the use of specific appliances as well as private information revealing activities
based on residual data and targeted home invasions revealing end-user’s consumption patterns.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: The majority of the Serbian respondents expressed concerns about, sharing of this type of data,
citing various reasons such as trading position, personal behaviour and habits, which are considered to be
confidential information.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Only one Serbian respondent claimed to be aware of GDPR. The fact that the completion of
CROSBOW's questionnaire was carried very shortly after the regulation entered into force and that Serbia is
a non-EU country, may explain the answer to this question.
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Figure 71: Average Serbian responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 71 above suggests that The Serbian participants generally agreed with the average respondent. The
general public in Serbia is less interested in RES integration than the average respondent and there are
seemingly less considerations and/or legal restrictions regarding the data sharing with organizations from
other countries. The Serbian respondents value the benefit of the ability to better control the cross-border
balancing energy at interconnection points higher than the average respondent.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
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Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: The respondents mentioned various active methods, such as providing consultancy to the grid
users, creating campaigns and trying to inform the community and consumers. In addition, some of the
respondents were much more passive in relation to this matter, claiming they prefer to focus on utilising
their website only, or utilising nothing at all.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: The respondents mainly had considerations and/or concerns about legal restrictions related to
confidential and market sensitive data, revealing production capability, trading position and sharing internal
standards and procedures.
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Figure 72: Average Serbian responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 72 above suggests that the Serbian participants agreed with the notion that variable electricity prices
will require a change in energy consumption habits more than the average respondent. The impact of
controlling DR units managed by utilities and the limitations of consumer autonomy received scores that
were lower to those of the average respondent. The Serbian respondents disagreed with the possibility of
Smart Grids helping in energy poverty reduction more that the average respondent.
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Figure 73: Average Serbian responses for Lack of trust

Figure 73 above shows that the Serbian respondents exhibited a significantly higher confidence in electricity
markets, while the state of economics and subsidies were considered inadequate. The Serbian respondents
recognized that certain historical conflicts might play a part in cooperation between countries in the SEE
region.
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Figure 74: Average Serbian responses for Raising awareness

Figure 74 suggests that the Serbian respondents strongly agree with the conjecture that projects like
CROSSBOW raise awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES
integration and that Multi region cooperation is very desirable. They somewhat agree with the conjecture
that that Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use and that it is easy to understand its short-term and
long-term benefits. The Serbian respondents believe that people will not find higher electricity prices
acceptable.

4.2.9 Slovenia
A detailed analysis for Slovenia can be observed in Appendix 10: Slovenia – analysis on a country basis. A
shorter analysis will follow here.
We received nine responses from Slovenian respondents.
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Figure 75: Number of responses from Slovenia categorized by utilities

As it is shown in Figure 75, the questionnaire respondents represented various relevant actors, from
Suppliers, TSOs, DSOs being the most common to Market operators, Power exchanges, Technology providers,
NRAs and Traders that were represented only once in the whole questionnaire participants’ group.
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Figure 76: Average Slovenian responses for Security
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Figure 76 above indicates that the Slovenian respondents highly disagreed with the average respondent.
Slovenians found the statements to be less important. The average respondent agreed with the statement
that cyber-attacks on smart meters pose a threat to personal security, while Slovenians disagreed less
strongly with it.
The statements about intrusion of surveillance technologies as well as loss of infrastructure and
endangerment of public safety due to power disruption received answers that were slightly below those of
the average response.
The security of big databases was found as the most important security aspect of Smart Grids.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy related questions and consisted of two parts: The first part included
YES/NO questions while the second part encompassed scale rating questions. There were also two openended questions.
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Figure 77: Average Slovenian responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 77 above shows that the Slovenian respondents gave different answers when compared to those of
the average respondent. The biggest discrepancy in the scores of Slovenian participants in the survey referred
to their view of not finding cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat to personal security. Similarly, they do not
consider as a threat the capabilities to monitor and control the usage of electrical devices and behaviour
patterns. The Slovenians provided response values that were close to average responses and slightly agreed
with considerations related to profiling and data misinterpretation.
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Figure 78: Average Slovenian responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 78 above indicates that the Slovenian participants responded as in the previous section and slightly
disagreed with the average respondent in the Privacy scale rate questions section. In addition, the Slovenian
respondents believe that identity theft will not be an important privacy concern, while determination of
specific appliances will not play a factor in public acceptance.
The most important was the statement about performing real-time surveillance by third parties and home
invasions based on consumption patterns. Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate data were also
considered to be important.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
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Answers: Few Slovenian respondents had considerations about data sharing of consumption related to
measurement data. One participant noted that this kind of information could be used maliciously (example:
to find out if consumers are at home or not).
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Most of the Slovenian respondents were aware of the GDPR and had already adjusted their
business accordingly (customer approval for monitoring data, different tasks to be compliant with the GDPR).
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Figure 79: Average Slovenian responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 79 above suggests that the general public in Slovenia is interested in RES integration slightly more than
the average respondent. The companies seem to have certain legal restriction or considerations regarding
data sharing with organizations from other countries.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: The Slovenian respondents mentioned loyalty cards, special offers, companies that specialize in PV
installation and spreading the knowledge. Lower costs based on lower energy consumption.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: The Slovenian respondents expressed that some sensitive data cannot be shared and that there
some legal restrictions in place.
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Figure 80: Average Slovenian responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 80 above shows that the average response recorded in the statement about controlling DR units less
important than the average respondent but agreed with it nonetheless. The Slovenian respondents agreed
more than the average respondent with the conjecture that that Smart Grids could support energy poverty
production.
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Figure 81: Average Slovenian responses for Lack of trust

Figure 81 above indicated that the Slovenian participants in the survey maintained that the risks of RES policy
changes and non-payment of services are low. By contrast, they suggested that the state of economics and
subsidies in the countries in the region are adequate. Slovenian participants believed that certain historical
conflicts might play a part in cooperation between the countries in SEE.
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Figure 82: Average Slovenian responses for Raising awareness

Figure 82 above shows that most Slovenian respondents strongly agree with the statements on involvement
in projects like CROSSBOW raise awareness and lead to a better understanding of energy sources and
promote increased RES integration. Interregional cooperation is seen as a very desirable from the Slovenian
respondents’ point of view. The Slovenians believed that projects like CROSSBOW can change the public view
of Smart Grids and that their company is promoting the use of RES and their integration in the wider region.
The Slovenian respondents also believed that people will not find higher prices from energy architecture
acceptable and disagreed with the statement that short-term and long-term benefits of Smart Grids are easily
understandable.

4.3

Analysis on a utility basis

4.3.1 Supplier
A more detailed analysis for Supplier can be found in Appendix 11: Supplier – analysis on a utility basis. A
brief overview will be presented here.
We have a total of 16 responses from Suppliers in the region.
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Figure 83: Number of responses from Supplier sorted by country

Figure 83 above depicts the high levels of participation interest from FYR of Macedonia and Greece, as well
as the moderate participation from Slovenian and Bosnian and Herzegovinian suppliers
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Figure 84: Average Supplier response for Security

Figure 84 above shows the Supplier responses that are in line with the overall average responses in this
section. According to Suppliers, the most important factor influencing security is power disruption that can
cause loss of infrastructure and endanger public safety. By contrast, cyber-attacks on smart meters are not
as important in threatening security.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions and consisted of two parts. The first part consisted of
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open-ended
questions.
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Figure 85: Average Supplier response for Privacy – YES/NO questions

Figure 85 above shows that most participants answered that themselves as well as their end-consumers
expressed concerns about data misinterpretation due to communication errors.
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The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below.
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Figure 86: Average Supplier response for Privacy – scale rate questions

Figure 86 above presents the Suppliers responses in this category were about equal to the average.
This section contained two more open-ended questions where respondents could give their view on certain
topics.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Most of the respondents answered that they do not have any considerations about sharing
consumption related data. Some of them pointed out that it is confidential information and that it could
create problems either to business. or to customers, or both.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Most of the Suppliers were aware of new GDPR. Nonetheless, they were uncertain about how it
will affect their business.
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Figure 87: Average Supplier response for Ethical concerns – scale rate questions

Figure 87 above shows that the Suppliers’ replies were above the average in this part.
This section included two open questions where respondents could express their opinion on the matters at
hand.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: This question received varied feedback. Answers were ranging from participation in European
funding projects, use of social media and other communication channels to raise awareness on RES and
energy efficiency, provision of energy consumption reports, consumer education, use of loyalty cards, etc.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Some did not have restrictions for data sharing, some have clear data share policy, while others
treat all data under mandatory NDA agreement.
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Pricing and equity consequences
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Figure 88: Average Supplier response for Pricing and equity concerns

Figure 88 above shows that the Suppliers respondents strongly believe that variable electricity prices put a
burden on residential consumers and will require a change in energy consumption habits.
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Figure 89: Average Supplier response for Lack of trust

Suppliers evaluated that risk of non-payment of services is higher than the average respondent. Similarly,
they rated the risk of non-fulfilment of services much higher than the average respondent. Other responses
were similar to the average ones.
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Figure 90: Average Supplier response for Raising awareness

The Suppliers strongly agreed with the statement that involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration as is the
average opinion. Multiregional cooperation received a high rating but below the average score in this case.
The Suppliers believe that projects like CROSSBOW can change the public view of Smart Grids. Also, the
Suppliers are optimistic about broader use of DR units, increase of use of EV as well as installation and use of
Smart Grid technology.

4.3.2 DSO
A detailed analysis for DSO can be observed in Appendix 12: DSO – analysis on a utility basis. A shorter analysis
will follow here.
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We received 13 responses from DSOs.
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Figure 91: Number of responses from DSOs categorized by country

As it is shown in Figure 91, most (4) of the DSO respondents were from Romania. Bulgaria and FYR of
Macedonia were represented by two DSOs each and the remaining countries by one DSO.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
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Figure 92: Average DSO responses for Security

Figure 92 above shows that when comparing DSO average responses with all average responses in this
section, it can be observed that DSO respondents found the statements to be slightly less important
compared to the average respondent.
On average, DSOs rated most statements, regarding the security of Smart Grids, from medium to highly
important.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
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Figure 93: Average DSO responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions
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Figure 93 above indicates that DSO responses were mostly above the average respondent. The only exception
is the threat of consumption real-time surveillance where the respondents seem to be somehow divided.
The average DSO responses for the scale rating questions are displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Figure 94: Average DSO responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 94 above indicated the participants had to scale rate the privacy impact of Smart Grids. DSO rating
seems to follow the average one. The only notable deviation is related to the threat of revealing activities
through residual data, where it is shown that DSOs do not value highly this risk.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: It seems that DSOs are somehow divided concerning consumption data sharing. Answers vary from
“no” to considerations regarding malicious third-party usage.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Two thirds of the respondents are aware of the GDPR and are in the process of complying with it
by following all the relevant procedures. It should be noted that DSOs from FYR of Macedonia and Slovenia
were not aware of GDPR at the time of the questionnaire.
Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
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Figure 95: Average DSO responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 95 above revealed that DSOs provided scores that were very close to the average response and gave
quite moderate answers in the questions related to ethical concerns.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: The respondents mentioned campaigns, adds, leaflets, workshops and communication with the
customers through web.
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Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Most DSOs mentioned no restrictions especially on aggregated data. Two of them referred to GDPR
and another two to market and trading confidentialities.
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Figure 96: Average DSO responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 96 above shows that DSO respondents are in line with the average response in three of the four
statements of pricing and equity concerns. However, they do not seem to believe that Smart Grids could help
reduce energy poverty.
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Figure 97: Average DSO responses for Lack of trust

Figure 97 above depicts that in this section, respondents had to rate the lack of trust risks/statements from
the lowest to the highest risk. DSO responses were mostly in line with the average respondent. It is revealed,
though, that the risk of non-payment of services is valued less from DSOs comparing with the average
response.
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Figure 98: Average DSO responses for Raising awareness

Figure 98 above indicates that DSO responses were generally in line with the average respondent. DSOs
strongly believe that their involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can raise awareness and lead to better
understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration following the average response. Their
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responses also reveal a great optimism regarding the future role of EVs in the transportation sector and high
expectations from multi region cooperation on the energy market.
However, DSOs are moderately optimistic when it comes to the benefits of Smart Grids as well as the easiness
of Smart Grid technology to be installed. It should be also noted that, following the average response, they
are quite pessimistic about people’s acceptance of higher charges due to the new network architecture.

4.3.3 TSO
A detailed analysis for TSO can be observed in Appendix 13: TSO – analysis on a utility basis. A shorter analysis
will follow here. We received 10 responses from TSOs.
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Figure 99: Number of responses from different countries

Figure 99 above shows that TSOs responded in a similar pattern with the exception of FYR Macedonia. It has
to be clarified that FYR Macedonia does not have two TSOs, but rather the participants correspond to the
two different departments that participated in the survey.
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Figure 100: Average TSO responses for Security

Figure 100 above shows that TSOs have answered that they are slightly more concerned about security
questions than the average respondent and rated it relatively high. This was clearly presented in ICT networks
and equipment failure.
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Privacy
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Figure 101: Average TSO responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 101 above suggests that with regard to privacy questions, TSOs agreed consistently with questionnaire
statements more than the average respondent and the level of agreement scores was solid. The highest
difference was obtained in end-consumer considerations regarding the data misinterpretation due to
communication/measurement errors and profiling/behaviour patterns.
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Figure 102: Average TSO responses for Privacy, scale rate questions

Figure 102 above shows that TSOs responded to the questions addressing privacy issues with lower rating
scores than the average respondent. This score raises many issues that have to be considered by Smart Grid
stakeholders in relation to the consequences of decisions and actions that rely on inaccurate data. However,
we noticed that there are participants who consider this statement of less importance.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Most of the TSOs don’t have any considerations regarding the data sharing and most of them share
it publicly. One of the TSOs states that measurement operator must define access rights.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: There are differences in the answers of TSO’s in relation to this question. Some of them already
implemented the Regulation, others are in the process of implementing it, while another group is not aware
of GDPR.
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Ethical concerns
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Figure 103: Average TSO responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 103 above depicts the same difference in responses that was obtained in ethical concerns questions.
TSOs again provided response ratings that were slightly higher than the average response. This can be
attributed to stronger agreement with questions/statements about end-consumers benefits resulting from
better control of cross-border balancing of energy exchange at interconnection points.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: Most of the TSOs do something to engage the community and empower the consumers. The
answers vary from providing annual reports, providing consultancy to grid users respecting market and
system operation, organizing public hearings for capital projects and public discussions for participation of
consumers in procurement of ancillary services.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: In this question the influences of the different national laws can be observed. Some of the
operators don’t have any restrictions, but most of them have some kind of law regulation and the obligation
of secrecy.
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Figure 104: Average TSO responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 104 above indicates that TSOs agree less than the average respondent in relation to pricing and equity
statements and the only statement that they find more relevant than the average respondent is the one that
states that Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty.
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Figure 105: Average TSO responses for Lack of trust

Figure 105 above shows that TSOs in general claim that lack of trust is not/would not be a problem and do
not rate it too high. They rate it lower than the average respondent.
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Figure 106: Average TSO responses for Raising awareness

Figure 106 above indicates that TSOs perform close to the average sharing the average respondent's opinion
regarding awareness issues. However, significant differences were found in opinions regarding the Smart
Grid benefits understanding and transportation of energy sources.

4.3.4 National Regulatory Authority
A detailed analysis for NRA can be observed Appendix 14: National Regulatory Authority – analysis on a utility basis. A shorter analysis will follow here.
Figure 107 below, presents the scores of 7 respondents all being National Regulatory Agencies from different
countries.
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Figure 107: Number of participants from different countries for NRA

Figure 107 above shows that NRAs responded in a totally similar pattern as the TSOs, with the exception of
FYR Macedonia.
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Figure 108: Average NRA’s responses for Security

Figure 108 above indicates that NRAs expressed a slight disagreement in comparison with the average
respondent. More importantly, NRAs disagreed with the statement that cyber-attacks on smart meters pose
a threat to personal security and that power disruption can cause loss of infrastructure and endanger public
safety.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
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Figure 109: Average NRA’s responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 109 above shows that NRAs responded at levels well below the levels of the average utility respondent.
On average, they answered “NO” on most of the questions. The biggest difference between the average
response and NRA’s responses was for the last statement, where they do not have any considerations
regarding the data misinterpretation as well as no considerations regarding the identity theft or profiling.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Figure 110: Average NRA’s responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 110 above presents the answers of NRAs on privacy scale rate questions. NRAs reported that they
mostly agreed with the average respondent, except for identity theft and home invasions that linked to
consumption patterns, and, thus, were considered as most and least important, respectively.
In this section there were also two open-ended questions where respondents could write their own answers.
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Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: None of the respondents had any considerations.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: This question received mixed responses. Some were not aware of the new GDPR, and others were
aware of it and were using consultants for advice.
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Figure 111: Average NRA’s responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 111 above suggests that NRAs agree with the conjecture that general public is interested in RES
integration more than the average respondent. On the contrary, NRAs believe that end-consumers will not
benefit from being able to control better cross-border balancing energy at interconnection points.
In this section there were also two open-ended questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: Encouraging public discussion, consultations and public workshops. Other companies that are
related more to the private sector do not engage the community that much.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Most have no considerations or do not know of them.
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Figure 112: Average NRA’s responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 112 above suggests that NRAs agreed with the average respondents. More importantly, the NRA
participants agreed with the possibility that Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty and that variable
electricity prices are putting a burden on residential consumers requiring a change in energy consumption
habits.
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Figure 113: Average NRA’s responses for Lack of trust

Figure 113 above suggests that NRAs responded that the risk of RES policy changes is high, same as
confidence in electricity markets. In addition, NRAs suggested that the state of economics and subsidies in
the countries in the region are not adequate. The Respondents predicted that certain historical conflicts may
play a role in the cooperation among countries in SEE.
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Figure 114: Average NRA’s responses for Raising awareness

Figure 114 above suggests that NRA’s respondents highly agree with the statement that energy efficiency
will improve with broader use of DR units. They also strongly agree with the statement that projects like
CROSSBOW can change the view of the Smart Grids and also can lead to a better understanding of the RES
integration.

4.3.5 Technology provider
A detailed analysis for technology providers can be found in Appendix 15: Technology provider – analysis on
a utility basis. A shorter analysis will follow here.
We received five responses from technology providers.
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Figure 115: Number of responses from Technology providers categorized by country

As it can be observed in Figure 115 above, we received completed questionnaires from Technology providers
in Greece (2), Romania (2) and Slovenia (1).
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Figure 116: Average Technology provider’s response for Security

Figure 116 above shows that Technology providers agreed a lot more than the average respondent on
Security matters. They viewed security of big databases as the most important factor, and found cyberattacks on smart meters, intrusion of surveillance technologies and power disruption as being very significant
security factors. Interestingly, technology providers had a nearly identical result as the average respondent
for the failure of ICT networks and equipment.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
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Figure 117: Average Technology provider’s response for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 117 depicts Technology providers' responses were mostly higher than the average respondent. They
had a slightly lower value for profiling and a significantly lower value for data misinterpretation
considerations. The Technology providers and their end-consumers consider the capabilities to monitor and
control the usage of plugged-in electrical vehicles more than the average respondent.
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Figure 118: Average Technology provider’s response for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 118 above suggests that Technology providers found profiling, real-time surveillance, targeted home
invasions based on consumption patterns and revealing activities through residual data more important than
the average respondent. In addition, they found all of the privacy consequences more important than the
average respondent aside from identity theft.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
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Answers: Technology providers did not have any considerations regarding data sharing. Some of them
suggested privacy as the only consideration but added that these issues can be solved by using data
encryption and GDPR pseudo-anonymity.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: All of the technology providers were aware of GDPR and were already compliant or about to
comply.
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Figure 119: Average Technology provider’s response for Ethical concerns

Figure 119 above suggests that Technology providers found the statements more important than the average
respondent. The biggest difference was in the considerations and/or legal restrictions regarding data sharing
with organizations from other countries in the region which technology providers found significantly more
important than the average respondent.
In this section there were also two open-ended questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: Technology providers offered various responses, each likely describing their solutions, such as
providing a DR solution, promoting microgrid concept, offering engagement digital platform and services to
raise awareness and educate prosumers, and a VPP (Virtual Power Plant), helping the economy with
secondary and tertiary reserve platform.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: The majority of the respondents did not have considerations regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries, aside from contracts and being compliant with local and national
legislation.
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Figure 120: Average Technology provider’s response for Pricing and equity consequences
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Figure 120 above suggests that the respondents recognized significantly higher consequences/impact on all
questions in comparison to the average respondent with the biggest differences being in how they viewed
the effect of Smart Grids on reducing energy poverty and the control of DR units managed by utilities.
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Figure 121: Average Technology provider’s response for Lack of trust

Figure 121 above suggests that Technology providers mostly agreed with the average respondent. They
found most of the topics more important than the average respondent aside from effect of RES policy
changes on their company. Technology providers view the role of historical conflicts as a much more
important factor than the average respondent.
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Figure 122: Average Technology provider’s response for Raising awareness

Figure 122 above refers to the questions on raising awareness Technology providers mostly agreed with the
average respondent. They agreed less on the impact of projects like CROSSBOW in raising awareness about
energy sources and increased RES generation than the average respondent. However, they showed a nearly
identical opinion regarding the desirability of multiregional cooperation in the energy market. Technology
providers also disagree with the conjecture that people will find higher prices from the new energy
architecture acceptable but are slightly more optimistic than the average respondent. Interestingly, even
though they agree on the importance, they are less optimistic with regard to the bright future of EVs and
improvements in energy efficiency as result of a broader use of DR units.

4.3.6 RES generator
A more detailed analysis for RES generator can be found in Appendix 16: RES generator – analysis on a utility
basis. A brief overview will be presented here.
We received a total of 5 responses from RES generators in the region.
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Figure 123: Number of responses from RES generators sorted by country

Figure 123 above shows that RES generators responded in a totally similar pattern with the exception of
Greece.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
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Figure 124: Average RES generator response for Security

Figure 124 suggests that RES generators expressed their concern about the security vulnerabilities of Smart
Grids a little more clearly when compared to the average response. The last three statements (about security
of big databases, surveillance intrusion and cyber-attacks on smart meters) were received the same rating
score (4.20) and were well above the average score.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part consisted
of YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open-ended
questions.
First, we take a look at the YES/NO summary figure.
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Figure 125: Average RES generator response for Privacy – YES/NO questions

Figure 125 indicates that RES generator response levels on this question were relatively equal to the average.
It was indicated that the most important issue is the targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns. The lowest score was given to statements about identification of used electric appliances.
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There were two more open-ended questions in this section, where participants were asked about their
opinion concerning sharing data measurements relevant to their consumption patterns as well as awareness
of the new GDPR. The review of these open-ended questions can be found in Appendix 16: RES generator –
analysis on a utility basis.
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Figure 126: Average RES generator response for Privacy – scale rate questions

Figure 126 above presented the RES generator responses to this question that were nearly equal to the
ratings of the average respondent.
The most important issue conjecture that was rated focused on home invasions stemming for information
related to consumption patterns. The reference to the determination of used appliances received least
important values.
There are two more open-end questions in this section where participants were asked about their concrete
opinion concerning data sharing of measurement data relevant to their consumption and awareness of the
new GDP Regulation. The review of these open-ended questions can be found in Appendix 16: RES generator
– analysis on a utility basis.
Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

RES generator's average response
3.57

Ethical concerns

3.05
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 127: Average RES generator response for Ethical concerns

Figure 127 above indicates that All of the RES generators’ rating scores were below the average respondent's
score. It is worth noting that RES generators found the above statements as not being so important. RES
generators consider that the general public interest on RES integration is not a high priority.
This section included two open questions where respondents could express their opinion on the matters at
hand. The review on these questions can be found in Appendix 16: RES generator – analysis on a utility basis.
Pricing and equity consequences
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
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Average response

RES generator's average response
3.59

Pricing and equity consequences

3.50
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 128: Average RES generator response for Pricing and equity concerns

Figure 128 above depicts the average response of RES generators in this section and it is in line with the
overall average.
RES generators provided responses that were slightly below the average score and believe that Smart Grids
would contribute to reduce energy poverty. The RES generator respondents gave neutral responses on
variable electricity pricing that will put a burden and will force a change in consumption habits.
Lack of trust
In this section respondents had to rate the risks/statements from the lowest (1) to the highest risk (5).
Average response

RES generator's average response
3.26
3.37

Lack of trust

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 129: Average RES generator response for Lack of trust

Figure 129 above indicates that the RES generator respondents are marginally higher than the overall average
score.
This is not a surprising result, given that the risk of RES policy changes was rated the highest, this being very
important for RES integration and development in SEE. Nothing really stands out in this part as practically all
responses, except for the first one, are close to the overall average.
Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

RES generator's average response
3.54

Raising awareness

3.72
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 130: Average RES generator response for Raising awareness

Figure 130 above shows that the average RES response in this section is a little higher than the average
respondent’s score. RES respondents strongly agree with the statement about involvement in projects like
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CROSSBOW can raise awareness and lead to a better understanding of energy sources. Increased RES
integration was the average opinion. RES generators believe that projects like CROSSBOW can change the
public view of Smart Grids but are a little behind the overall average. RES generator responses scored higher
than 4.00 in the next five assumptions, including promotion and integration of RES, future of EVs, transport
running 100% on renewables, self-sufficiency increase of energy supply and DR improving energy efficiency.

4.3.7 Research Association
A more detailed analysis for Research Associations can be found in Appendix 17: Research Association –
analysis on a utility basis. A brief overview will be presented here.
We received a total of 5 responses from research associations:
3
2
2
1
1

1

1

Greece

Macedonia

0
Romania

Serbia

Research Association
Figure 131: Number of responses from research associations sorted by country

As it can be observed in Figure 131 above, we received five completed questionnaire responses from
Research Associations from Greece, FYR Macedonia, Romania and Slovenia.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Research Association's average response
3.75

Security

4.12
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 132: Average Research Association response for Security

In Figure 132 above, Research Associations expressed their concerns about the security vulnerabilities of
Smart Grids more strongly than the average respondent. Security of big databases, surveillance intrusion and
failure of ICT networks and equipment were rated well above the average score.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions and composed of two parts. The first part consisted of
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open-ended
questions.
First, we take a look at the YES/NO summary figure.
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Average response

Research Association's average response
0.57

Privacy - YES/NO

0.70
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 133: Average Research Association response for Privacy – YES/NO questions

Figure 139 above presents the average Research Associations response in this section which is well above
the overall average, indicating a high concern for the issue. A more detailed view on the answers provided
shows that the main concern of Research Associations (with scores of 0.8) refer to real time surveillance of
consumption and load identification, profiling and data misinterpretation due to communication errors.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed here below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
Average response

Research Association's average response
3.57

Privacy - scale rate

3.80
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 134: Average Research Association response for Privacy – scale rate questions

Figure 134 above presents the average responses of Research Associations on this question and were slightly
above average.
Interestingly enough, identity theft was presented as the most important factor by research institutes,
scoring 4.40 compared to the average of 3.71. The determination of specific appliances used and real time
surveillance by third parties were also of great significance for Research Associations.
There are two more open-ended questions in this section where participants were asked about their concrete
opinion concerning data sharing of measurement data relevant to their consumption and awareness of the
new GDPR. The review of these open-ended questions can be found in Appendix 17: Research Association –
analysis on a utility basis.
Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Research Association's average response
3.57

Ethical concerns

3.52
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 135: Average Research Association response for Ethical concerns
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Figure 135 above indicates that Research Associations consider the above statements as of medium
importance. They do not express any strong concerns on data sharing. In addition, they strongly believe that
end-consumers will benefit from the ability to control cross-border balancing.
This section included two open-ended questions where respondents could express their opinion on the
matters at hand. The review on these questions can be found in Appendix 17: Research Association – analysis
on a utility basis.
Pricing and equity consequences
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Research Association's average response
3.59

Pricing and equity consequences

4.05
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 136: Average Research Association response for Pricing and equity concerns

Figure 136 above shows that the Research Associations have exhibited a better awareness about pricing and
equity. For research institutes, the most important aspect was control of DR units by utilities with actions led
by market prices, as well as limitation son consumer autonomy placed by remotely controlled appliances. In
addition, research institutes are also concerned with the fact that variable pricing may put a burden on
consumers that will have to change their energy consumption habits. Finally, the opinion that smart grids
may help in reducing energy poverty is supported more than the average.
Lack of trust
In this section respondents had to rate the risks/statements from the lowest (1) to the highest risk (5).
Average response

Research Association's average response
3.26

Lack of trust

3.14
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 137: Average Research Association response for Lack of trust

Figure 137 above depicts the Research Associations average score which is lower than the one obtained from
the average respondent. The overall confidence to other electricity markets is relatively high. In addition,
Research Associations argue that the state of economics and subsidies are adequate. The risk of nonfulfilment of services is quite high though. Finally, research associations believe that the historical conflicts
will not play a part in the cooperation of countries in the area and that, as expected, there is no risk by RES
policy changes.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Research Association's average response
3.54

Raising awareness

3.67
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Figure 138: Average Research Association response for Raising awareness

Figure 138 above suggests that the Research Associations' average in this section is slightly higher than the
average respondent’s score.
Multiregional cooperation in the energy market is desirable for Research Associations. In addition, Research
Associations strongly agree with the statement on project involvement like CROSSBOW can raise awareness
and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration as is the average opinion.
Research Associations also strongly believe that projects like CROSSBOW can change the public view of Smart
Grids. Finally, Research Associations strongly believe that electrical vehicles have a bright future and will
replace internal combustion engines. The lowest scores are achieved in the question regarding prices from
the new energy market architecture. In this case, research associations believe that the people will not accept
price increases.
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5

Discussion of Results

In this research document, so far, we have examined the social, cultural and ethical aspects of Smart Grid
with an emphasis on energy storage management, renewable energy exploitation, consumer engagement
and consumer modelling as indicated in the summarised form of CROSSBOW's questionnaire responses
presented in Table 8 below.
Table 8: Number of responses per utility, questions with the highest score

Utility

Responses

Supplier

16

DSO

13

TSO

10

NRA

7

Technology provider

5

(4.75) Smart grids could help reduce energy poverty?

RES generator

5

(4.50) Targeted home invasions based on consumption patterns

Research Association 5

Highest score and the related question
(4.27) Variable electricity prices putting a burden on residential
consumers requiring a change in energy consumption habits
(4.31) Is multi region cooperation on the energy market desirable
from your company’s point of view?
(4.80) Is multi region cooperation on the energy market desirable
from your company’s point of view?
(4.67) Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources
and increased RES integration?

(4.80) Is multi region cooperation on the energy market desirable
from your company’s point of view?
(4.67) Do you think that transportation can run 100% on renewable energy?
(5.00) How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES policy
changes that would affect your company?

Storage provider

3

Market Operator

3

Others

11

/

Total responses

78

/

The participants in CROSSBOW’s questionnaire expressed strong concerns on the following socially relevant
matters: firstly, the cost of services under a Smart Grid implementation framework and the perception. The
issue of who is going to cover the cost of new services has been clearly expressed by suppliers. It is worth
noting that consumers/prosumers are aware of the need for changing electricity consumption patterns but
there is no study examining how this can be attained. In addition, interregional cooperation constitutes a
major concern for DSOs and TSOs in the small geographical area of SEE. This implies that regulatory
interventions for interregional and multicultural cooperation on Smart grid planning and deployment as well
as and local stakeholder empowerment will have to be further investigated.
Moreover, RES generators showed the highest social interest in the Smart Grid framework in comparison the
rest of the members of the value chain. Their main concern was related to privacy and security matters
related to information sharing on the consumption patterns of citizens and consumers/prosumers. RES
generators that Smart Grid will enhance consumers/prosumers understanding and preferred utilisation of
the different technologies with efficient, safe and secure functions in electricity generation, storage,
transmission and integration. In addition, RES generators, consumers/prosumers and policy makers will have
to cooperate in order to create the best conditions for a sustainable Smart Grid. RES generators will exhibit
consumer/prosumer behaviour with strong cultural underpinnings on cultivating trust among the members
of the Smart Grid value chain.
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Furthermore, Technology providers highlighted the role of Smart Grid in lowering energy poverty by allowing
consumers to become prosumers. This is an ethical concern that can be addressed with the support of a
functional regulatory and financial framework that will be accompanied by capacity building interventions
for all members of the Smart Grid value chain. In addition, Technology providers appreciate the importance
of cultivating a RES community spirit that will invite all the potential candidates to join the Smart Grid to
become part of it.
In addition, cultural issues regarding household invasion constitute an important and valuable concern for
RES generators. These are the consumers/prosumers of the Smart Grid who will need to share their lifestyle
choices and personal consumption patterns with the rest of the system. This can be supported by organised
capacity building and can lead to a social-all-inclusive point of view.
Interestingly enough, Research Associations put a strong emphasis on interregional and multiregional
cooperation and highlight the need for bridging the gap among different cultural groups of stakeholders. It
is understandable that attaining the Smart Grid level implies that all members of the value chain have to
overcome current regional, interregional and multicultural legal, technical, and communicative limitations.
Certainly, capacity building across all levels of the value chain will be required in order to face
The question on transportation running strictly on RES facilitation taps both the social and cultural interests
of Storage providers. Transportation relying on RES totally requires the appropriate capacity building for all
members of the Smart Grid value chain. This implies that relevant legal, technical and cultural strategies must
be in place at regional, interregional and multicultural. The transportation challenge needs the support of
innovations for solving electric power generation and storage matters.
Finally, Market operators support the need for changing RES policies at regional, interregional and
multicultural in order to accommodate Smart Grid. Smart Grid growth requires a societal readiness.
Organised transfer of knowledge on Smart Grid technologies, legislation, market operations will allow all
members of the value chain to become active actors in a transnational wholesale market and to learn how
to adjust to the changes required for the development of a new electric power system. This could minimise
the negative impact of elliptical planning for a sustainable Smart Grid.
In further analyses of the obtained CROSSBOW questionnaire scores presented in Table 9, it appears that the
nine countries participating in CROSSBOW exhibited strong concerns about a series of Smart Grid issues. the
following issues:
Table 9: Number of responses per country, questions with the highest score

Country

Responses

Romania

13

Greece

12

FYR of Macedonia 11

Highest score and the related question
(4.46), Power disruption that can cause loss of infrastructure and endanger public safety
(4.42), Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have bright future and
will replace internal combustion engines?
(4.22), Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will raise awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration?
(4.70), Is multi region cooperation on the energy market desirable
from your company’s point of view?
(4.38), Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will raise awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration?

Bulgaria

10

Slovenia

9

Serbia

6

(4.67), Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to personal security

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

6

(4.33.), Is multi region cooperation on the energy market desirable
from your company’s point of view?
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(4.60), Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat pump, battery,
freezer) managed by utilities, whose actions could be led by market
prices
(4.80), Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have bright future and
will replace internal combustion engines?

Croatia

5

Montenegro

5

Others

1

/

Total responses

78

/

The Romanian participants were concerned about power disruption causing loss of infrastructure and
endangering public safety. This is an important social and ethical issue that has to be considered during Smart
Grid planning and implementation. Capacity building for all members of the Smart Grid value chain will allow
its members technical solutions that can prevent electric power disruption.
The Greek participants placed a high social and cultural value on the role of EVs in the operation of Smart
Grid. Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technologies and EV batteries could allow EVs to provide ancillary services to the
grid that can complement intermittent renewable energy sources or save demand during peak hours. It can
become a business opportunity for utilities, automakers and consumers are seeing as a business opportunity.
Knowing that wholesale electricity markets are designed to deal with an aggregated load of hundreds of
megawatts, EV generators that move around and have constantly changing energy capacity can offer flexible
storage capacity and potentially instantaneous power supply.
The FYR Macedonian participants showed a great interest in the social and cultural aspects of Smart Grid
that will allow the proper transfer of knowledge about RES to all members of the value chain. Privacy and
security, as well as equity and energy poverty have to be tackled among members of the value chain at
regional, interregional and multicultural levels. Capacity building can play an important role in Smart Grid
growth.
The Bulgarian participants placed a lot of attention on the importance on interregional and multicultural
cooperation among members of the Smart Grid value chain. This a powerful socio-cultural constraint that
has to be considered in Smart Grid planning as a critical risk factor. Smart Grid sustainability lies in the
effective and efficient involvement of regional, interregional and multicultural actors. In order to attain this
organised capacity building is needed.
The Slovenian participants are seeing the larger perspective of raising awareness about RES generation and
storage and creating effective capacity building conditions for all members of the value chain. These are
important precursors to Smart Grid planning and implementation, especially under the conditions of Smart
Grid growth in SEE, where there regional, interregional, and multicultural consideration.
The Serbian participants expressed concerns about the social aspects of Smart Grids, especially in the form
of cyber-security and data protection.
The Bosnian & Herzegovinian participants placed a high value on interregional cooperation in the energy
market. This is fundamental of Smart Grid sustainability. This is very important determinant of Smart grid
sustainability. Smart Gris stakeholders in SEE countries will have to overcome regional, interregional, and
multicultural constraints as well as legal, technical and financial limitations entailed in Smart Grid growth.
The Croatian participants stressed the issue of DR units managed by utilities and led by market prices. This is
a very crucial socioeconomic aspect of consumer/prosumer functioning within the Smart Grid System. DR
deployment presupposes change in consumers/prosumers and relies on balanced electricity demands on the
grid by reducing electricity demands during peak demand periods and increasing usage during low demand
periods. Capacity building is very important for utilities to understand usage patterns of customer segments
and for consumers/prosumers to change their consumption patterns.
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The Montenegrin participants, as the Greek participants placed a high value on EV adoption in the Smart
Grid system.
In closing, the results of the CROSSBOW questionnaire indicate that Smart Grid planning and implementation
will have to adopt a systemic planning model that will provide special attention to the social, cultural, and
ethical that were highlighted by CROSSBOW's partners.
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6

Conclusions and Recommendations

Our review of the Smart Grid literature related to social, cultural and ethical considerations as well as
CROSSBOW's small-scale questionnaire survey that invited participants from most levels of the Smart Grid
value chain to participate, indicates that Smart Grid technologies have a great potential for the development
of a new electric power system in SEE. We have identified a number of powerful factors that determine the
development of Smart Grid in SEE. We came across a series of risks and barriers that could leave generation
or network assets stranded and customers to defect from the grid. This risk represents one of the reasons
taking careful steps for making the transition to new electric power networks cost effective.
It became apparent that socio-cultural and ethical constraints entail a broad range of factors that influence
Smart Grid growth. The following three dimensions were noted:
•

End-user supporting regional, interregional, and multicultural policies and regulations,

•

Reliable infrastructure technologies for two-way communication between the utility and customers
using sensors (e.g., pervasive sensors, smart meters, and data networks) that ensures privacy and
security,

•

Consumer/prosumer engagement for transfer of relevant knowledge.

Smart Grid growth is related to the actions and initiatives of the members of the value chain, as nobody can
attain Smart Grid development alone. The private sector will have to acknowledge the new reality of a digital,
customer-empowered, transactive electricity system by simplifying and redesigning the experience of
residential, commercial and industrial consumers/prosumers.
It seems reasonable to recommend to all stakeholders to participate in planning a flexible, open and
interoperable Smart Grid in SEE. Further research is needed in order to clafiry our understanding on how
consumption of consumers/prosumers will change in the future. Capacity building through transfer-of-knowhow by show-how will allow citizens and consumers/prosumers to take knowledge-based decisions. At the
same time, the Smart Grid technologies industry will have to involve citizens in the process. At last, the
opportunities and challenges inherent in Smart Grid edge technologies could offer more choice for
customers, greater efficiency and better economics for stakeholders in the electricity ecosystem. These are
significant factors for sustainable Smart Grid development.
In closing, the variability of responses in CROSSBOW’s questionnaire clearly suggests that there is a need for
new policies that will ensure that all members of the Smart Grid value receive reliable and verifiable
information about the strengths and weaknesses of Smart Grid as well as the future technologies that will
support its infrastructure and operation at microgrid level and network level. At last, further research is
needed on the determinants of consumer behaviour changes in order to properly approach the citizens,
consumers and prosumers.
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Acronyms

Acronyms List
DER
DR
DSO
EU
EUMC
EV
GDPR
HLU
ICT
IoT
NRA
RA
RES
SEE
SET-Plan
TSO
UL
WHO
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Distributed Energy Resource
Demand Response
Distribution System Operator
European Union
European Model Clauses
Electric Vehicle
General Data Protection Regulation
High Level Use case
Information and Communication Technology
Internet of Things
National Regulatory Authority
Research Association
Renewable Energy Source
South-eastern Europe
Strategic Energy Technology Plan
Transmission System Operator
University of Ljubljana
World Health Organization
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8
8.1

Appendix
Appendix 1: Questionnaire example

Questionnaire for Social, cultural and ethics aspects of Smart Grid challenges

Introduction to Smart Grids, CROSSBOW and this questionnaire
CROSSBOW project aims at the successful deployment of a set of technological solutions which will enable
to increase the shared use of resources to foster transmission networks cross-border management of variable renewable energies and storage units. This will enable a higher penetration of clean energies whilst reducing network operational costs and improving economic benefits of RES and storage units.
Smart Grids are energy networks that can automatically monitor energy flows and adjust to changes in energy supply and demand accordingly. When coupled with smart metering systems, Smart Grids reach consumers and suppliers by providing information on real-time consumption. With smart meters, consumers
can adapt – in time and volume - their energy usage to different energy prices throughout the day, saving
money on their energy bills by consuming more energy in lower price periods.
Smart Grids can also help to better integrate renewable energy. While the sun does not shine all the time
and the wind does not always blow, combining information on energy demand with weather forecasts can
allow grid operators to better plan the integration of renewable energy into the grid and balance their networks. Smart Grids also open up the possibility for consumers who produce their own energy to respond to
prices and sell excess to the grid.
Questionnaire will help us analyse the European Smart Grid challenges in the context of social, cultural and
ethical aspects, such as consumer security, data privacy and equity. The role of aggregators, distributed RES
and storage and DR will be investigated in order to ensure that end-consumer is always put at the centre.
To find out more about Smart Grids, please click here.
To find out more about CROSSBOW project, please click here.
We kindly ask you to take 5-10 minutes to fill this questionnaire. The information you provide us will be
essential in creating a report for the T1.1.3. Your answers will not be used for any other purpose than to
create a report for T1.1.3.

Country of origin
Austria
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Croatia
Germany
Greece
Macedonia
Montenegro
Romania
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Serbia
Slovenia
Spain
United Kingdom
Other

The utility you are representing is: (Please tick appropriate box)
Regulated:
• TSO
• DSO
Relevant regulatory agencies:
o Energy Agency
o Communications Agency
o Public information watchdog
o Consumer Association
Market based:
• Supplier
• Aggregator
• Demand Response Actor (industry)
• RES generator
• Technology provider (VPP software, SCADA)
• Storage provider
Other:

End-consumer security from your personal point of view
•

How would you rate the following potential security vulnerabilities of Smart Grids?
1
(least
portant)

im- 2 3 4 5 (most im- Don’t
portant)
know

Power disruption that can cause loss of infrastructure and endanger public safety
Failure of ICT networks and equipment
Security of big databases and computers analysing the accessed consumer’s data
Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

Data privacy
•

Answer the following questions. Do you agree with the following statements?
YES NO

Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations regarding identity theft considerations
when using smart meters?
Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations regarding the real-time surveillance of
their consumption and the determination of specific appliances used?
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Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour patterns?
Do you or your end-consumers in your region find cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for
personal security (profiling)?
Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical devices?
Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?
Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant to
your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). If yes, will it affect your
business and what are you doing about it?

•

How would you rate the following potential privacy consequences of Smart Grids?
1 (least important)

2 3 4

5 (most important)

Don’t
know

Identity theft
Determination of personal behaviour patterns (profiling)
Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third parties
Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns
Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate data
(communication errors, measurement errors, …)

Pricing, equity and ethical concerns
•

Do you agree with the following statements? From 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree) rate the statements.
1 (strongly
disagree)

2 3 4

5 (strongly
agree)

Don’t
know

The general public is interested in the Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.
Do you think that end-consumers will benefit from the
ability to better control the cross-border balancing energy at interconnection points?
Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with organizations
from other countries in the region?
What is your company doing to engage the community
and empower the consumers?
Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with organizations
from other countries in the region?
If YES, which?
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•

How would you rate the following potential pricing and equity consequences/impact of
Smart Grids?
1 (lowest)

2 3 4

5 (highest)

Don’t
know

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat pump, battery,
freezer, …) managed by utilities, whose actions could be led by
market prices
Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?
Variable electricity prices putting a burden on residential consumers requiring a change in energy consumption habits
Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy (remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

Lack of trust and economic barriers
•

Rate the following statements (risk, trust/confidence, your evaluation - agree, disagree).
1 (low- 2 3 4 5 (high- Don’t
est)
est)
know

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES policy changes
that would affect your company?
How high (in your opinion) are the risks of non-payment of services?
How high (in your opinion) are the risks of non-fulfilment of services?
Do you think the state of economics (capital) and subsides is
adequate?
What is the overall confidence in electricity markets, in your
opinion?
Do you predict that certain historical conflicts might play a part
in cooperation between the countries in the region?

Other socio-cultural aspects
•

Do you agree with the following statements? From 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree) rate the statements.
1 (strongly
disagree)

2 3 4

5 (strongly
agree)

Don’t
know

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy
sources and increased RES integration?
Is multi region cooperation on the energy market desirable from your company’s point of view?
Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can change
the public view of the Smart Grids?
Do end-consumers view electricity as a commodity or do
they take it for granted?
Does your company promote use of the RES and their
integration in wider region?
Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have bright future and will replace internal combustion engines?
Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
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renewable energy?
Do you think that the awareness about importance of
self-sufficiency in energy supply is increasing?
Do you think that energy efficiency will improve with
broader use of Demand Response units?
Do you think people will find the higher prices from the
new energy architecture acceptable?
Do you think that the overall energy consumption may
increase (EV) because of the implementation of Smart
Grids?
Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.
It is easy to understand the short-term and long-term
benefits of Smart Grids.
What is your company doing to raise privacy awareness?
What is your company doing to raise environmental
awareness?
Do you think that the information regarding demand response service is easy to find and understandable? If
not, what is missing in your opinion?
Do you use social media to address the public and raise
awareness? If yes, which do you use (Facebook, Twitter,
Webpage…)?

Additional Comments:

Thank you very much for your time!
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8.2

Appendix 2: Bosnia and Herzegovina – analysis on a country basis

There were 6 responses coming from Bosnia and Herzegovina respondents.
3
2
2
1
1

1

1

Aggregator

DSO

NRA

1

0
Supplier

TSO

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Figure 139: Number of responses from Bosnia and Herzegovina categorized by utilities

As it can be seen in Figure 39, the questionnaire respondents represented various relevant actors, that
include Suppliers, TSOs, DSOs, NRAs and Aggregators.

Security
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.40

3.78

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.78
4.00

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.01
3.83

Intrusion of surveillance technologies

3.00

Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.49

3.70

2.83
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 140: Bosnia and Herzegovina average responses for Security

On average, Bosnian and Herzegovinian actors displayed a stronger disagreement when compared to average
respondents. Relevant actors found the statements to be less important. The average respondent agreed
with the statement that cyber-attacks on smart meters pose a threat to personal security, but actors from
Bosnia and Herzegovina slightly disagreed with it.
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Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.67

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.83

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.67

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.50

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.67

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.67
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 141: Bosnia and Herzegovina average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

The answers of Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents differed from those of the average respondent. The
biggest discrepancy was that Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents mostly did not have any considerations
about real-time surveillance of their consumption and the determination of the specific appliances used.
Otherwise, Bosnian and Herzegovinian actors mostly agreed with the average response.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed in Figure 142. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response
3.72
3.67

Identity theft
Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67

3.00
3.13
3.17

Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73

2.75

3.39
3.20

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73
3.50

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.64
3.33
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 142: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Regarding privacy scale rate questions, Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents mostly agreed with the
average respondent, with the exception of real time surveillance performance by third parties.
The most important statement was about identity theft and targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: The responses were mixed. Most companies had no considerations when sharing the measurement
data, but some noted that they are only prepared to share the system consumption data.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: This question also received mixed responses. Some companies were aware of GDPR but noted that
it will not affect their business, while others were not aware of it.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
4.00

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.83

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
3.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 143: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Ethical concerns

The general public in Bosnia and Herzegovina is interested in RES integration more than the average
respondent. It seems that companies do not have strict legal restrictions, or considerations, about data
sharing with organizations from other countries.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: Most responses included consumer education on the importance of energy efficiency, while others
would do nothing due to the nature of their work.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Most companies have no considerations regarding the data sharing with organizations from other
countries.
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Pricing and equity concerns
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
3.83

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

3.36
3.50

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
3.33

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.50
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 144: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents agreed with the possibility that Smart Grids could help reduce
energy poverty more that the average respondent. Regarding impact of variable pricing and energy
consumption habits, respondents’ opinion is that it is less important in comparison with average respondent
answers.
Lack of trust
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
3.50

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
3.50

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.00

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

4.00

2.88
3.36
3.25

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the…
1.00

3.01
3.17
2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 145: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Lack of trust

In this section, the respondents had to rate the above-mentioned risks/statements from the lowest to the
highest risk. The risk of RES policy changes and non-payment of services were comparable with the average
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questionnaire response. Contrary to the average response, the risk of non-fulfilment of services was believed
to be of highest risk. The state of economics and subsidies in the countries in the region is seen as below
adequate from the Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents compared to the average response. Bosnian and
Herzegovinian respondents also predicted that certain historical conflicts might play a part in cooperation
between the countries in the region, where the average response was mostly neutral.

Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Bosnian and Herzegovninan average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better…

3.67

4.22

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.33

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77

3.17

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58

2.83

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal…

4.00

3.17

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25

2.33

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply…

3.47
3.50

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.67

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
1.40

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the…

2.67

3.27

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.

3.14
3.00

It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
3.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 146: Average Bosnia and Herzegovina responses for Raising awareness
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Most Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents strongly believe that that people will not find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable. Interregional cooperation is seen as a very desirable from the
Bosnian and Herzegovinian respondents’ point of view.

8.3

Appendix 3: Bulgaria – analysis on a country basis

Total number of responses from Bulgaria is 10.

3

2
2

2

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

NRA

RES
generator

Storage
provider

Supplier

TSO

0
Consumer
Association

Demand
Response
Actor
(industry)

DSO

Bulgaria
Figure 147: Number of responses from Bulgaria categorized by utilities

Figure 147 shows that the questionnaire respondents are quite diverse and covered wide range of utilities (8
different utilities including DSOs, TSO, consumer associations, DR actor etc.)
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Bulgarian average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78
3.50

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.78
3.60

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.01

3.49
3.60

Intrusion of surveillance technologies

Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.70
3.71
1.00
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Figure 148: Average Bulgarian response for Security

Figure 148 shows that the Bulgarian participants were en par with the average response. Average respondent
agreed with the statement that cyber-attacks on smart meters pose a threat to personal security, so did
Bulgarians. Intrusion of surveillance technologies got above the average score. Security of big databases was
found as the most important security aspect of Smart Grids. Surprisingly or not, the lowest rated security
issue was power disruption causing loss of infrastructure and endangering public safety.
All in all, the Bulgarian answers in this category can be considered as neutral or moderately important.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part consisted
of YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open-ended
questions.
Average response

Bulgarian average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft considerations
when using smart meters?

0.56
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance of
their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.50

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
1.00

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.90

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.70
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 149: Average Bulgarian response for Privacy – YES/NO questions

Figure 21 indicates that the Bulgarian participants gave answers that were mostly YES and above average.
The lowest rated statement here referred to real-time consumption monitoring and use of specific appliance
which got slightly below the average score. The two most agreed upon statements by Bulgarian respondents
were considerations regarding profiling/behaviour patterns (all ten answers were YES) and cyber-attacks on
smart meters as threat to personal security (average for Bulgaria of 0.9). Hence, Bulgarian respondents in
this area were in line with the average response. Most respondents answered that they or their endconsumers have considerations regarding data misinterpretation due to communication errors.
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The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
Average response

Bulgarian average response

Identity theft

3.72

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
3.13

Determination of specific appliances used

4.10
4.50

3.70

Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73
3.39

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

4.60
4.33

3.73

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

4.60

3.64
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.50
4.00

5.00

Figure 150: Average Bulgarian response for Privacy – scale rate questions

Similarly with the preceding responses, Figure 150 shows that the Bulgarian respondents seem to mostly
agreed with the assumptions and gave scores that are quite higher than the average respondent's. The
Bulgarian participants found all of the raised privacy issues very important with the average Bulgarian
response being higher than the average in all statements.
This section contained two more open-ended questions where respondents could give their view on certain
topics.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Most of the respondents answered that they do not have considerations of sharing consumption
related data. One party claims that part of information is considered market sensitive data. And another one
states that sharing such data can only be done for specific purposes (building of load profiles) or after explicit
permission from the owner of the data.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Six of the Bulgarian entities were aware of the GDPR and had taken actions to implement it or were
in the process of arranging their documentation with the requirements of the regulation. The remaining 40%
answered that they weren’t familiar with the GDPR. This might be due to the fact that the person who
responded to the questionnaire was not aware of it at the time of filling in the information because in Bulgaria
GDPR became widely known to the public during mid to late June 2018.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Bulgarian average response

The general public is interested in the Renewable
energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
2.90

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.71

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
3.38
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 151: Average Bulgarian response for Ethical concerns

From the Figure 151 above it can be concluded that Bulgarian parties find the above statements moderately
important. The general public in Bulgaria is not really interested in RES integration according to the
respondents. Maybe this is due to the fact that Bulgaria reaches its 2020 RES indicative goal 5 years ago and
recently RES integration is not actual question, before defining new Bulgarian 2030 RES indicative goal.
The companies seem to have certain legal restrictions or considerations regarding the data sharing with
organizations from other countries.
This section included two open questions where respondents could express their opinion on the matters at
hand.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: We received diverse answers here. Two entities mentioned implementation of DSR mechanisms
and access to ancillary services market. The majority are participating in public conferences, discussions and
forums. One company has pointed the establishment of 24/7 call centres catering to the needs of their
customers.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: The respondents mostly replied that they have some considerations regarding data sharing usually
related to market sensitive data, data subject to NDAs and data classified as trade secret.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

Bulgarian average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
4.00
3.36

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

2.71

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
1.90

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.50
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 152: Average Bulgarian response for Pricing and equity concerns

The average response obtained in Bulgaria from controlling DR units was found to be equally important for
the average respondent. Bulgarian utilities disagreed more with the average respondent under the
assumption that Smart Grid may help reduce energy poverty. Apparently, Bulgarian respondents do not think
that variable electricity pricing would have significant impact on energy consumption habits.
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Lack of trust
In this section respondents had to rate the risks/statements from the lowest (1) to the highest risk (5).
Average response

Bulgarian average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
3.60

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
3.50

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.30

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
2.50

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
2.30

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
2.63
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 153: Average Bulgarian response for Lack of trust

The risk of RES policy changes and non-payment of services are rated slightly higher than the overall average.
The thing that stands out here is the low level of confidence that the utilities from Bulgaria have in the
electricity market. Another item where Bulgarian entities disagree more than the average respondent is the
state of capital and subsidies in the region. Bulgarians also do not expect that certain historical conflicts might
play a part in cooperation between the countries in the region where the average response was mostly
neutral.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Bulgarian average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.33

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.70

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.89

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
3.50

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
4.20

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
3.50

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is
increasing?

3.47

3.00

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
4.00

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
1.30

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
3.50

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.

3.14
3.50

It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
2.89
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 154: Average Bulgarian response for Raising awareness

Bulgarian respondents strongly agree with statements that involvement in projects like CROSSBOW raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration. Multi region
cooperation is seen as the ultimate goal from the Bulgarian participants’ point of view (highest score in the
entire questionnaire). This can be an influence from Bulgarian governance of EU with focus on Western
Balkans. Bulgarians believe that projects like CROSSBOW can change the public view of Smart Grids but are
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a little behind the overall average about their company promoting the use and integration of RES in the wider
region.
Bulgarian representatives also expressed their disagreement with the statement that the general public will
find higher prices from energy architecture acceptable, but it is not such strongly as the rest countries
(highest score from the entire questionnaire).
Bulgarians also think that the short and long-term benefits of smart grids are not so easily understandable
with a score below the average in this statement.

8.4

Appendix 4: Croatia – analysis on a country basis
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Figure 155: Responses from Croatia

As it can be seen in Figure 155, Croatia has collected responses from all relevant parties regarding power
system operation. In that manner, responses from Croatian DSO, TSO, Market Operator and NRA have been
collected, as well from one of the suppliers.
Security
Average response

Croatian average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of infrastructure
and endanger public safety

3.78
4.00
3.78

Failure of ICT networks and equipment
Security of big databases and computers analysing
the accessed consumer’s data

4.20

4.01
3.49

Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to personal
security

4.00

3.70
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.40

4.25
4.00

5.00

Figure 156: Croatian average responses for Security

Inspection of Figure 156 above indicates that Croatian respondents are finding security questions to be more
important than the average. Being more specific, all security questions received pretty high ratings. The
biggest issue for the respondents is security of big databases and computers analysing consumer data,
followed by cyber-attacks on smart meters and failure of ICT networks.
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Privacy
Average response

Croatian average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding identity theft considerations when using smart
meters?
Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding the real-time surveillance of their consumption
and the determination of specific appliances used?

0.56
0.60
0.54
0.20

Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding the profiling/behaviour patterns?

0.62
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find cyberattacks on smart meters a threat for personal security
(profiling)?
Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding the capabilities to monitor and control the
usage of plugged-in electrical devices?
Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding the data misinterpretation due to
communication/measurement errors?

0.55
0.60
0.49
0.40
0.67
0.60
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 157: Croatian average responses for Privacy, yes/no questions

Figure 157 above presents the analyses of YES/NO questions regarding privacy. It can be stated that the
Croatian representatives have somehow a similar opinion as the average respondent and agreed with half of
the questions. The biggest difference can be observed in the real-time surveillance of end-consumer’s
consumption and the determination of specific appliances used that are not considered a problem. All other
questions have been answered similarly with the average respondent.
Average response

Croatian average response
3.72
3.60

Identity theft

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67

3.13

Determination of specific appliances used

3.80
3.73

Performing real-time surveillance by third parties
3.39

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns
Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate data
(communication errors, measurement errors, …)

4.40

4.20
4.00

3.73

4.00

3.64
3.40
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 158: Croatian average responses for Privacy, scale rate questions
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Figure 158 above presents an analysis of scale rate questions. The Croatian respondents differed in their
answers to questions when compared with the average respondent's answers. In general though, the
Croatian participants considered privacy consequences as a little bit more important than the average
respondent. In other words, the respondents found privacy consequences of decisions and actions based on
inaccurate data as well as identity theft to be less important, while they considered all other privacy
consequences as more important, especially the ones about profiling, determination of personal behaviour
patterns and performing real-time surveillance by third parties.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Considerations are mainly related to the data sharing regulation and security issues that could lead
to position disclosing.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: All of the participants are aware of GDPR and almost all have already implemented it. Others are
in the process of implementing.
Ethical concerns
Average response

Croatian average response

The general public is interested in the Renewable
energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
4.40

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit from
the ability to better control the cross-border
balancing energy at interconnection points?
Does your company have any considerations/legal
restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region?

3.65
3.00
3.39
4.25
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 159: Croatian average responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 159 above presents the participants' ethical concerns. It can be stated that the average Croatian
respondent agrees more with the question statements than the average respondent and with pretty high
rating score. This is especially true for the general public's interest in RES integration and considerations/legal
restrictions regarding data sharing.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: Some of the participants provide annual report requested by law, other prepare cost benefit
analysis.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Data sharing is regulated by the law or by signing NDAs with respective organizations.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

Croatian average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat pump,
battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities, whose actions
could be led by market prices

3.97
4.60
3.36

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

3.00

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in energy
consumption habits

3.53

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy (remote
controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.40

4.20

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 160: Croatian average responses for Privacy and Equity

Figure 160 above presents impact of Smart Grids on pricing and equity consequences. It can be observed that
the average Croatian respondent thinks this will have a slightly higher impact when compared to the average
respondent. The biggest difference is seen on variable electricity prices which are putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in energy consumption habits.
Lack of trust
Average response

Croatian average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES policy
changes that would affect your company?

3.36
4.40

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of non-payment
of services?

3.46
3.60

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.20

Do you think the state of economics (capital) and
subsides is adequate?

2.88
3.60

What is the overall confidence in electricity markets, in
your opinion?

3.36
3.60

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts might play
a part in cooperation between the countries in the
region?

3.01
3.40
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 161: Croatian average responses for Lack of trust

Figure 161 above shows that the Croatian average response on lack of trust questions is rated slightly higher
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than average participant’ response. The biggest difference is seen in rating the risk effects on respondent’s
company possibly due to RES policy changes, where Croatian participants provided responses that were
higher than the average respondent's.
Raising awareness
Average response

Croatian average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding of
energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.60

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.60

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.80

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
3.60

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have bright
future and will replace internal combustion engines?

4.00
4.20

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
3.00

Do you think that the awareness about importance
of self-sufficiency in energy supply is increasing?

3.47
4.00

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve with
broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
4.20

Do you think people will find the higher prices from
the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.60

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation of
Smart Grids?

3.27
4.00
3.14

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.

3.60

It is easy to understand the short-term and long-term
benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
2.75
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 162: Croatian average responses for Raising awareness

Figure 162 above suggests that the rating scores of Croatians on the average rate awareness questions were
higher than the ones obtained from the average respondent. The lower rating scores were related to the
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question about understanding of short-term and long-term Smart Grid benefits as well as the question about
transportation energy resources. The Croatians responded with a high value scores on their involvement in
projects like CROSSBOW, interregional cooperation in the energy market, EVs and Demand response units.

8.5

Appendix 5: Greece – analysis on a country basis

There were 12 responses coming from Greek respondents.
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Figure 163: Number of responses from Greece categorized by utilities

As it can be observed from Figure 163, the questionnaire respondents represented various relevant actors,
from Supplier, RES Generator and Technology provider as the most popular ones to Communications Agency,
DSO, Research Association, TSO and Vertical integrated Utility that were represented only once in the whole
questionnaire.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Greek average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78

4.18

3.78
3.91

Failure of ICT networks and equipment
Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.01
4.17
3.49
3.45

Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.70
3.75
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 164: Greek average responses for Security
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Figure 164 presents a comparison of Greek average responses with the total average responses from all
participants in this section. It is shown that the Greek respondents found the security statements to be almost
equally important as the average respondent.
The Greek respondents seem to be more cautious than the average respondent up to the level of risk losing
infrastructure and putting public safety in danger.
On average, Greek respondents rated most statements on the security of Smart Grids from medium to high
importance.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.

Average response

Greek average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.58

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.75

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.75

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.58

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.75

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.67
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 165: Greek average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 165 presents Greek participants' responses that were mainly above the average rating score.
Threats of real-time consumption surveillance, behaviour patterns as well as monitoring and controlling
plugged in devices are the issues that Greeks gave the highest scores.
The average Greek response for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to provide statement ratings ranging from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Average response

Greek average response
3.72
3.91

Identity theft
Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
3.50
3.13
2.83

Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73
3.83
3.39
3.67

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73
3.83

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.64
3.75
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 166: Average Greek responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 166 above presents Greek rating scores that seem to follow the average pattern. The only slight
deviation is related to the threat of determining the use of specific appliances where it is shown that Greek
respondents do not care so much about revealing the appliances they use.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: It seems that Greeks are somehow divided concerning consumption data sharing. Answers vary
from “no” to considerations regarding malicious third-party usage.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Most respondents were aware of the GDPR and had already adjusted their business accordingly.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.

Average response

Greek average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
3.58

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.50

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
3.56
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 167: Average Greek responses for Ethical concerns

In Figure 167, it is revealed that Greek respondents perform similarly to the average respondent, providing
quite moderate answers in the questions related to ethical concerns.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: The respondents mentioned social activities, leaflets, campaigns, technological solutions and
participation in R&D projects.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Many respondents were unaware of any restrictions. Those who were somehow aware put the
emphasis on EU and local data sharing regulations.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

Greek average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
4.17
3.36

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

3.82

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.58

4.17

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 168: Average Greek responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 168 presents the Greek participants' scores that are slightly higher than the average scores concerning
pricing and equity. The highest value is given to the potential change in energy consumption habits.
Lack of trust
Average response

Greek average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
3.27

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.33

3.83

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
2.82

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.17

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
3.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 169: Average Greek responses for Lack of trust
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Figure 169 presents the responses of the Greek participants who had to rank a series of risk-related
statements from the lowest to the highest rating levels. The overall the Greek responses are in line with the
average ones. It is revealed that only the risk of non-payment of services is valued higher from Greeks
participants when compared to the average response scores.
Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).

Average response

Greek average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better…

4.22
4.18

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.25

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.50

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal…

4.08
4.00

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply…

4.42

3.67

3.47
3.83

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
4.25

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32

2.91

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the…

3.27
3.17

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.

2.67

It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.14

3.19
3.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 170: Average Greek responses for Raising awareness
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Figure 170 above suggests that the average responses of the Greek participants were quite in line with the
average respondent. The Greeks strongly agreed with most of the statements concerning raising awareness.
The future of EVs seems to be rather promising in their view. In addition, the Greek respondents seem to
greatly believe in Demand Response as well as multiregional cooperation in the energy market. In contrast,
installation of Smart Grid technology seems to be rather complex, while the short and long-term benefits
related to Smart Grids are still a bit unclear.

8.6

Appendix 6: FYR Macedonia – analysis on a country basis

We received eleven responses from Macedonian respondents. Figure 171 indicated that two TSOs filled out
CROSSBOW's questionnaire. It has to be clarified that FYR Macedonia does not have two TSOs, but rather the
participants correspond to the two different departments that participated in the survey.
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RES generator
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0
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Figure 171: Number of responses from Macedonia categorized by utilities

As it can be observed in Figure 171 above, the questionnaire respondents represented various relevant
actors, ranging from Supplier, TSO, DSO, NRA, the RES generator and the Research Association.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Macedonian average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78
3.64

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.78
3.55

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

3.45

Intrusion of surveillance technologies

3.49
3.36

Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

4.01

3.70
3.91
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 172: Macedonian average responses for Security
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Figure 172 suggests that the Macedonian respondents disagreed slightly with the average respondent. The
Macedonian participants in the questionnaire found the statements to be of lesser importance to them. The
Macedonian participants agreed with the statements of the average respondent on smart meter cybersecurity posing a threat to personal security.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
Average response

Macedonian average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.27

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.36

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.36

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.45

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.55

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.55
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 173: Macedonian average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

The biggest difference between the Macedonian participants' responses and average response is shown in
the responses to the 1st question on identity theft when using smart meters. Most Macedonian respondents
answered that they or their end-consumers have no considerations about identity theft.
On average, most Macedonian participants had some considerations with regard to capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical vehicles.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Average response

Macedonian average response
3.72
3.73

Identity theft
Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
4.00
3.13
3.18

Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73
3.45

Revealing activities through residual data

3.00

3.39

Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.30

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.27
1.00

2.00

3.00

3.73
3.64
4.00

5.00

Figure 174: Average Macedonian responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Similarly with the previous sections, the Macedonian participants rating scores for the statements that were
slightly below the calculated average.
In this section there were also two open-ended questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answer 1: Few Macedonian respondents had considerations regarding the data sharing of consumption
related measurement data. One noted that this kind of information could be used maliciously (i.e. finding
out if consumers are at home or not).
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answer 2: Most Macedonian respondents were aware of the GDPR and had already adjusted their business
activities accordingly (customer approval for monitoring data, different tasks to be compliant with the
GDPR…).
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Macedonian average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
4.00

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.73

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
2.86
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 175: Average Macedonian responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 175 above indicates that the general public in Macedonia is indeed interested in RES integration. The
companies do not have too many legal restrictions or considerations regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries.
In this section there were also two open-ended questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answer 1: The Macedonian respondents suggested campaigns, public discussions. Liberalization of electricity
market influence the community activities.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answer 2: The existing requirements are determined by-law.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

Macedonian average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
4.10
3.36
3.36

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?
Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
3.82

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.30
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 176: Average Macedonian responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 176 suggests that the Macedonians participants provided score that were in line with the average
response. The respondents least agreed with the statement that pricing and equity concerns will have impact
on limitations of consumers autonomy.
Lack of trust
Average response

Macedonian average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
2.44

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
3.18

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.27

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
3.00

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.18

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
2.70
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 177: Average Macedonian responses for Lack of trust
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The Macedonian participants answers indicate that there is low/moderate level of risk with RES policy
changes. Also, the risk of historical conflicts plausibly influencing the cooperation among countries in their
geographical area is not very high.

Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Macedonian average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.22

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.20

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.90

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
3.60

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
3.90

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
3.30

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is
increasing?

3.47
3.55

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.91

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.50

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
3.33

3.14
3.45

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.
It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
3.55
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 178: Average Macedonian responses for Raising awareness
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Figure 178 above indicates that most Macedonian respondents strongly agreed with their involvement in
projects like CROSSBOW that can raise awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and
increased RES integration.
The Macedonian participants in the questionnaire agreed with the statement that projects like CROSSBOW
can change public view of Smart Grids and that Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use, and its
benefits are obvious.
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Appendix 7: Montenegro – analysis on a country basis
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Figure 179: Number of responses from Montenegro categorized by utilities

Figure 179 above depicts the responses of different Montenegrin actors of the Smart Grid value chain. Five
different groups of Smart Grid chain members responded to the questions. These belong to the following
categories of respondents: Supplier, TSO, NRA, Market Operator and Ministry of Economy of Montenegro.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Montenegrin average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78
3.80

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.78

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

3.60

4.20

4.01

3.49
3.60

Intrusion of surveillance technologies

Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.70
3.80
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 180: Montenegrin average responses for Security
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Figure 180 above presents the different types of Montenegrin respondents agreed with the statements in
the questionnaire and their answers had a similar value with the overall average response values. The sole
response difference was observed in the statement addressing the failure of ICT networks and equipment
which exceeds the obtained average (response value 4.20 vs average value 3.78). Montenegrins statement
regarding the security of big databases was considered to be less important (response value 3.60 vs average
value 4.01) than the rest of the average respondent
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
Average response

Montenegrin average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft considerations
when using smart meters?

0.56
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance of
their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.40

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62

0.20

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?
Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.55
0.40
0.49
0.00

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
1.00
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 181: Montenegrin average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 53 above suggests that Montenegrin participants mostly disagreed with questions which elicited
'mostly agree' average responses from participants. Montenegrins had no concerns in relation to the
capabilities of monitoring of plugged-in electric devices (score 0) and almost no concern about
profiling/behaviour patterns.
They mostly disagreed with the question on whether they find cyber-attacks a threat to personal security
and whether they feel threatened by real-time surveillance.
Every category of respondents, including their end-consumers (score 1) expressed some concern with regard
to data misinterpretation due to communication/measurement errors.
In this section, there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
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Answers: Almost every Montenegrin respondent had no concern with regard to the data sharing of
consumption related measurements. One participant noted that it is obligatory to share measurement data.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: None of the Montenegrin respondents was aware of the new GDPR.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
Average response

Montenegrin average response

Identity theft

3.25

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.25

3.72
3.67

3.13
3.00

Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73
3.50

Revealing activities through residual data

3.00

Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.39

3.25

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.73

3.64
3.50
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 182: Average Montenegrin responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 182 above shows the Montenegrin responses that were mostly below average respondent scores. The
participants' responses were mostly neutral, with some categories of participants slightly agreeing with the
statements. The biggest difference between the Montenegrin participants and the average total score was
observed with the statement on identity theft that targeted home invasions based on consumption patterns.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Almost every respondent had no considerations regarding the data sharing of consumption related
measurement data. One noted that it is obligatory for them to share measurement data.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: None of the respondents were aware of the new GDPR.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.

Average response

Montenegrin average response

The general public is interested in the Renewable
energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
2.60

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.80

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
2.60
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 183: Average Montenegrin responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 183 above indicates that the Montenegrin respondents disagreed with the statements that the general
public is interested in RES integration and that their company has few considerations with data sharing
among members of the value chain in the region. There was a strong agreement with the respondent average
performance, with consumers foreseeing benefits from the ability to have better control over cross-border
balancing of electricity indicated in a below average score value of 3.00.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: A respondent noted that they are preparing strategic documents which will promote active role of
civilian sector, others are not engaging the consumers.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: All respondents noted that their company has no such considerations.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Respondents had to scale rate the following statements regarding the potential pricing and equity
consequences of Smart Grids from 1 (least important) to 5 (most important).
Average response

Montenegrin average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
2.50
3.36

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

3.75

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
3.50

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.75
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 184: Average Montenegrin responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 184 above indicates that the Montenegrin representatives in the survey mostly agreed with the given
statements with their answers being close to the obtained average responses. The biggest difference was
elicited on the statement about the potential consequence of the actions of controlling the DR units led by
market prices. Montenegrins did not find the statement important, while the average respondent did.
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Lack of trust
Average response

Montenegrin average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
3.40

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46

4.00

3.80

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
2.80

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.75

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
2.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 185: Average Montenegrin responses for Lack of trust

Figure 185 shows the Montenegrin participants mostly agreed with the statements presented and their
answers are similar to the average response. From their responses we can conclude that the risk of nonpayment of services is pretty high and it received the highest score (response value 4.00 vs average value
3.46). The respondents strongly rejected any thought about certain historical conflicts as playing a part in
cross-border. Other answers to answers were in line with the average ones.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).

Average response

Montenegrin average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better…

4.22

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.75

4.40
4.60

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.25

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.77

3.58
3.60

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal…

4.00

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is…

3.00

4.80

4.00

3.47

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.80

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.60

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the…

3.27
3.60
3.14
3.00

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.
It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

2.75
1.00

2.00

3.19

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 186: Average Montenegrin responses for Raising awareness

Figure 186 suggested that Montenegrin participants in the survey agreed with the provided statements and
gave answers which were similar to the average response. Almost all of them agreed that involvement in
projects like CROSSBOW can raise awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and
increased RES integration. They also agreed with the importance of interregional cooperation in the energy
market which is desirable from Montenegro’s point of view. Montenegrin participants strongly believe that
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EVs have a bright future and will eventually replace internal combustion engines and that transportation can
run 100 % on renewable energy.
Montenegrin respondents indicated that citizens will not find higher prices for the new architecture
acceptable and that it is not easy for the ordinary citizen to understand short-term and long-term benefits of
Smart Grids.
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Appendix 8: Romania – analysis on a country basis
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Figure 187: Number of responses from Romania categorized by utilities

Figure 187 above indicates that the Romanian questionnaire respondents represented various different
actors from the energy value chain, that is, many DSOs, TSO, NRA, Manufacturer, RES generator, Research,
Supplier and Technology provider. The respondents completed the whole questionnaire.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Romanian average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.78

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.46

4.17

4.01
4.23
3.49
3.77

Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.70
4.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 188: Romanian average response for Security
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Figure 188 presents the responses of the Romanian participants in the survey which showed more concern
than the average respondent with Security. The average respondent agreed with the statement that cyberattacks on smart meters pose a threat to personal security with Romanians strongly agreeing with this
statement.
Intrusions of surveillance technologies, security of big databases and computers analysing on the accessed
consumer’s data as well as failure of ICT networks and equipment, received an above average score from
Romania participants.
Power disruption that can cause loss of infrastructure and endanger public safety was found to be the most
important Smart Grid security aspect by the Romanians.
The first conclusion is that there is really a fear related to security due to smart grid concept (ITC in extent).
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
Average response

Romanian average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.77

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.62

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.69

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.62

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.46

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.69
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 189: Romanian average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 189 one above indicates that the Romanian participants surpassed the average respondent in almost
all statements. There was an exception in the case of 'capabilities to monitor and control the usage of
plugged-in electrical devices', where the reported score was below average. The highest concern of
Romanians was expressed in the statement about identity theft when using smart meters. In addition, the
Romanian participants as important risks plausible data misinterpretations due to
communication/measurement errors and also due to profiling/behaviour patterns.
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The Romanian respondents submitted answers that were all above obtained average responses. The lowest
rated statement was that regarding the capabilities to monitor and control the usage of plugged-in electrical
devices while the statement regarding identity theft when using smart meters received the highest rating.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.

Average response

Romanian average response

Identity theft

3.72

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
3.46

4.08

3.13
3.46

Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73
3.85
3.39
3.50

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73
4.00

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.64
3.92
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 190: Average Romanian responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 190 follows the same pattern with the previous section, indicating that the Romanian participants
provided scores that exceeded those of the average respondent. In addition, the Romanian participants
argued in the survey that home invasions based on consumption patterns will play an important factor in the
public acceptance. Identity theft were also believed to be important. The less important statement (but still
close to average), was the one on personal behaviour patterns (profiling).
In this section there were also two open questions that required the respondents’ answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Most Romanian participants replied that they do not have any considerations regarding data
sharing on measurement data.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: All Romanian respondents reported that they were aware of the new General Data Protection
Regulation. From a total of 13 respondents, 11 of them will take/have already taken measures to comply
with the new Regulation, while 2 of the respondents claimed that the Regulation will not affect their business.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.

Average response

Romanian average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
3.92

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.85

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
3.67
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 191: Average Romanian responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 191 shows that the Romanian respondents scored above average in all statements. In accordance with
the reported feedback, the Romanian participants in the survey showed a strong interest in RES integration
and thought that end consumers will strongly benefit from the ability to better control cross-border balancing
of energy at interconnection points. Companies in Romania seem to have certain legal restrictions or
considerations with regard to data sharing with organizations from other countries. In this section there were
also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: The respondents in Romania mentioned consultation and public workshops, media
communication, PR actions, informing actions. One respondent mentioned the promotion of the micro-grid
concept.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Seven Romanian respondents said that they do not have any considerations/legal restrictions while
the rest of them said they have considerations, like first level EUMC.
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Pricing and equity concerns
Average response

Romanian average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
4.25
3.36
3.62

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?
Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
3.85

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.69
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 192: Average Romanian responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 192 suggests that the Romanian participants found the statement about controlling DR units as more
important when compared to the average respondent. The Romanian respondents agreed with the
statement that Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty more than the average respondent. Overall,
the Romanians maintained that Smart Grids could reduce energy poverty. In addition, the Romanians
participants realise that such 'cost reductions' would come with the price of reconsidering consumption
habits and also the control of some home appliances.
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Lack of trust
In this section respondents had to rate the risks/statements from the lowest (1) to the highest risk (5).
Average response

Romanian average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
3.82

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
3.38

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.62

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
2.83

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.77

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
3.17
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 193: Average Romanian responses for Lack of trust

Figure 193 depicts that the Romanian participants maintained that the risk of RES policy changes (even
subsidies had a lowering trend) are high and that non-payment of services and non-fulfilment of services are
high.
The respondents’ overall confidence in the Romanian electricity markets is, with response values on the
statement concerning state of economics (capital) and the adequacy of subsidies the average score was
below average.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Romanian average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better…

4.22
4.08

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.38

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.92

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
3.31

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal…

4.00
4.15

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
3.23

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply…

3.47
3.23

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.85

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32

2.77

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the…

3.27
3.08

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.

3.14
3.23

It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19

4.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 194: Average Romanian responses for raising awareness

Figure 194 shows that the average Romanian response value is close to the overall average. Most Romanian
respondents strongly agree with the statements that involvement in projects like CROSSBOW raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration. Interregional
cooperation is very desirable from a Romanian respondents’ point of view. The Romanian participants
suggested that projects like CROSSBOW can change the public view on Smart Grids. Even with a low
penetration of electrical vehicles, Romanians are confident that EVs have a bright future and will replace
internal combustion engines.
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8.9

Appendix 9: Serbia – analysis on a country basis

Six responses were received from Serbian respondents.
2

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

Aggregator

DSO

Research
Association

Storage provider

Supplier

TSO

0

Serbia
Figure 195: Number of responses from Serbia categorized by utilities

We received six responses from Serbian respondents. Figure 195 depicts utilities from Serbian respondents.
Supplier, DSO, TSO were among utilities that participated the most, but we also received responses from
Storage provider, Aggregator and Research Association.

Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Serbian average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78

3.17

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.33

3.78

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.01
4.17
3.49

Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.83

3.70

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.67
4.00

5.00

Figure 196: Serbian average responses for Security

Serbian respondents had variating responses in comparison with the average response – lower values for the
first two questions and higher for the other three questions.
The lower than average response can be explained by a variety of factors. Power disruption causing the loss
of infrastructure and endangerment of public safety was likely seen less important due to previous
experience in power disruption. Serbia has experienced severe power disruption before, last time in 2014 as
a result of major floods, but the relevant actors, namely the TSO and DSO, responded well and kept system
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security in place. The lower than average response for failure of ICT network and equipment can be explained
by lower current presence of ICT equipment in power systems, resulting in lower understanding of these
issues by the respondents.
The higher than average responses for the following two questions could be explained by some past issues
regarding the work of the Commissioner for information of public importance and personal data protection
with examples of public data leaks.
The biggest difference from the average response can be noted on the last statement - regarding Cyberattacks on smart meters, which can present a threat to personal security. This is a rather surprising result
that can likely be explained by the small sample size and could have some connection to the previous two
questions.
Aside from the first and fifth question, Serbian responses were close to average responses.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions.
Average response

Serbian average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.50

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.33

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.50

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.67

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.17

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.83
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 197: Serbian average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

For the most part, responses from Serbian respondents were below the average respondent.
The responses from Serbian respondents were evenly split and lower that the average for questions
regarding profiling/behaviour pattern considerations and the considerations related to identity theft. In
general, there have not been many cases of identity thefts related to smart meters and respondents did not
view profiling/behavioural patterns as significant issues. The higher than average value for the fourth
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question could be explained with the aforementioned issues related to the work of the Commissioner for
information of public importance and personal data protection.
Most of the Serbian respondents did not have any considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor and
control the usage of plugged-in electrical devices as this is not developed in entirety in Serbia and there is a
lack of awareness. On the other hand, most of the Serbian respondents have significant considerations
regarding the data misinterpretation due to communication/measurement errors, as there have been
situations in the past with errors in distribution meter readings.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
Average response

Serbian average response

Identity theft

3.72

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
3.33

Determination of specific appliances used

2.50

3.13

Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.33

Revealing activities through residual data

2.50

Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73

3.39
3.73

2.83

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

4.33

3.64
3.33
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 198: Average Serbian responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Serbian responses were mostly lower than average responses.
The only exception is identity theft where the respondents from Serbia view it as a much bigger privacy
concern than the rest of the respondents, which can likely be linked to the lack of knowledge and/or
awareness surrounding Smart Grids. This result is even more interesting taking into the average Serbian
response to the first question in the previous section. Serbian respondents found determination of specific
appliances used and revealing activities through residual data least important, as they likely do not recognize
the potential negative consequences of someone obtaining that information. Similarly, targeted home
invasions based on consumption patterns are not seen as important. Serbian respondents view profiling,
real-time surveillance by third parties and decisions and actions based upon inaccurate data as important
factors, but less than the average respondent, likely due to the lack of Smart Grids in Serbia.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: The majority of the Serbian respondents had considerations regarding data sharing of this type of
data, citing various reasons such as trading position, connection with personal behaviour and habits, and the
fact that it should be considered as confidential information.
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Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Only one respondent claimed to be aware of GDPR. Taking into account that the regulation entered
into force approximately around the time this questionnaire was filled out and the fact that Serbia is a nonEU country can explain this answer.
Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 – strongly disagree
to 5 – strongly agree.
Average response

Serbian average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
3.33

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
4.00

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
3.17
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 199: Average Serbian responses for Ethical concerns

Serbian respondents strongly agreed that end-consumers will benefit from the ability to better control the
cross-border balancing energy at interconnection points, which is most likely related to the profile of
respondents. The lower than average value for the first question can be linked to the existing scepticism in
Serbia regarding RES integration. As for the third questions, Serbian respondents on average have some
considerations and/or restrictions that affect data sharing with organizations from other neighbouring
countries.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: The respondents mentioned various active methods such as providing consultancy to the grid
users, creating campaigns and trying to inform the community and consumers. On the other hand, some of
the respondents were much more passive regarding this matter claiming to only use their internet site or not
doing anything at all.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: The respondents mostly had considerations and/or legal restrictions, namely related to confidential
and market sensitive data, revealing production capability and trading position and sharing internal standards
and procedures.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

Serbian average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
3.67
3.36

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

2.67

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
3.83

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.33
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 200: Average Serbian responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Serbian respondents slightly agreed with all of the questions aside from the second question regarding the
reduction of energy poverty with the help of Smart Grids, where they disagree. The likely explanation lies in
the fact that Serbia has a considerable number of vulnerable customers and the not so obvious connection
between smart grids and the reduction of energy poverty. The higher than average value for the third
question can be explained with the existing electricity price and tariff structures, which have already
motivated people living in Serbia to change their energy consumption habits. The lower than average values
for the first and fourth question can be explained with current practices in the Serbian energy system.
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Lack of trust
Average response

Serbian average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
3.50

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.67

3.83

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
2.83

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
4.40

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
3.33
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 201: Average Serbian responses for Lack of trust

Serbian respondents are mostly in line with the average respondent, aside from the question related to the
confidence in electricity markets, where a big positive difference is observed, most likely due to the fact that
Serbian respondents come from the energy sector and are familiar with the electricity market in Serbia.
Similar to the average respondent, Serbian respondents disagree with the notion that the state of capital and
subsidies is adequate. The common view in Serbia is that the state of economics (capital) is quite bad,
whereas subsidies, especially for RES, are quite high given the standard of living. The higher values for the
second and third question can be explained with the existing problems with non-payment and non-fulfilment
of services and the slightly higher value for the first question is likely a result of anticipating the incoming RES
penetration in Serbia (500MW of wind expected in the near future). Lastly, Serbia has had a history of
historical conflicts in the region, with some still ongoing, which is why the Serbian respondent sees this issue
as a potential problem more than the average respondent, who was mostly neutral.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Serbian average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.17

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.67

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.83

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
3.00

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
3.17

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
3.00

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is
increasing?

3.47
3.40

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.50

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.00

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
2.60

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.

3.14
3.17

It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
3.17
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 202: Average Serbian responses for raising awareness

Serbian respondents slightly or strongly agree to the majority of the questions. The two exceptions where
they disagree relate to the acceptability of higher prices as result of new energy architecture and the increase
in energy consumption as result of smart grid implementation. These can be explained by lower wages and
lower expectations of the impact smart grids will have, respectively.
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Serbian respondents strongly agree that projects like CROSSBOW will raise awareness and lead to better
understanding of RES generation and that multi region cooperation on the energy market is desirable. As
mentioned in previous sections, the respondents mostly come from the energy sector and are familiar with
and/or have participated in similar initiatives.
The respondents were neutral regarding promotion of the usage and integration of RES and the idea that
transportation can run 100% on renewable energy due to the lack of awareness or their company’s position.
The slight agreement on the easiness of installing, using and understanding short-term and long-term
benefits of Smart grids and on the bright future of EVs can be explained by a number of reasons, however, it
is likely that the respondents positively view these concepts but lack some awareness and common
understanding. Even though Serbian respondents slightly agree that the awareness about importance of selfsufficiency is increasing and that energy efficiency will improve with the broader use of DR units, the values
are lower than for the average respondent. The difference for the connection between energy efficiency and
DR units likely lies in the fact that DR concept is not represented in Serbia.

8.10 Appendix 10: Slovenia – analysis on a country basis
There were 9 responses coming from Slovenian respondents.
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Figure 203: Number of responses from Slovenia categorized by utilities

As it can be observed from the Figure 203, the questionnaire respondents represented various relevant
actors, from Supplier, TSO, DSO as most popular ones to Market operator, Power exchange, Technology
provider, NRA and Trader that were represented only once in the whole questionnaire.
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Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Slovenian average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78

3.22

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.44

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

3.78

3.67

Intrusion of surveillance technologies

2.89

Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.49

3.70

2.78
1.00

2.00

4.01

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 204: Slovenian average responses for Security

When comparing Slovenian average responses with all average responses it this section, it can be observed
that Slovenian respondents found the statements to be less important.
The last two statements (about the intrusion and cyber-attacks on smart meters) were rated well below the
average response and average grade (3).
The biggest difference to the average response can be noted on the last statement regarding Cyber-attacks
on smart meters, which can present a threat to personal security. Slovenian respondents did not find it as
important.
On average, Slovenian respondents had a neutral opinion on most statements regarding the security of Smart
Grids.
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Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.
Average response

Slovenian average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.56

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.56

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.44

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.22

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.33

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.56
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 205: Slovenian average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Slovenian responses were mostly below the average respondent.
The biggest difference between the Slovenian and average response can be noted in the responses for the
4th question (about cyber-attacks on smart meters). A similar question was asked in the previous section and
Slovenian respondents had similar response. Most respondents answered that they or their end-consumers
have no considerations regarding the profiling or data misinterpretation due to communication errors.
On average, most respondents had some considerations regarding profiling and data misinterpretation.
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The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
Average response

Slovenian average response

Identity theft

3.72

2.67

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.13

Determination of specific appliances used

2.50

3.67

3.13

Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.25

Revealing activities through residual data

3.39
3.13

Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73

3.73
3.71

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.64
3.38
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 206: Average Slovenian responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Respondents had to scale rate certain privacy consequences of Smart Grids. Similar to the previous sections,
Slovenian respondents had rated the statements a bit below the average. An exception is the first statement
regarding the identity theft where Slovenians chose that identity theft is not a real threat, the same can be
observed for the determination of specific appliances used.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Almost every respondent had no considerations regarding the data sharing of consumption related
measurement data. One noted that this kind of information could be used maliciously (example: to find out
if consumers are at home or not).
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Most respondents were aware of the GDPR and had already adjusted their business accordingly
(customer approval for monitoring data, different tasks to be compliant with the GDPR…).
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Slovenian average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
3.89

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.33

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
3.83
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 207: Average Slovenian responses for Ethical concerns

In the Figure 207 it can be observed that Slovenian respondents find the above statements important. The
general public in Slovenia is indeed interested in RES integration. The companies seem to have certain legal
restriction or considerations regarding the data sharing with organizations from other countries.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: The respondents mentioned loyalty cards, special offers, companies that specialise in PV
installation and spreading the knowledge. Lower costs based on lower energy consumption.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: The respondents mostly sensitivity of data and some legal restrictions in place.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

Slovenian average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
3.75

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

3.36
3.44

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
3.33

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.43
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 208: Average Slovenian responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 208 above shows that the average response recorded in the statement about controlling DR units less
important than the average respondent but agreed with it nonetheless. The Slovenian respondents agreed
more than the average respondent with the conjecture that that Smart Grids could support energy poverty
production.
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Lack of trust
Average response

Slovenian average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
2.63

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
2.71

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.29

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
3.50

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.63

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
3.56
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 209: Average Slovenian responses for Lack of trust

In this section, respondents had to rate the above-mentioned risks/statements from the lowest to the highest
risk. The risk of RES policy changes and non-payment of services were much lower compared to the average
questionnaire response. Contrary to the average response, the state of economics and subsidies in the
countries in the region is seen as adequate from the Slovenian respondents compared to the average
response. Slovenians also predicted that certain historical conflicts might play a part in cooperation between
the countries in the region, where the average response was mostly neutral.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Slovenian average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.38

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.22

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
4.29

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
4.25

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
3.67

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
2.78

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is
increasing?

3.47
3.63

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.71

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.33

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
3.88
3.14
2.89

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.
It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
2.67
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 210: Average Slovenian responses for Raising awareness

Most respondents strongly agreed with the statements presented above, including the Slovenian
respondents. Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW was agreed by most respondents to raise awareness
and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration. Multi region cooperation
is seen as very desirable from the average respondent’s point of view and average Slovenian respondents’
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point of view.
Contrary to the average response, Slovenians agreed with the statement that projects like CROSSBOW can
change public view of Smart Grids and that their company is promoting the use of RES and their integration
in wider region. They agreed with the statement that people will not find higher prices from new energy
architecture acceptable.
The average response just slightly agreed with the statement that short-term and long-term benefits of Smart
Grids are easily accessible and understandable. The Slovenian average response disagreed with the
statement.

8.11 Appendix 11: Supplier – analysis on a utility basis
We have a total of 16 responses from Supplier in the region.
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Figure 211: Number of responses from Supplier sorted by country

Figure 211 above depicts the high levels of participation interest from FYR of Macedonia and Greece, as well
as the moderate participation from Slovenian and Bosnian and Herzegovinian suppliers
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Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Supplier's average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78
4.06
3.78
3.75

Failure of ICT networks and equipment
Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.01
4.00
3.49
3.31

Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.70
3.47
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 212: Average Supplier response for Security

Figure 212 above shows the Supplier responses that are in line with the overall average responses in this
section. According to Suppliers, the most important factor influencing security is power disruption that can
cause loss of infrastructure and endanger public safety. By contrast, cyber-attacks on smart meters are not
as important in threatening security.
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Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part consisted
of YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open-ended
questions.
Average response

Supplier's average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.63

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.63

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.44

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.50

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.63

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.81
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 213: Average Supplier response for Privacy – YES/NO questions

The biggest mismatch between Supplier respondents and the average respondent can be seen in questions
3, 5 and 6 (about profiling/behaviour patterns, usage of plugged-in electrical devices and
communication/measurement errors). Most respondents answered that they or their end-consumers have
considerations regarding data misinterpretation due to communication errors (question 6).
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The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
Average response

Supplier's average response

Identity theft

3.72
3.71

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
3.47
3.13
2.80

Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73
3.73
3.39
3.40

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73
3.87

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.64
3.60
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 214: Average Supplier response for Privacy – scale rate questions

Figure 214 above presents the Suppliers responses in this category were about equal to the average.
This section contained two more open-ended questions where respondents could give their view on certain
topics.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Most of the respondents answered that they do not have any considerations about sharing
consumption related data. Some of them pointed out that it is confidential information and that it could
create problems either to business. or to customers, or both.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Most of the Suppliers were aware of new GDPR. Nonetheless, they were uncertain about how it
will affect their business.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Supplier's average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
4.06

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.93

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
3.83
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 215: Average Supplier response for Ethical concerns – scale rate questions

Figure 215 above shows that the Suppliers’ replies were above the average in this part.
This section included two open questions where respondents could express their opinion on the matters at
hand.
This section included two open questions where respondents could express their opinion on the matters at
hand.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: This question received varied feedback. Answers were ranging from participation in European
funding projects, use of social media and other communication channels to raise awareness on RES and
energy efficiency, provision of energy consumption reports, consumer education, use of loyalty cards, etc.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Some did not have restrictions for data sharing, some have clear data share policy, while others
treat all data under mandatory NDA agreement.
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Pricing and equity consequences
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Supplier's average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
3.93
3.36
3.43

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?
Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.67

4.27

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 216: Average Supplier response for Pricing and equity concerns

Suppliers respondents strongly believe that variable electricity prices put a burden on residential consumers
and will require a change in energy consumption habits.
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Lack of trust
In this section respondents had to rate the risks/statements from the lowest (1) to the highest risk (5).
Average response

Supplier's average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
3.15

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46

4.13

3.88

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
3.14

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.20

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
3.20
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 217: Average Supplier response for Lack of trust

Suppliers evaluated that risk of non-payment of services is higher than the average respondent. Similarly,
they rated the risk of non-fulfilment of services much higher than the average respondent. Other responses
were similar to the average ones.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Supplier's average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.00

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.13

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.73

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
2.93

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
4.00

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
2.94

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is
increasing?

3.47
3.44

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.94

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.07

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
3.47
3.14
3.33

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.
It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
3.43
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 218: Average Supplier response for Raising awareness

The Suppliers strongly agreed with the statement that involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration as is the
average opinion. Multiregional cooperation received a high rating but below the average score in this case.
The Suppliers believe that projects like CROSSBOW can change the public view of Smart Grids. Also, the
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Suppliers are optimistic about broader use of DR units, increase of use of EV as well as installation and use of
Smart Grid technology.

8.12 Appendix 12: DSO – analysis on a utility basis
There were thirteen responses coming from DSO respondents.
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Figure 219: Number of responses from DSOs categorized by country

As it is shown by the Figure 219 above, most (4) of the DSO respondents were from Romania. Bulgaria and
FYR of Macedonia were represented by two DSOs each and the remaining countries by one DSO.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.

Average response

DSO's average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78
3.77

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.78
3.50

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.01
3.77
3.49
3.23

Intrusion of surveillance technologies

Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.36
1.00

2.00

3.00

3.70

4.00

5.00

Figure 220: DSO average responses for Security
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Figure 220 above shows that when comparing DSO average responses with all average responses in this
section, it can be observed that DSO respondents found the statements to be slightly less important
compared to the average respondent.
On average, DSOs rated most statements, regarding the security of Smart Grids, from medium to highly
important.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.

Average response

DSO's average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.69

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.46

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.77

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.62

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.69

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.77
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 221: DSO average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 221 above indicates that DSO responses were mostly above the average respondent. The only
exception is the threat of consumption real-time surveillance where the respondents seem to be somehow
divided.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Average response

DSO's average response

Identity theft

3.72
3.38

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
3.54
3.13
3.08

Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73
3.77

Revealing activities through residual data

2.80

3.39

Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73
3.92

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.64
3.38
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 222: Average DSO responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 222 above indicated the participants had to scale rate the privacy impact of Smart Grids. DSO rating
seems to follow the average one. The only notable deviation is related to the threat of revealing activities
through residual data, where it is shown that DSOs do not value highly this risk.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: It seems that DSOs are somehow divided concerning consumption data sharing. Answers vary from
“no” to considerations regarding malicious third-party usage.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: Two thirds of the respondents are aware of the GDPR and are in the process of complying with it
by following all the relevant procedures. It should be noted that DSOs from FYR of Macedonia and Slovenia
were not aware of GDPR at the time of the questionnaire.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.

Average response

DSO's average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
3.77

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.45

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
3.31
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 223: Average DSO responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 223 above revealed that DSOs provided scores that were very close to the average response and gave
quite moderate answers in the questions related to ethical concerns.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: The respondents mentioned campaigns, adds, leaflets, workshops and communication with the
customers through web.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Most DSOs mentioned no restrictions especially on aggregated data. Two of them referred to GDPR
and another two to market and trading confidentialities.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

DSO's average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
4.00
3.36

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

2.67

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
3.38

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.38
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 224: Average DSO responses for Pricing and equity consequences

Figure 224 above shows that DSO respondents are in line with the average response in three of the four
statements of pricing and equity concerns. However, they do not seem to believe that Smart Grids could help
reduce energy poverty.
Lack of trust
Average response

DSO's average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
3.54

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
3.08

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.23

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
2.82

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.54

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
2.83
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 225: Average DSO responses for Lack of trust
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In this section, respondents had to rate the above-mentioned risks/statements from the lowest to the highest
risk. It is revealed that only the risk of non-payment of services is valued less from DSOs comparing with the
average response. The other DSO responses are quite in line with the average ones.
Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).

Average response

DSO's average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.25

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.31

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.69

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
3.77

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
4.23

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
3.08

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is
increasing?

3.47
3.17

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.77

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.58

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
3.36
3.14
3.15

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.
It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
3.33
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 226: Average DSO responses for Raising awareness
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Figure 226 above indicates that DSO responses were generally in line with the average respondent. DSOs
strongly believe that their involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can raise awareness and lead to better
understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration following the average response. Their
responses also reveal a great optimism regarding the future role of EVs in the transportation sector and high
expectations from multi region cooperation on the energy market.
However, DSOs are moderately optimistic when it comes to the benefits of Smart Grids as well as the easiness
of Smart Grid technology to be installed. It should be also noted that, following the average response, they
are quite pessimistic about people’s acceptance of higher charges due to the new network architecture.

8.13 Appendix 13: TSO – analysis on a utility basis
We received 10 responses from TSOs, from 9 different countries. In Figure 227, categorization by country can
be observed.
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Figure 227: Number of responses from TSOs categorized by country

Figure 227 above shows that TSOs responded in a similar pattern with the exception of FYR Macedonia. It
has to be clarified that FYR Macedonia does not have two TSOs, but rather the participants correspond to
the two different departments that participated in the survey.
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Security
Average response

TSO's average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.78

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.10

4.30

4.01
4.00
3.49
3.20

Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.70
3.90
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 228: Average TSO responses for Security

Figure 228 above shows that TSOs have answered that they are slightly more concerned about security
questions than the average respondent and rated it relatively high. This was clearly presented in ICT networks
and equipment failure.
Privacy
Average response

TSO average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding identity theft considerations when using
smart meters?
Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding the real-time surveillance of their
consumption and the determination of specific…

0.56
0.70
0.54
0.50

Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding the profiling/behaviour patterns?

0.62

0.80

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?
Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding the capabilities to monitor and control the
usage of plugged-in electrical devices?
Do you or your end-consumers have any considerations
regarding the data misinterpretation due to
communication/measurement errors?

0.55
0.70
0.49
0.50
0.67
0.80
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 229: TSO average responses to Privacy, yes/no questions
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Figure 229 above suggests that with regard to privacy questions, TSOs agreed consistently with questionnaire
statements more than the average respondent and the level of agreement scores was solid. The highest
difference was obtained in end-consumer considerations regarding the data misinterpretation due to
communication/measurement errors and profiling/behaviour patterns.
Average response

TSO average response
3.72
3.70

Identity theft
Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67

3.30
3.13
2.90

Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third parties

3.33

Revealing activities through residual data

3.00

Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73

3.39

3.30

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate data
(communication errors, measurement errors, …)

3.73
3.64

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00
4.00

5.00

Figure 230: TSO average responses to Privacy, scale rate questions

Figure 230 above shows that TSOs responded to the questions addressing privacy issues with lower rating
scores than the average respondent. This score raises many issues that have to be considered by Smart Grid
stakeholders in relation to the consequences of decisions and actions that rely on inaccurate data. However,
we noticed that there are participants who consider this statement of less importance.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Most of the TSO’s doesn’t have any considerations regarding the data sharing and most of them
share it publicly. One of the TSO’s states that measurement operator must define access right.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: There are different answers from TSO’s to this question. Some of them already implemented the
Regulation, others are in the process of implementing, while some of them are not aware of GDPR.
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Ethical concerns
Average response

TSO average response

The general public is interested in the Renewable
energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
3.40

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit from the
ability to better control the cross-border balancing
energy at interconnection points?
Does your company have any considerations/legal
restrictions regarding data sharing with organizations
from other countries in the region?

3.65
3.80
3.39
2.88
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 231: TSO average responses for Ethical concerns

Figure 231 above depicts the same difference in responses that was obtained in ethical concerns questions.
TSOs again provided response ratings that were slightly higher than the average response. This can be
attributed to stronger agreement with questions/statements about end-consumers benefits resulting from
better control of cross-border balancing of energy exchange at interconnection points.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: Most of TSO’s does something to engage the community and empower the consumers. The
answers vary from providing annual reports, consultancy to grid users respecting market and system
operation, organizing public hearings for capital projects and public discussions for participation of
consumers in procurement of ancillary services.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Again, in this question different national laws can be observed. Some of the operators doesn’t have
any restrictions, but most of them have some kind of law regulation and the obligation of secrecy.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

TSO average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat pump,
battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities, whose actions
could be led by market prices

3.97
3.80
3.36
3.40

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?
Variable electricity prices putting a burden on residential
consumers requiring a change in energy consumption
habits

3.53
3.40

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy (remote
controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.20
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 232: TSO average responses to Pricing and Equity

Figure 232 above indicates that TSOs agree less than the average respondent in relation to pricing and equity
statements and the only statement that they find more relevant than the average respondent is the one that
states that Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty.
Lack of trust
Average response

TSO average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES policy
changes that would affect your company?

3.00

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of non-payment
of services?

3.00

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of non-fulfilment
of services?

3.36
3.46
3.46
3.50

Do you think the state of economics (capital) and
subsides is adequate?

2.44

2.88

What is the overall confidence in electricity markets, in
your opinion?

3.36
3.56

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts might play
a part in cooperation between the countries in the…

2.70
1.00

2.00

3.01
3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 233: TSO average responses for Lack of trust

TSO’s in average rate the confidence in electricity markets higher than average respondent but on the other
hand they do not think that state of economics(capital) and subsides is adequate and they do not agree that
certain historical conflicts might play a part in cooperation between the countries in the region. The risks of
RES policy changes that would affect them, as well as risks of non-payment of services are lower than the
average respondents’.
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Raising awareness
Average response

TSO average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.50

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.80

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.50

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
3.50

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have bright
future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
4.00

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
2.80

Do you think that the awareness about importance
of self-sufficiency in energy supply is increasing?

3.47
3.70

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.70

Do you think people will find the higher prices from
the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.40

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
3.40
3.14
3.00

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.
It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
2.60
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 234: TSO average responses for Raising awareness

TSO’s like the average respondent think that involvement in projects like CROSSBOWW will raise awareness
and do think that multi region cooperation on the market is desirable. They see bright future for EVs. They
think that it is not easy to understand the short-term and long-term benefits for Smart Grids and do not think
that transportation can run 100% on RE, even less than the average respondent. Otherwise, in average they
share the opinion with average respondent.
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8.14 Appendix 14: National Regulatory Authority – analysis on a utility basis
On the picture below, we can see that there were 7 respondents from NRA from different countries.
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1
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1

1

1

1
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Herzegovina

Bulgaria

Croatia

Macedonia

Montenegro

Romania

Slovenia

0

NRA
Figure 235: Number of participants from different countries for NRA

Figure 235 above shows that NRAs responded in a totally similar pattern as the TSOs, with the exception of
FYR Macedonia.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

NRA's average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.29

3.78

3.78
3.57

Failure of ICT networks and equipment
Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.01
3.86
3.49
3.50

Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.29
1.00

2.00

3.00

3.70

4.00

5.00

Figure 236: NRA’s average responses for Security

Figure 236 above indicates that NRAs expressed a slight disagreement in comparison with the average
respondent. More importantly, NRAs disagreed with the statement that cyber-attacks on smart meters pose
a threat to personal security and that power disruption can cause loss of infrastructure and endanger public
safety.
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Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part there were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open questions.

Average response
Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

NRA's average response

0.56
0.14

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.29

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.29

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?
Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…
Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.55
0.29
0.49
0.14
0.67
0.14
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 237: NRA’s average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Figure 237 above shows that NRAs responded at levels well below the levels of the average utility respondent.
On average, they answered “NO” on most of the questions. The biggest difference between the average
response and NRA’s responses was for the last statement, where they do not have any considerations
regarding the data misinterpretation as well as no considerations regarding the identity theft or profiling.
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The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
Average response

NRA's average response

Identity theft

3.72

Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
3.71
3.13

Determination of specific appliances used
Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

4.29

3.71
3.73
3.67

3.39
3.67

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.33

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.73

3.64
3.71
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 238: Average NRA’s responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Figure 238 above presents the answers of NRAs on privacy scale rate questions. NRAs reported that they
mostly agreed with the average respondent, except for identity theft and home invasions that linked to
consumption patterns, and, thus, were considered as most and least important, respectively.
In this section there were also two open-ended questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: None of the respondents had any considerations.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: This question received mixed responses. Some were not aware of the new GDPR, and others were
aware of it and were using consultants for advice.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

NRA's average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
4.00

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
2.86

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
3.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 239: Average NRA’s responses for Ethical concerns

While NRA’s respondents agree that general public is interested in RES integration even more than average,
their opinion is that end-consumers will not benefit from the ability to better control cross-border balancing
energy at interconnection points. Regarding the third question and considerations on data sharing with
organizations from other countries it seems that certain restrictions exists.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: Encouraging public discussion, consultations and public workshops. Other companies that are
related more to the private sector do not engage the community that much.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Most have no considerations or do not know of them.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

NRA's average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
4.17
3.36
3.29

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?
Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
3.29

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.60
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 240: Average NRA’s responses for Pricing and equity consequences

NRA’s respondents strongly agreed with the first statement about the controlling of DR units by market
prices. Respondents agreed with the possibility that Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty and that
variable electricity prices might put a burden on residential consumers requiring them change their energy
consumption habits.
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Lack of trust
Average response

NRA's average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
4.00

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
3.67

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.00

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
2.80

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.50

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
3.17
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 241: Average NRA’s responses for Lack of trust

In this section, respondents had to rate the above-mentioned risks/statements from the lowest to the highest
risk. The state of economics and subsidies is rated as not adequate. Non-fulfilment of services is rated below
the average respondent’s answers. NRAs also predicted that certain historical conflicts might play a role in
cooperation between the countries in the region, where the average response was mostly neutral.
Confidence in electricity markets is rated above the average utility answers.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

NRA's average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.67

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.57

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
4.17

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
4.14

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
3.67

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
3.33

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is
increasing?

3.47
3.29

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
4.17

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.50

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
3.29
3.14
3.43

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.
It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
3.86
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 242: Average NRA’s responses for Raising awareness

NRA’s respondents highly agree with statements that energy efficiency will improve with broader use of DR
units. They also strongly agree with the statement that projects like CROSSBOW can change the view of the
Smart Grids and also that can lead to better understanding of RES integration. Also, NRA’s respondents
agreed on most of the questions, except acceptance of higher prices in relation with new energy architecture.
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8.15 Appendix 15: Technology provider – analysis on a utility basis
We received five responses from technology providers.
As it can be observed in Figure 243 above, we received completed questionnaires from Technology providers
in Greece (2), Romania (2) and Slovenia (1).

3
2
1

2

2

Greece

Romania

1

0
Slovenia

Technology provider (VPP software, SCADA)
Figure 243: Number of responses from Technology providers sorted by countries.

Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Technology provider's average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
4.00

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.80

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
4.67
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 244: Technology provider’s average responses for Security

It can be observed that technology providers found all of the statements more important than the average
respondent. As expected, technology providers view security of big databases as the most important factor,
since this directly affects their business. Moreover, they found cyber-attacks on smart meters, intrusion of
surveillance technologies and power disruption as very important factors which is understandable given their
understanding and potential experience with these issues. Interestingly, technology providers have a nearly
identical result as the average respondent for the failure of ICT networks and equipment.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part were
YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions.
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Average response

Technology provider's average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.80

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.80

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.40
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 245: Technology provider’s average responses for Privacy, YES/NO questions

Technology provider responses were mostly higher than the average respondent. They had a slightly lower
value for profiling and a significantly lower value for data misinterpretation considerations, which should not
be surprising given that their end-consumers are companies from the energy sector. Using similar logic can
explain the answer to the first two questions as the technology providers are likely much more aware and
perhaps have experience with these issues. The technology providers, as well as their end-consumers, also
consider the capabilities to monitor and control the usage of plugged-in electrical vehicles more than the
average respondent.
The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Average response

Technology provider's average response
3.72
3.40

Identity theft
Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
4.00
3.13

Determination of specific appliances used

3.60

Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73
4.00
3.39

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

4.40
4.20

3.64
3.80
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 246: Average Technology provider’s responses for Privacy scale rate questions

Technology providers found profiling, real-time surveillance, targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns and revealing activities through residual data more important than the average respondent, with
the biggest difference being related to final one. Moreover, they found all of the privacy consequences more
important than the average respondent aside from identity theft. Albeit an interesting result, this could be
explained with a better understanding of Smart Grids than the average respondent.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Technology providers did not have any considerations regarding data sharing. Some of them
suggested privacy as the only consideration but added that these issues can be solved using data encryption
and GDPR pseudo-anonymisation.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: All of the technology providers were aware of GDPR and were already compliant or about to
comply.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Technology provider's average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
4.00

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.80

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
4.67
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 247: Average Technology provider’s responses for Ethical concerns

In Figure 247 above it can observed that the technology providers found the statements more important
than the average respondent. The biggest difference was in the considerations and/or legal restrictions
regarding data sharing with organizations from other countries in the region which technology providers
found significantly more important than the average respondent.
In this section there were also two open questions where respondents could write their own answers.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: Technology providers offered various responses, each likely describing their solutions, such as
providing a DR solution, promoting microgrid concept, offering engagement digital platform and services to
raise awareness and educate prosumers, and a VPP (Virtual Power Plant), helping the economy with
secondary and tertiary reserve platform.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Majority of the respondents did not have considerations regarding data sharing with organizations
from other countries in the region, aside from contracts and being compliant and following local regulations.
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Pricing and equity consequences
Average response

Technology provider's average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
4.75
3.36

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

4.75

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50

4.40

4.20
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 248: Average Technology provider’s responses for Pricing and equity consequences

The respondents recognized significantly higher consequences/impact on all questions in comparison to the
average respondent with the biggest differences being in how they viewed the effect of Smart Grids on
reducing energy poverty and the control of DR units managed by utilities. Once again, this can likely be
attributed to their awareness and experience related to Smart Grids, and to a lesser extent, to the solutions
they provide.
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Lack of trust
Average response

Technology provider's average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
2.80

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
3.60

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.60

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
3.00

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.40

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
3.60
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 249: Average Technology provider’s responses for Lack of trust

As it can be seen from the figure above, technology providers mostly had similar rating of the questions as
the average respondent. Overall, they rate all of the questions higher than the average respondent aside
from the first questions related to the effect of RES policy changes on their company. This can likely be
explained by lack of a connection between RES policy changes and their business model/approach.
Technology providers view the role of historical conflicts as a much more important factor than the average
respondent, which is likely the result of some previous experience.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Technology provider's average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better…

4.22

3.50

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.40

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.80

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
3.60

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal…

3.60

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

4.00

3.25
3.40

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply…

3.47
3.80

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.40

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

3.91

2.32
2.60

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the…

3.27
3.40

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.

3.14
3.20

It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
3.20
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 250: Average Technology provider’s responses for raising awareness

Technology providers mostly agree with the average respondent. Technology providers agree less on the
impact of projects like CROSSBOW in raising awareness about energy sources and increased RES generation
than the average respondent but have a nearly identical opinion regarding the desirability of multi region
cooperation on the energy market. They also have nearly identical responses as the average respondent on
the role of projects like CROSSBOW in changing the public view of Smart Grids, their company’s promotion
of the use and integration of RES, and the easiness to understand the short-term and long-term benefits, of
Smart Grids, as well as to install and use Smart Grid technology.
Technology providers also disagree that people will find higher prices from the new energy architecture
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acceptable but are slightly more optimistic than the average respondent. Interestingly, even though the
agree on the importance, they are less optimistic regarding the bright future of EVs and improvements in
energy efficiency as result of a broader use of DR units.

8.16 Appendix 16: RES generator – analysis on a utility basis
We have a total of 5 responses from RES generators in the region.
3
2
2

1
1

1

1

Macedonia

Romania

0
Bulgaria

Greece
RES generator

Figure 251: Number of responses from RES generators sorted by country

Figure 251 above shows that RES generators responded in a totally similar pattern with the exception of
Greece.
Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

RES generator's average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78

3.00

3.78
3.60

Failure of ICT networks and equipment
Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.01
4.20
3.49

Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

3.70

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.20

4.20
4.00

5.00

Figure 252: Average RES generator response for Security

When comparing RES generator responses with the overall average response in this section, it can be
concluded that RES generators found the statements to be more important compared to the average
respondent. The exceptions being failure of ICT networks and loss of infrastructure due to power disruption
where RES generator result is below the average score.
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The last three statements (about security of big databases, surveillance intrusion and cyber-attacks on smart
meters) were rated the same (4.20) and well above the average grade. Apparently, those security
vulnerabilities of smart grid are thought to be pretty important by RES generators.
Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part consisted
of YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open-ended
questions.
Average response

RES generator's average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.20

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.40

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.40

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.20

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.60
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 253: Average RES generator response for Privacy – YES/NO questions

All of the RES generator responses in this set of questions were below the average.
The biggest mismatch between RES generator respondents and the average respondent can be seen in
questions 1 and 5 (about considerations regarding identity theft and capability to control plugged-in electrical
devices). Most respondents answered that they or their end-consumers have considerations regarding data
misinterpretation due to communication errors (question 6) and profiling/behaviour patterns (question 3).
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The average responses for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
Average response

RES generator's average response
3.72
4.00

Identity theft
Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

3.67
3.40

Determination of specific appliances used

2.60

Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.13
3.73

2.80

3.39
3.40

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

4.50

3.64
3.80
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 254: Average RES generator response for Privacy – scale rate questions

As a whole, RES generator responses in this set section were about equal to the average.
The most important assumption here was assessed to be the targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns. On the other hand of the scale (the least important) is the statement about determination of used
appliances.
We can identify a discrepancy here – identity theft was rated above the overall average as an important
matter (4.0) and yet in the previous scale of YES/NO question most of the RES generator representatives have
answered that they don’t have any considerations in regard to this particular threat.
This section contained two more open-ended questions where respondents could give their view on certain
topics.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Most of the respondents answered that they do not have considerations of sharing consumption
related data. Some pointed out that they do not share consumption data or that this is not applicable as after
all they are RES generator and their own consumption (auxiliaries) is supposed to be negligible.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: There were some negative answers here but most replied that they were familiar with the GDPR
and would align their policy with the requirements.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

RES generator's average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
3.40

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
3.00

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
2.75
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 255: Average RES generator response for Ethical concerns

All of the RES generator replies in this part were below the average.
The figure above implies that RES generators find the above statements not so important. RES generators
consider that the general public interest of RES integration is not of higher priority, maybe due to the fact
that RES penetration is subject of political decision than the society willingness. The companies do not seem
to have certain legal restrictions or considerations regarding the data sharing with organizations from other
countries.
This section included two open questions where respondents could express their opinion on the matters at
hand.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: This question received varied feedback. Answers were ranging from social activities and public
discussions to offering advice about consumption behaviour and its improvement.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Most did not have barriers for data sharing but one mentioned that this info could be sensitive for
future investors.
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Pricing and equity consequences
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

RES generator's average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
3.80
3.36
3.60

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?
Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53
3.00

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50
3.60
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 256: Average RES generator response for Pricing and equity concerns

Slightly above the average score, RES generators tend to believe that smart grids would contribute to
reducing the energy poverty. The RES generator respondents appear to be neutral in their opinion about
variable electricity pricing putting a burden and forcing a change in consumption habits. The remaining two
replies in this section are more or less in line with the overall average.
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Lack of trust
In this section respondents had to rate the risks/statements from the lowest (1) to the highest risk (5).
Average response

RES generator's average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
4.00

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
3.40

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.40

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
3.00

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.40

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
3.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 257: Average RES generator response for Lack of trust

No surprises here, the risk of RES policy changes was rated the highest as this is of course very important for
RES integration and development in the region. Nothing really stands out in this part as practically all
responses except the first are close to the overall average. Non-payment and non-fulfilment of services are
rated the same (3.40) slightly lower than the overall average. RES generator representatives remain neutral
about the possibility of certain historical conflicts playing a role in cooperation between the countries in the
region.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

RES generator's average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.20

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.00

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
3.60

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
4.20

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
4.40

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
4.40

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is
increasing?

3.47

4.00

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
4.40

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.80

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
2.80
3.14

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.

2.40

It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
3.40
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 258: Average RES generator response for Raising awareness

RES respondents strongly agree with the statement that involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration as is the
average opinion. Multi region cooperation still gets a high rating but below the average score in this case.
RES generators believe that projects like CROSSBOW can change the public view of Smart Grids but are a little
behind the overall average. RES generator response is very optimistic about the next five assumptions
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including promotion and integration of RES, future of EVs, transport running 100% on renewables, increasing
self-sufficiency of energy supply and DR, improving the energy efficiency with grades of 4.00 and above,
because these options support further integration of RES.
RES generator replies agree more than the average response with statement that the general public will find
higher prices from new energy architecture acceptable. And despite showing optimism about the bright
future of EVs in a previous statement, RES respondents don’t really think that energy consumption may
increase with the implementation of EVs and smart grids.
RES generators do not reckon that smart grids are easy to install and use. They also think that short-term and
long-term benefits of smart grid are more easily understood than the average respondent.

8.17 Appendix 17: Research Association – analysis on a utility basis
There were 5 responses concerning Research Associations (RA).

3
2
2
1
1

1

1

Greece

Macedonia

0
Romania

Serbia

Research Association
Figure 259: Number of responses from Research Associations sorted by country

As it is shown by the figure above, two of the questionnaire respondents were from Romania. The other
three respondents were from Greece, FYR of Macedonia and Serbia.
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Security
In this section the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most
important.
Average response

Research Association's average response

Power disruption that can cause loss of
infrastructure and endanger public safety

3.78
3.60

Failure of ICT networks and equipment

3.78

Security of big databases and computers
analysing the accessed consumer’s data

4.60

4.01

3.49

Intrusion of surveillance technologies
Cyber-attacks on smart meters as a threat to
personal security

4.60

4.00

3.70
3.80
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 260: Average Research Association response for Security

When comparing Research Association responses with the overall average response in this section, it can be
concluded that Research Associations found the statements to be more important compared to the average
respondent. The only exception is noted in disruption that can cause loss of infrastructure and endanger
public safety where the Research Associations found this statement slightly less important than the average
response.
The biggest difference to the average response can be noted on the statement regarding the failure of ICT
networks and equipment, that it is quite important for Research Associations. Equally important for Research
Associations is also the security of big databases and computers analysing the accessed consumer’s data.
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Privacy
The second section targeted privacy-based questions. It was composed of two parts. The first part consisted
of YES/NO questions and the second part had scale rating questions. There were also two open-ended
questions.
Average response

Research Association's average response

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding identity theft
considerations when using smart meters?

0.56
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the real-time surveillance
of their consumption and the determination of…

0.54
0.80

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the profiling/behaviour
patterns?

0.62
0.80

Do you or your end-consumers in your region find
cyber-attacks on smart meters a threat for personal
security (profiling)?

0.55
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the capabilities to monitor
and control the usage of plugged-in electrical…

0.49
0.60

Do you or your end-consumers have any
considerations regarding the data misinterpretation
due to communication/measurement errors?

0.67
0.80
0.00

0.50

1.00

Figure 261: Average Research Association response for Privacy – YES/NO questions

Figure 261 above presents the average Research Associations response in this section which is well above
the overall average, indicating a high concern for the issue. A more detailed view on the answers provided
shows that the main concern of Research Associations (with scores of 0.8) refer to real time surveillance of
consumption and load identification, profiling and data misinterpretation due to communication errors.
The average response for the scale rating questions is displayed below. In this set of statements, the
respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important to 5 - most important.
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Average response

Research Association's average response
3.72

Identity theft
Determination of personal behaviour patterns
(profiling)

4.40

3.67
3.80
3.13

Determination of specific appliances used

3.60

Performing real-time surveillance by third
parties

3.73
4.00
3.39
3.60

Revealing activities through residual data
Targeted home invasions based on consumption
patterns

3.73
3.80

Decisions and actions based upon inaccurate
data (communication errors, measurement…

3.64
3.40
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 262: Average Research Association response for Privacy – scale rate questions

Research Association respondents had considered all the statements more important than the average
respondent, except the last one about decisions and actions based upon inaccurate data. This exception is
inconsistent with the responses to the previous scale (YES/NO question), where most of the respondents
answered that they or their end-consumers have considerations regarding data misinterpretation due to
communication errors/measurement errors.
The most important for Research Association respondents was the identity theft, where also the biggest
mismatch with the average respondent was detected. However, in the previous scale (YES/NO question) the
respective mismatch was very small and generally this statement has been considered less important than
the other statements.
This section contained two more open-ended questions where respondents could give their view on certain
topics.
Open question 1: Do you have any considerations regarding the data sharing of measurement data relevant
to your consumption? If yes, what are the considerations?
Answers: Most of the respondents expressed significant concerns about data sharing and especially with
regards to the identity of the data receiving entity. Some Research Associations even stated that data sharing
of consumption should not be allowed at any case as they are regarded as personal data that could be
potentially associated with personal habits and behaviour.
Open question 2: Are you aware of new General Data Protection Regulation (https://www.eugdpr.org/). If
yes, will it affect your business and what are you doing about it?
Answers: There was only one negative answer here while most of the respondents answered positively. The
positive answers came with the assertion that these institutions will comply with the new regulation. In
contrast, there was one positive answer which was followed by the claim that the GDPR does not affect the
operation of this particular Research Association.
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Ethical concerns
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Research Association's average response

The general public is interested in the
Renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

3.67
3.80

Do you think that end-consumers will benefit
from the ability to better control the crossborder balancing energy at interconnection…

3.65
4.00

Does your company have any
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data
sharing with organizations from other…

3.39
2.75
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 263: Average Research Association responses for Ethical concerns

As it can be seen by the figure, the Research Association respondents consider that the general public is
interested in the RES integration and that end-consumers will benefit from the ability to better control of
cross-border balancing energy at interconnection points. In addition, it seems that there are not important
considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with organizations from other countries in the region.
This section included two open questions where respondents could express their opinion on the matters at
hand.
Open question 1: What is your company doing to engage the community and empower the consumers?
Answers: This question received a variety of answers. Two research institutes stated that they have not
engaged in any relevant activity since they believe that such actions are not in accordance to their role and
responsibilities. Others stated that they participate in dissemination actions and public events in order to
inform consumers and the community in general.
Open Question 2: Does your company have any considerations/legal restrictions regarding data sharing with
organizations from other countries in the region? If YES, which?
Answers: Two respondents suggested that there are no barriers or legal restrictions regarding data sharing
in their institutions. However, the majority of the users stated that they have to follow certain rules and
regulations stemming from relevant national laws.
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Pricing and equity consequences
In this set of statements, the respondents had to answer by rating the statements from 1 - least important
to 5 - most important.
Average response

Research Association's average response

Controlling of Demand Response units (Heat
pump, battery, freezer, …) managed by utilities,
whose actions could be led by market prices

3.97
4.40
3.36

Smart Grids could help reduce energy poverty?

3.80

Variable electricity prices putting a burden on
residential consumers requiring a change in
energy consumption habits

3.53

Impact on limitations of consumer autonomy
(remote controlling of consumers’ appliances)

3.50

4.00

4.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 264: Average Research Association response for Pricing and equity concerns

Research Association respondents, as well as the average respondent, consider that all the statements are
important. Furthermore, Research Associations found the statements to be more important compared to the
average respondent. Evidently, Research associations find issues regarding the impact of concepts such as
DR and Smart Grids as very important since these ideas are discussed and debated widely in research
conferences and publications. It is also reasonable that they value consumer rights and energy poverty issues
really high.
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Lack of trust
In this section respondents had to rate the risks/statements from the lowest (1) to the highest risk (5).
Average response

Research Association's average response

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of RES
policy changes that would affect your company?

3.36
1.67

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonpayment of services?

3.46
3.60

How high (in your opinion) are the risks of nonfulfilment of services?

3.46
3.20

Do you think the state of economics (capital)
and subsides is adequate?

2.88
3.80

What is the overall confidence in electricity
markets, in your opinion?

3.36
3.80

Do you predict that certain historical conflicts
might play a part in cooperation between the
countries in the region?

3.01
2.80
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 265: Average Research Association response for Lack of trust

One can notice that there is a big difference of Research Association responses to the average ones regarding
the risk of RES policy changes. This is expected though, since RAs will not be affected by these changes since
they do not participate in markets or own RES units whatsoever. Differences regarding economic subsidies
or overall confidence in electricity markets are also to be expected since market actors tend to be more
sensitive with these kinds of issues that affect their daily operation than research institutes. Generally,
though, RAs evaluate similarly to other respondents the risks related to non-fulfilment and non-payments
services as well as the risk posed by historical conflicts in the region.
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Raising awareness
In this section the users had to disagree/agree with the statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree).
Average response

Research Association's average response

Involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can/will
raise awareness and lead to better understanding
of energy sources and increased RES integration?

4.22
4.60

Is multi region cooperation on the energy market
desirable from your company’s point of view?

4.40
4.80

Do you think that projects like CROSSBOW can
change the public view of the Smart Grids?

3.77
4.60

Does your company promote use of the RES and
their integration in wider region?

3.58
4.00

Do you think that electric vehicles (EVs) have
bright future and will replace internal combustion
engines?

4.00
4.20

Do you think that transportation can run 100% on
renewable energy?

3.25
3.00

Do you think that the awareness about
importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply is
increasing?

3.47
3.20

Do you think that energy efficiency will improve
with broader use of Demand Response units?

3.91
3.80

Do you think people will find the higher prices
from the new energy architecture acceptable?

2.32
2.40

Do you think that the overall energy consumption
may increase (EV) because of the implementation
of Smart Grids?

3.27
3.00
3.14
3.40

Smart Grid technology is easy to install and use.
It is easy to understand the short-term and longterm benefits of Smart Grids.

3.19
3.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 266: Average Research Association response for Raising awareness

Research association respondents strongly believe that the involvement in projects like CROSSBOW can raise
awareness and lead to better understanding of energy sources and increased RES integration as is also the
average opinion. Their responses also reveal great optimism regarding the future role of EVs in the
transportation sector and high expectations from multi region cooperation on the energy market. Generally,
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there are high expectations regarding the impact of the project to the public opinion’s view on the Smart
Grids concept.
However, RAs are moderately optimistic when the issue of all-renewable powered transportation is raised as
is the case to all other respondents. In addition, RAs provide similar optimistic responses to the average with
regards to the impact of DR on energy efficiency. They also state that the public awareness is reasonably high
about the importance of self-sufficiency in energy supply. Similarly, to the other entities’ responses, RAs show
concerns when the discussion comes to consumers’ tolerance of higher electricity prices as a result of the
new energy architecture.
RAs replies are also in line to the average ones regarding the impact of Smart Grids on total energy
consumption. Moreover, they also suggest that Smart Grids are moderately easy to use and install and that
their benefits are decently understood.
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